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ABSTRACT
The theory of pressure broadening and pressure shifts of
emission and absorption lines has been devel-oped over the
years. Only. recently has it been possible to use
Doppler-free techniques to measure the linewidths and
lineshifts within the resolution of the homogeneous
linewidths. Pressure shifts in the 9 and 10 pm lasing
transition in CO2 is measured using a two channel 4.3p
saturated fluorescence stabilized CO2 laser heterodyne
system. These pressure shift measurements are unique
because the J dependence and vibrational dependence
(relating to the different Fermi resonances in the different
CO2 isotopes) can studied using this saturated fluorescence
technique. They are also important in providing an estimate
of the reproducibility of the many CO2 lasing transitions
for use as a secondary infrared frequency standard and for
providing another bound on the uncertainty of several other
'absolute' measurements in which the CO2 laser was another
frequency source in the frequency chain.
Phase locked, frequency locked lineshape scans were also
taken to determine the pressure broadening coefficient.
Various power scans and fluorescence linescans were also
taken to obtain estimates of the various laser linewidths,
Doppler widths and other physical parameters of the system.
The linewidths were fitted to a saturated absorption
lineshape obtained from using a two level rate equation
analysis. Existing offsets and shifts such as the recoil,
transit time, curvature, and slope effects were calculated
and minimized in order to obtain a true pressure shift. The
major problem due to the background power slope, which gave
a pressure squared error dependence, was effectively nulled
and monitored in the experiment.
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After all these corrections and adjustments, pressure
shifts were taken over a wide range of J in the I and II
bands for four different CO2 isotopes and as a function of
several perturbers including Xe, N2 , Ar, He, H2 and CH3F.
The pressure shift measurements showed very little J
dependence and practically no P or R dependence for all the
isotopes. The measured shifts were less than 100 KHz/torr
blue shifted at pressures less than 100 mtorr but appeared
red shifted at pressures between 1 to 10 torr. In contrast,
the traditional pressure broadening theory predicted a red
shift based on the dephasing of the vibrational isotropic
potentials due to the anharmonicities (Fermi resonance) in
the lasing levels. The shifts taken with the perturber gases
were blue, scaling approximately with their respective Van
der Waals constants, except for He and H2which yielded red
shift data.
It turns out that another nonlinear pressure shift taken
with HeNe stabilized on the CH4 resonance were also blue
shifted while being red shifted at very high pressures.
Such similarities point to the possibility of velocity
changing collisions in the low pressure Lamb dip experiments
versus the standard phase changing collisions at the high
pressure linear absorption measurements.
Thesis Supervisor: Herman A. Haus
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The emission or absorption lineshape of isolated spectral
lines have been studied ever since Michelson and Lorentz
(281) attempted to model the process with hard sphere
collisions. Over the years, pressure broadened theories of
the lineshape(2 8 1-3 0 1 > have evolved that attempted to
explain the broadening and pressure shift resulting from
perturbers colliding with an excited radiator and disrupting
its radiation. This broadening and shift has the following
simple physical picture.
Consider a two level system, labeled a and b with wa>wb
and wo = Wa-Wb. Assume a coherence is excited between the
two states such that the system emits or absorbs radiation
atwo and that a perturber collides with the system with a
time duration
rd-b/v~10A /104cm/s 10- 12sec.
During the collision, the energy levels are perturbed from
their original positions and consequently the system will
radiate at a different wo' before returning to the original
w0  level. A pressure shift depending on the number of
collisions and hence dependent on the pressure of the
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perturbers, will occur if the average wo' during this r is
different from the original resonance wo. Even so, there
will be a net broadening since the emitted radiation will
have a spread around w0 due to the collisions. In terms of
the energy levels E between the initial and final states as
a function of the interaction distance R,
[Ef(o)-Ef(R)]- [Ei(o)-E 1 (R)]= V(o)-V(R) = AV(R)
Thus the shift is proportional to the difference in the
scalar potential functions V(R) during the collision for a
distance of closest approach R.
Most of the spectral lineshape studies measure the
pressure broadening instead of the pressure shift. This is
mainly due to the resolution available and the difficulty in
resolving or deconvolving the true lineshape obtained using
conventional optical linear spectroscopy and the associated
spectrometers or interferometers. This was especially true
in the infrared and visible regime where the Doppler
response of the radiator severely limited the resolution of
the measurements. Part of this problem was resolved with
the advent of the laser which provided a single intense
coherent frequency source as a probe or tool in optical
spectroscopy. Over the years, several methods have been
developed to circumvent the Doppler limitations so as to
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obtain ultrahigh resolution; these techniques include
atomic or molecular beams, the method of saturated
absorption, two photon resonances in a standing wave field
and resonances in separate optical fields. By eliminating
the influence of Doppler broadening, the resolution of the
resonances is ultimately limited by the interaction time
between the system and the laser field.
Of these Doppler free methods, the nonlinear saturation
absorption technique( 3 0 7-3 28 > has been widely used to
improve frequency measurements. In saturation spectroscopy,
a saturating beam with frequency w interacts only with the
velocity group (±v) of molecules that are Doppler shifted
into resonance
WO w ± k.v
A probe beam experiences a dip in the absorption of the
Doppler profile at the frequency of the saturating beam.
The Lamb dip or the standing wave saturated resonance occurs
when the two dips due to the +v and -v coalesce for v=O when
the laser is exactly on resonance w = w,,. This dip is
homogeneously broadened in contrast to the Doppler broadened
ensemble response of the resonance and accordingly offers a
means to probe or pick the exact we with the resolution of
the homogeneous linewidth. Thus, using this saturated
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absorption technique, new levels of temporal or frequency
stability and reproducibility have been obtained; this has
been applied to the measurements of the speed of light and
new standards of length and time< 1 3 2 - 1 3 4 > besides providing
several secondary infrared frequency standards(1 4 7 ). In all
of these measurements, a laser servo locked to the center of
the Lamb dip can provide a coherent IR or visible frequency
source with stabilities up to 10-13 or 10-14(151-177). This
level of stability is very important in our work since a
very small 50 to 100 KHz/torr pressure shift( 6 3 4 -6 40 ) (small
compared to the 7-8 MHz/torr FWHM 6 0 2- 6 18 )) line broadening
was measured in our experiment.
The purpose of this experiment is to measure the pressure
shift in the 9 and 10 pm lasing transition of CO2 - Pressure
shifts have been measured for rotational microwave
transitions and in the vibrational-rotational hydrogen
halide transitions( 4 1 9 -4 6 0 1 to determine the vibrational
and J dependence using conventional linear spectroscopy.
What makes this experiment unique is that the actual shifts
are not measured within the resolution of a spectrometer or
interferometer but rather the Lamb dip stabilized laser
frequency is heterodyned with another stabilized laser down
to the microwave frequency range so that the KHz shifts are
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counted using an ordinary electronic counter. This
heterodyne technique is possible for any Lamb dip stabilized
laser but in most instances the laser can only be locked to
one nearby molecular transition. In these lasers (HeNe
stabilized on CH 4 (178-89) or 12(195-200), Ar stabilized on
12(209), and CO 2 stabilized on SF6 or Os04(124-131)) there
exist only a few molecular transitions with which the laser
output frequency coincides. In contrast, in our CO2 system,
the lasing medium and the molecular absorber are the same so
that all J of the P and R branches for the lasing
transitions can be investigated as a function of different
vibrational Fermi resonances for the different CO2 isotopes.
These measurements provide an unique opportunity to study
the pressure shifts as a function of J and as a function of
the vibrational dependence (Fermi resonance) using the
ultrahigh resolution possible with the heterodyne
spectroscopic techniques. The pressure shift for these
lasing transitions is also important because of the many
lasing lines (P and R branches of several different isotope
lasers) provide a wide range of lines of high spectral
purity, high frequency stability and resettability in the 9
and 10 pm range which are suitable for high resolution
spectroscopy or as a secondary frequency standard in
heterodyne spectroscopy. Since CO2 was one of the
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stabilized sources in the frequency chain used in making
several 'absolute'< 1 3 5- 1 4 7 > measurements referenced to the
Cs standard, the pressure shift measurements will provide
another bound on the absolute error and reproducibility of
these measurements, especially since CO2 on its own right,
can easily provide a highly accurate secondary infrared
frequency source. The temperature dependence of the shift
will not be considered in this experiment since the means
and the existing equipment were not available to obtain
reliable temperature dependent shifts.
Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the vibrational
modes, existing energy levels, and allowed
rotation-vibrational transitions in CO2 - It should be
especially noted that the Fermi levels( 2 1 -3 0 in CO2 had
been erroneously labeled in past literature but the correct
level assignments( 3 1 ~35 ) are still not very well known or
emphasized.
A brief overview of the laser is given in Chapter 3. The
emphasis in this chapter is not on a detailed description of
the system but rather on some of the usual or unusal
features or precautions taken in terms or equipment and
techniques (plus suggestions for improvement) that would
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comprise an ultra-stable system. The existing system is
unique in the sense that a wide range of CO2 isotopes can be
studied by interchanging different gas fills in the laser
tube and in the absorption cell. Short term stability is
determined by the laser structure and components while long
term stability is determined by the feedback servo system.
The most important variable in long term stability and
reproducibility is the S/N of the detector. Given that the
ultimate limit in stability is determined by the detector, a
different electronic detection and servo system was built to
eliminate as much of the electrical drift, errors and
offsets in the system. Finally root mean square deviation (
e) vs time (r) plots and drift runs were taken as a measure
of the stability and reproducibility of the system.
A two level rate equation analysis of the standing wave
saturated resonance is given in Chapter 4. Essentially,
this analysis follows that of Kelly(28 0 and Thomas( 2 7 9 > in
their evaluation of the 4.3 pm fluorescence signal. The
expression for the linewidth, depth and percentage depth
given in terms of the two level signal and a gaussian
intensity averaged signal is used in the later chapters in
analyzing the errors or fits in the pressure shift data.
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One of the primary results and conclusions obtained from
earlier CO2 4.3 pm fluorescence lineshape studies was the
observation that the pressure broadening of the nonlinear
resonance dip was not linear at the lower absorption cell
pressures (less than 30 mtorr). First Meyer<2 7 >, in his
high intensity, internal cell studies and then Kelly(28 0
Thomas( 2 79 > with their expanded beam, external cell studies
observed this effect. In their work, Kelly and Thomas
attributed this nonlinear pressure broadening to a
difference in the contributions of the fluorescence signal
from the wings of the Gaussian distribution at the lower
pressures; there is less power broadening in the wings so
the overall linewidth narrows. A similar but weaker effect
could also come from the M degeneracy of the rotational
states where the weaker transitions contribute more at lower
pressures. Linescans of the fluorescence signals were taken
in this experiment to verify that the linebroadening
coefficient was still about 7.5 MHz/torr FWHM in our
experimental setup; extensive measurements were not taken at
the lower pressures since our setup was not optimized for
it. These linescans were different from the usual linescans
since the variable frequency laser was phase and frequency
locked to a local oscillator while its frequency output was
being scanned. All data, including the frequency readings
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and amplitude readings were digitized and stored on tape for
later evaluation. It turned out that these linescans were
very important in tracking down a power slope contribution
to the lineshape that gave rise to the most significant
source of error in this experiment.
The 4.3 pm fluorescence system is unique in the sense
that the absorber resonance and the peak laser power lies
almost on top of each other in frequency space and
accordingly the system does not have to depend on any
accidental resonances or external external frequency
adjustment to provide a lock signal. Because the laser gain
and its frequency output is dependent on the overall net
dispersion of the entire laser, the peak of the laser's
power output will almost never exactly coincide (within the
homogeneous width) with the low pressure resonance dip.
This has been a major and annoying problem in much of the
previous work using saturated absorption in which absolute
frequencies or secondary standards were required. This
power error was even seen in the earliest as well as current
saturated absorption experiments in the form of an
asymmetric dip< 2 3 9-2 48 >, skewed off center from the
background peak; accordingly, several reasons were proposed
to account for this asymmetry. In reality, the 4.3 pm
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fluoresence signal is the result of convolving the laser
power profile with the absorber's velocity dependent
response. Since there is no preferred +v or -v velocities,
the molecular response is symmetric in frequency space; the
asymmetry of the resonance dip is composed primarily of the
nonzero laser power slope which 'adds' a nonzero slope to
the existing signal. Thus the servo electronics will lock
to this pressure dependent offset zero. This gives rise to
the erroneous 'instrumental' error which can account for
almost all the nonlinear pressure shift observed at the
higher pressures. It turns out that this error is-
proportional to the power slope and is proportional to
pressure squared with a slight power dependence due to the
saturation depth and width of the resonance dip.
The linescans and subsequent power scans described in
Chapter 5 provide visual evidence that there is a nonzero
power slope contribution to the linewidth. This power error
plus other offset errors are discribed in Chapter 6.
Physically,
W=W 0 (t)[1+vz/c -v2/2c2 efiwo/(2mc 2 )
where the terms in the brackets represent the frequency, the
first order Doppler shift along the laser propagation
direction, the second order Doppler shift and the recoil
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shift, respectively. The frequency wo(t) is represented as
a function of time (and is also a function of pressure)
since it depends on the number and type of collisions.
Since the pressure shift measurements reveal approximately a
100 Hz/mtorr change, it was shown that these physical terms
are negligible compared to the pressure shift, especially
since they do not depend on pressure. It was also shown
that transit time effects, wave front curvature (diverging
wavefronts mismatched inside the absorption cavity) did not
affect the measured shift and is negligible above 20 mtorr.
Even diffractive or beam effects due to where the radiation
is sampled along the gaussian beam profile is eliminated
since spontaneous fluorescence is observed (isotropic in 4#f
steradian) and not saturated absorption so that this type of
asymmetry in the derivative signal is effectively
eliminated.
Finally, a non-electrical means of correcting for this
power slope was discovered and used to correct for this
power slope. (Electronic corrections were avoided since the
power variation and electronic error were so small at the
zero lock point that any correction would add more to the
instability of the system than any correction that it would
provide). By adjusting the diffraction grating within the
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tuning range of the laser gain while the laser is locked on
the resonance dip, the output gain profile can be distorted
until a local zero power slope point at the resonance dip is
reached.
Calibration runs (with large slope errors) and tests
showed that the pressure shift could be 'tuned' red or blue
by almost any magnitude just by judiciously adjusting the
grating which changes the power slope. Pressure shift
measurements for four different CO2 isotopes were taken
after correcting for the power slope. Chapters 6 and 7
describe these tests and measurements. Perturber gas
pressure shifts were also taken using the same setup for Xe,
Ar, N2 , H2 , He, and CH3Fl. Pressure shifts were also taken
at the relatively higher pressures between 100 and 200
mtorr; these were nonoptimum pressures since the Lamb dip is
getting wiped out at these pressures and all the errors and
offsets increase dramatically at these higher pressures
(error is proportional to pressure squared). An estimate of
the sign and magnitude of the pressure shift at large
pressures (> 1 torr) was also made by comparing absorption
signals as the laser beam passed through two different
pressure cells.
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These final measurements were made because the pressure
shift, as measured using the 4.3 pm fluorescence technique,
turned out to be blue, instead of red as predicted by linear
spectroscopy theory. At the extremely high pressures (> 1
torr), the pressure shift reversed and became red. Even the
perturber data showed this blue and red variation among the
heavy and light perturbers, respectively; this indicated
that polarizability or the Van der Waals potential could
possibly be the dominate term in the lineshift calculatio
A semiclassical perturbative impact approximation of
the lineshape theory is outlined and used to evaluate the
shift in Chapter 8. Nonzero shifts arise due to the
vibrational mixing of the normal harmonic vibrations in each
participating level. Thus the shift could depend on the
Fermi resonance in the lower lasing levels. But these
semiclassical theories predicted a red shift for a linear
absorption experiment. But our nonlinear absorption
experiment, just as the pressure shifts measured in the CH4
absorption cell stabilized to a HeNe transition using the
same saturation absorption technique, gave a blue shift( 189 )
at low pressures while a red shift was measured at higher
pressures( 190 )(in the same transition in CH4 using a linear
absorption technique). In the case of the methane
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measurements, the workers apparently were not aware of this
discrepancy.
It appears that there is a fundamental difference between
linear and nonlinear spectroscopy that could possibly arise
from the presence of velocity changing collisions. One
physical consequence of the effect of velocity changing
collisions, as applied to the nonlinear linewidth dependence
(266-280) seen in several saturated absorption experiments,
revolves around the concept of velocity changing collisions
kicking the molecule out of the homogeneous hole in
frequency space. If the average change in velocity Avcan
remove the molecule from effectively interacting with the
laser field, (the homogenous width fis smaller than the
Doppler shift kAv) then that molecule will not contribute
further to the broadening or shift. If the opposite occurs,
then the molecule will continue interacting with the field.
Thus a change or inflection point will occur in the pressure
dependence of the shift width when the pressure broadened
homogeneous linewidth equals the Doppler shift due to
velocity changing collisions.. These explanations,
theoretical calculations and conclusions are explored in
Chapter 8 and 9.
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During the course of this thesis, many of the existing
lineshape theories were evaluated and surveyed to try to
find which theory would best fit our experiment. Thus, as a
final note, Chapter 10 gives a brief overview of the
different lineshape theories currently in use along with
many of the recent references. A brief survey of the work
involving pressure shifts is also included in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2 CARBON DIOXIDE
INTRODUCTION -
Carbon dioxide is a classic example of a linear,
symmetric triatomic molecule belonging to the Doh group.
Spectroscopically, two strong IR absorption bands at 667.3
and 2349.3 cm- 1 and a strong Raman band at 1340 cm-1
represent the three (3N-5, singly degenerate) fundamental
vibrational modes that exist in linear triatomics.
The v 1 ,V 2 1, and v3  normal vibrational modes shown in
Figure 1 are called the symmetric stretch,the bending mode
and the asymmetric stretch respectively. The V2 mode is
doubly degenerate since the molecule can bend in two
directions (x or y) perpendicular to the axis of symmetry
(z). The superscript 1 (l=0,1,2..v2) represents the
vibrational angular momentum about the molecular axis. A
sample of the vibrational energy levels ( v1,v 2 ,v3 ) of the
ground IX electronic state is shown in Figure 2.
Since CO 2 can not have a permanent dipole but does have
a nonzero quadrupole moment, the IR v3 and v 2 bands arise
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from induced dipole moments while the v1 mode gives rise to
the Raman spectra. From similar symmetry arguments, the
first derivative of the polarizability with respect to the
normal coordinates will be nonzero in the v1 mode while the
first derivative of the dipole and the second derivative of
the polarizability and quadrupole moments are nonzero only
in the V2 and V3 vibrational modes; this fact will be very
important in the theoretical evaluation of the pressure
shifts in Chapter 8.
The most common lasing action (3) occurs between the
upper V3 level and a lower level doublet. This dyad is the
most well known example of Fermi resonance.< 2 1 -3 0 Here the
two levels are very close in energy,v1 ~2v 2 and consequently
significant mixing and the corresponding energy repulsion of
the two levels occur. The dipole moment (~0.018 Debye) and
the absorption coefficient (~ 3x10-6 cm-1 torr-1) for the
lasing transitions are very small compared to that of the
ground state absorber v3 4.3 pm level. The low absorption
coefficient follows from the statistical population
distribution of the lasing levels. The relative populations
of the two v3 and v1 levels are 1.24x10-5 and 1.26x10-3
times that of the ground state. Consequently absorption is
very small and the upper lasing level population can be
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considered to be neglible compared to the lower level
population. The Einstein A coefficients for the 4.3pm, 10.6
pm, and 9.6pm transitions are 200.0, 0.33 and 0.2 sec-
respectively. The lasing action does not depend on the
slow spontaneous lifetime of the participating levels but
rather on the vibrational and rotational relaxation between
the levels (83-105) The 4.3pm spontaneous emission can be
influenced by its frequency response and by such effects as
radiation trapping (7682), since CO2 is a ground state
absorber at 4.3pm.
SPECTROSCOPIC TRANSITIONS
The symmetry properties of the total molecular
eigenfunction and the symmetry properties of the Deh group
to which CO2 belongs determine what energy levels exist and
what transitions are dipole allowable.
Consider CO2  in its ground state. To a very good
approximation the total molecular eigenfunction can be
represented as a product of the individual electronic,
vibrational and rotational eigenfunctions:
11-1 e Orr
where Te is the electronic eigenfunction
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where Vv is the anharmonic oscillator eigenfunction and
where Vr is the nonrigid rotor wavefunction:
~P.m cos(9)eimO
Hence
*~ v(r-r.) Tr(6,O) T,(r)
Initially the effect of nuclear spin can be disregarded
if zero nuclear spin atoms ,e.g. 016 or 018 are considered.
One important way to differentiate between levels or
eigenfunctions is to consider the effect of inversion or
reflection of the system about the origin: (-r-O ,O-ff+ )
Since T, is normally unaffected by inversion, the parity
of the total eigenfunction is determined by *.r. In the
case of ?, ,inversion results in
*r+(-1)0'r
so each rotational level can be labeled as being even (+)
or odd (-) parity. Accordingly, the rotational transition
rule AJ=±1 follows since parity must change to be dipole
allowable. Thus considering just the + vibrational levels,
the even J levels are labeled + and the odd J levels are
labeled - , while for the I- vibrational levels, the even J
levels are - and the odd J levels are +.
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Whenever there is a center of symmetry for a linear
molecule, ie. the Dh point group, there is also an exchange
symmetry where the system is either symmetric or
antisymmetric with respect to a complete exchange of
identical nuclei (oxygen in this case). The total
eigenfunction will either remain unchanged or change sign
under this exchange. This nuclear exchange can be
considered as a reflection of all nuclei followed by the
reflection of all the electrons about the center of symmetry
(carbon atom). Consequently the different symmetry (a,s)
and different parity (+,-) lead to 2x2=4 possible
classifications of each rotational level. Since gerade (g)
and ungerade (u) refer exactly to ± under r --r, the
rotational designations for the vibrational states in Doh
molecules correspond to:
I~gZ-g, fg,Ag are (s,+) or (a,-)
and
Z+Uz-u are (a,+) or (s,-)
where specifically for the following cases
Table 1
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The reverse holds for the I-g and the 2:- levels. Here
nonzero dipole transitions are allowed if AJ=±1, parity
changes, symmetry types do not change and (g,u) change.
Now consider the influence of nuclear spin which gives
rise to the alternation of intensities and the para and
ortho modification in homonuclear diatomics. Essentially
these two effects depend on whether the symmetric nuclei
behave as bosons or fermions. The rotational weights 2J+1
are modified to include the different nuclear spins I1 and I
2 so that the new weights to be summed over and averaged are
of the form (21j+1)(2I 2+1)(2J+1).
This arises because the total eigenfunction must now include
a nuclear spin function += VTrT .1 When the contributions
of the nuclear spin to each rotational level are included,
an alternation of intensities occurs. The ratio of
symmetric to antisymmetric intensities is given as R in the
following table.
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Table 2
The spin and parity for each atom in the normal D oh CO2
molecule for the various isotopes are given as 1 2 C(0+)
13 C(1/2-) and 160(0+) and 180(0+). Thus the symmetric atoms
have zero nuclear spin and are bosons. Since R=1/0= w the
antisymmetric J levels will be missing. This means that the
even J levels will be missing in the upper (001) J% level
and the odd J levels will be missing in the lower (100,020)
Vg level. Thus for the usual Dh molecules (0-C-0)
16-12-16, 16-13-16, 18-12-18, and 18-13-18 only even P and R
rotational lines will be present.
On the other hand, for the isotopically substituted CO 2
18-12-16, 18-13-16, etc. the exchange symmetry (a,s) and the
+ UI g
BOSONS R=I+1 J=odd J=even
I J=even J=odd
FERMIONS R= I J=odd J=even
I+1 J=even J=odd
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(g,u) distinction does not exist and there is statistically
no difference in the resulting C., molecule and there is no
alternation of weights in even or odd J. Thus all even and
odd J occur in the P and R branches of 18-12-16,18-13-16,
etc.
We have recently completed measurements of the CO2
molecule 17-12-17 in which the oxygen atom has a nonzero
nuclear spin (5/2+). From the statistical arguments, the
oxygen behaves as a fermion and the ratio R of symmetric to
antisymmetric intensities is R=5/7. From previous
evaluations, the antisymmetric upper state with even J
values dominates meaning the odd J in the P and R branches
will have the largest intensities and correspondingly will
prevail in the laser gain or single mode operation of the
laser. This was experimentally verified where the odd J's
dominated over adjacent lines, especially in the midband
gain.
ANHARMONIC POTENTIAL ENERGY FUNCTION
In the above analysis, a harmonic potential function
was assumed for all three vibrational modes. But this is
not actually true as seen spectroscopically, especially
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since CO2 is the most well known molecule that exhibits
zt-45 (-2o
Fermi resonance, plus other anharmonicities including
centrifugal distortions, Coriolis interaction, and 1- type
doubling. To account for these anharmonicities, the
potential function is Taylor expanded in terms of the normal
coordinates:
V=Ve+2V| +b2VI + .......
--Iq ---1q2
aqI bq21
where Ve is the reference energy and the first derivative of
the potential expanded about its minimum is zero and V-kq 2/2
is the leading term. By adding higher order terms,
including mixing of the various normal modes as allowed by
symmetry, a perturbative expansion of the potential energy
can be obtained to as high an order as desired. This way,
the energy mixing due to the Fermi resonance q1 q22 (122)
can be accurately predicted if terms up to 5th order,ie
(12233), are included. Here for example, the terms (2233)
and f2 2 3 3 refer to the partial derivatives coefficients of
the Taylor expansion term q 2 2q 3 2.
Fortunately, the energy eigenvalue problem, including the
anharmonic terms have been studied extensively by several
people using two different methods. Basically the
Hamiltonian is diagonalized and the energy eigenvalues and
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eigenfunctions are obtained. The energy eigenvlues are
compared with the measured spectroscopic values,the
potential functions are least square adjusted and the
process reiterated until the desired convergence between
theory and experiment is reached. On one hand Suzuki
attacked the problem using a direct diagonalization
technique using the anharmonic potentials and the direct
harmonic oscillator functions as the basis. Chedin had also
worked on this problem for several years by using a
perturbative Van Vleck or contact transformation
approach,expanding the Hamiltonian as
H=Ho+XH 1 +X2H2 + ...
The contact transformation. T, changes the Hamiltonian:
H'=THT- 1  T=exp(iS)
where S and T are Hermitian. Now H' retains all the
diagonal elements of H but will yield no nondiagonal
elements in XH'1 but can possibly have nondiagonal elements
in higher orders. Thus successive contact transformations
diagonalizes the perturbative Hamiltonian to higher orders
but introduces other nondiagonal terms or energy resonances
in the next higher order energy perturbation. These energy
resonances include Fermi type resonances, Coriolis
interactions and 1-type interactions.
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Chedin used two contact transformations to reduce a
fourth order Hamiltonian from 28 potential functions to just
twelve different matrix evaluations. He attacked the
diagonalization problem using a vibrational rotational basis
for ten different CO2 isotopes. Quite impressively,(1 ) his
energies converged with all the spectroscopic results. A
list of the anharmonic potential values and the
spectroscopic constants appears in Appendix 1. These values
were used to obtain the harmonic oscillator decomposition of
several energy levels since this wavefunction 'mixing' is
important when computing various harmonic oscillator matrix
elements.
FERMI DOUBLET NOTATION
The Fermi doublet has been traditionally labeled the
(100) v1 level corresponding to the 10.6pm radiation and the
(0200) 2v2 level corresponding to the 9.6pm radiation. This
notation began with Patel's original work with CO2 and
became firmly established in industry by the notation used
in the Optics Engineering CO2 spectrometer. In reality, as
was pointed out by Amat and Pimbert(26 >, the energy levels
are actually reversed in the standard CO2 isotope 16-12-16
and in the isotope 16-13-16 where the (0200) level is
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located above the (100) level; in the 18-12-18 and 18-13-18
isotopes, the Fermi levels are in the "normal" order. Even
with this order both levels are strongly mixed and the best
notation that has been suggested is to label the 10.6pm
band as the I band and to label the 9.6pm band as the II
band.
Table 3
Level Assignments for 'e '62
Level Old New Notation
1335 cm- 1  (1000) (0200) (1000,0200)1
(10 gm)
1295 cm- 1  (0200) (1000) (1000,0200)11
(9 pm)
As a final note, for standard 16-12-16, the energy ordering
for each level of the Fermi dyad had been traced as CO2
changed from dilute gas to liquid and to solid( 3 1-35 )
Amazingly enough, the Fermi dyad does revert back to the
"normal" energy level ordering for standard 16-12-16.
Initially the "inverted" levels diverge in energy but then
cross over to the "normal" ordering in the dense gas or
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liquid phase
spectroscopic
levels will
bands and are
as the pressures and phase vary(3 1) . For
purposes,in the low pressure regime, the
always be referred to as I or II(or 1 or 2)
designated as in Table 3.
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CHAPTER 3 DESIGN OF THE LASER SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
The laser output frequency must be stabilized and locked
with as little drift and jitter as possible to a fixed
molecular resonance. Both short term and long term
stability are needed to measure the pressure shifts as
reliably and reproducibly as possible.
Short term stability is achieved by designing the system
with precise, carefully designed, rigid components and by
eliminating as much environmental disturbances as possible.
The key factor in passive short term stability is the
mechanical stability of the laser cavity and the isolation
of the laser from external factors such as power supply
ripple, acoustic oscillations,thermal drift, or other
physical disturbances. For long term stability, drift must
be eliminated or compensated by using some active
stabilization technique. This long term stability is
achieved by correcting the laser frequency output by using a
set molecular resonance as an external reference. By
locking the laser output to the energy difference of a two
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level system, the drifts and variations in the frequency
output of the laser can be effectively reduced. Then the
ultimate precision is determined by how well the reference
molecule resonance can be detected and tracked by the active
feedback servo loop and how well other extraneous errors
including alignment,focusing, geometry and dispersion, etc.
can be eliminated.
Besides reproducibility, it is very important to have
component interchangeability, both in terms of mechanical
maintenance and in variation of physical parameters
including pressure,and various laser lines. This is very
important since measurements were taken using four different
CO2 isotopes on both I and II bands over a wide range of J
values, meaning that several different isotope combinations
were used in the two channel system just to cover this
range of data. This was easily done, since sealed-off CO2
gas lasers were used instead of a flowing gas system, and
because the system was well maintained, adequate powers (1
to 2 watts) were obtainable in most of the lines, with each
laser gas fill lasting around a month of CW operation
before power output dropped below a level required for good
stability. Modularity also meant that the power supplies
and discharge tubes could be easily replaced when needed.
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The ultrastable, single longitudinal mode TEM 00, high
beam quality, sealed-off CO2 lasers were developed and
described in a series of papers by C. Freed( 1 1 6 - 1 2 1 > . This
particular two channel system along with the stabilization
cells has been discussed in detail< 1 2 2 > and therefore only
the highlights or unique features of this system will be
discussed.
The laser cavity consists of two granite endplates
connected by four invar rods to form a 1.5 meter optical
cavity. These invar rods are acoustically, thermally and
electromagnetically shielded by covering them with conetic,
mu metal, lead foam and aluminum foil. The entire optical
cavity, including the mirrors, PZT, and diffraction grating
are internal to the vacuum system which also includes a
reservoir bulb to hold more gas in the sealed-off laser.
The semiconfocal cavity is defined by a curved mirror (R=3m)
on one end and an 80 groove/mm diffraction grating on the
other. Behind the curved mirror, a PZT stack and a PZT
cylinder assembly is attached to provide the fine cavity
length control. The diffraction grating is adjusted by a
stable, high precision micrometer that controls a spring
loaded plunger that contacts a sapphire ball which tilts the
grating; this mechanical design contributes to the long term
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trouble-free usage, reproducibity and resettability of the
grating position based on the micrometer readings. The TEM
oo mode is obtained using two limiting apertures. The
output is linearly polarized and coupled through the zeroth
order of the diffraction grating. The mode radius wo
defined at the diffraction grating is .23 cm with a
corresponding beam half angle divergence of 1.5 mradian.
The actual laser cavity is completed by a fused quartz
discharge tube with an i.d. of 13 mm for the gas discharge
and is sealed with glass to metal bellows to the cavity
frame. The inner gas discharge tube is surrounded by a water
jacket for convection cooling. The discharge tube has
platinum anodes at each end with a nickel cathode at the
center to provide two equal-armed discharge paths. This was
very convenient because either side or both sides of the
laser could be fired up to create three different power
outputs with the same optics.
This equal-armed plasma discharge is made possible by
using the electrical wiring scheme as shown in Figure 3.
The cathode (-6 KV) and the anode(+4 KV) voltages are
supplied by two Northeast Scientific voltage regulated power
supplies which have their respective "low" DC terminals
connected to ground. The positive power supply splits its
+4kV
'N ~ T4
10
.u 3
Figure 3 Electrical Discharge Circuit
Tc2.
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current between the two anodes via two special,
noninductive, high voltage, oil-cooled 150K to 200K ballast
resistors. The total discharge current returns through a
noninductive 8K ballast resistor on the cathode side. The
actual voltage drop between the anodes and the floating
laser frame startup and normal discharge conditions is
monitored using two microammeters which are protected by 2MO
resistors. One meter is connected from the anode to the
laser vacuum frame (bushing) while the other meter is
connected from the bushing to the DC ground (table, power
supply). The laser is actually floating due to the granite
endplates. Because of this electrical setup, the laser can
be discharged with significantly lower discharge voltage
power supplies than in a more conventional end-to-end
discharged system. The total discharge current follows from
V= IR/2 or with V= 4KV, I is approximately 40 to 50 mA;
lower current translates into higher gain at lower J lines
and a correspondingly wider range of lasing lines.
The laser is tuned using a PZT stack and cylinder
arrangement. A small sinusoidal voltage (105 V 5 25V p-p)
at the desired reference frequency is applied to the PZT
stack to frequency modulate (dither) the laser output. This
frequency deviation of the stack corresponds to
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approximately 18 KHz/Volt but the most important point is to
get enough signal with as little distortion or parasitic
amplitude modulation as possible. The actual servo tuning
voltage (0 to -400 V) is applied to the cylinder (200
KHz/Volt);the response of the cylinder is sufficient to tune
the laser gain from one longitudinal mode to (vm =c/2L= 100
MHz) mode.
Table 4
Laser Gas Fill
Gas Pressure
(Torr)
Xe 1.1
CO2  2.3
N2  3.0
H2  0.15
He 8.3
Total 14.85
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In sealed-off systems, the gas mixture is important in
determining the gain and output power. The gas mixture
normally used for each laser is shown in Table 4. This
doesn't mean that this mixture of gases will give the
maximum power but rather the gain for a wide range of J
lines is adequate or near optimum at the total operating
gas pressure (14.85 torr). At this pressure regime,
pressure broadening dominates the lineshape and this
pressure also turns out to be near optimum in terms of
midband gain power output.
FEEDBACK STABILIZATION
Feedback stabiization is obtained by using an external
absorption cell rather than an internal cell (inside the
laser cavity). In this setup, the laser output is directed
into a specially designed absorption cell and reflected
back, slightly misaligned, off a flat (r=.99) mirror to
create a resonant standing wave inside the cell. As in the
laser cavity, the entire optical assembly in the absorption
cell, including the one inch diameter ZnSn input window,
absorption cavity and the back reflecting mirror is under a
single vacuum enclosure to eliminate any extraneous
disturbances. The 4.3 p m fluorescence signal is focused
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onto a special liquid nitrogen cooled InSn detector either
by using an ellipsoidal focus to focus arrangement or a
curved spherical mirror arrangement. A sapphire window and
a liquid nitrogen cooled bandpass filter, is placed before
the InSn detector (responsivity 3.5 to 5 pm) to improve the
signal to noise ratio. There were two differently
configured absorption cells and two different InSn detectors
in the two channel system. On the left laser channel (Laser
GP 157) a half inch diameter Spectronics detector with an
internal resistance of 4K was used while in the right laser
channel (Laser GP 153), three 2.25 mm diameter Raytheon
detectors connected in parallel with a combined resistance
of 25K were used. Both detectors operated in the
photovoltaic mode such that the output was current mode
amplified and synchronously detected.
When using external cells, care must be taken not to
allow any optical feedback from the reflected wave back into
the 'laser; numerous isolation techniques have been tried or
suggested to get around this problem including quarter wave
plates, Fresnel rhombs, Faraday rotators and different
isolators. But this experiment required a wavelength
insensitive solution which was most readily provided by beam
misalignment and appropriate limiting apertures. Another
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small external cell was sometimes used to attenuate the
laser power going into the detection cell. This portable
cell contained dimethyl ether (CH3 )2 0 at pressures of 10 to
100 t-orr; at these pressures the linewidth was essentially
Doppler broadened flat over the 10pm regime but measurements
showed it was not flat at 9.6pm. Dimethyl ether was very
convenient since the pressure could be adjusted by freezing
out portions of the gas into a cold finger with liquid
nitrogen and thus provided an autonomous external, variable
power attenuator.
Approximately 70-90% ,depending on the wavelength, of the
laser beam is directed to the fluorescence cell. The rest
of the laser beam of both lasers is combined on a 50% beam
splitter and directed onto a very fast liquid nitrogen
cooled HgCdTe varactor diode. This detector yields the beat
frequency between the two lasers which is subsequently
amplified, frequency counted and recorded. All three
detectors were kept under vacuum at LN temperatures 24 hours
a day for the entire duration of the experiment. The
shortest time between refilling the detectors was
approximately 16 hours.
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All the lasers and optical components and detectors were
located on top of a 12 foot honeycomb optical table which is
normally kept floating on airmount during operation. Even
then, there existed a very low frequency (2 to 10 Hz)
acoustic resonance between the shock mounts of the table and
the air conditioner. All the data acquisition equipment and
rack were kept ten feet away from this table to minimize any
electrical or mechanical disturbance to the beat signal.
After everything was lined up as carefully as possible
and the signals maximized as much as possible without any
'visible' (heat monitored) clipping or distortion, the laser
beam profiles were checked at all the critical points in the
optical setup to make sure that there was no significant
physical distortion of the beam by any of the optical
elements. This was made possible by an unique Inframetrics
IR beam profile scanner which displayed either a 1D or 2D
beam intensity contour 'map' on a video display (similar to
an PAR Optical MultiChannel Analyzer operating in intensity
space, not frequency space). Thus the entire beam profile
could be monitored as it passed through the various mirrors
and absorption cells or Brewster angle polarizers and as it
was reflected backed through the absorption cell. The beam
profile was also monitored as the grating scanned through
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the P and R branches of the various bands to determine beam
deviation from the TEMoo pattern and correct laser cavity
alignment. This 'unique' real time intensity profile
display showed the entire system was well aligned with no
beam distortion or clipping due to the mirrors or windows.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The underlying theme in this experiment was to make the
measurements as well as could be done with the available
equipment. This meant that all precautions had to be taken
to obtain a stable and reproducible laser frequency output
with minimun extraneous error from drift and offsets in the
servo loop.
First of all, the + and - power supplies were unique in
the sense they had very low ripple and spiking at the
operating output levels due to the care in winding the
shielded transformers. This ripple varied from 4-5mV p-p
for the Model RQE 7506 (0 - 7.5 KV) negative supply to 2-3
mV p-p ripple for the Model RQE 5006 (0 - 5KV) positive
power supply. Concurrently, all the ballast resistors were
very stable, noninductively wound, high wattage resistors.
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On the servo side of the system, best stability is
achieved with the largest S/N detector signal and as small
an offset or drift in the electronics as possible. Since
the fluorescence signal is spontaneously emitted, the
largest signal is achieved with as large an active volume
(ideally with telescope expanders into large volumes of some
cell equipped with signal collecting optics) as possible
with this emission directed on as large an area, shot-noise
limited detector as possible. The InSn detector is
essentially a photodiode operated at exactly zero bias by
means of a current mode amplifier. The initial stage of
detection and amplification is the most critical in terms of
bandwidth and noise; here an ultralow ripple (ripple less
than -60 pV p-p, due to a special wound transformer) ±15V
power supply used with the specially designed Spectronics
SPX current mode preamplifier. The output of the preamp is
then voltage amplified and fed into the Brower 261
preamplifier and Brower 131 lockin system. In both the
detector and the current mode preamp and the 131 lockin
detection stage, separation of signal ground versus power
and chassis ground were extremely important and were
separated in the signal processing. A vivid example of this
occured in the lockin detection where the reference signal
and its corresponding grounds had to be isolated in a
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separate chassis away from the synchronous demodulation and
servo amplifier chassis. A short description of the entire
servo system is given in Appendix 3 where the unique
features and precautions taken in the custom built unit are
summarized. It should be noted that the objective of the
design and construction of this servo system was to
eliminate output drift and offset on the mV (100 Hz) level
for the dc chopper stablized high voltage (0 to -400 V) PZT
output while emphasizing reproducibility and stability of
the servo system.
Care must also be taken in analyzing the laser beat
signal. The HgCdTe beat detector is DC-current biased using
a microwave biasing tee. Then the beat signal (RF) is fed
into a wideband 2 - 18 GHz double balanced mixer and
combined with the LO from the HP 8672A microwave
synthesizer. The 8672A output is phase locked to a HP 3325A
synthesizer for a LO stability of ±1 Hz instead of the usual
±1 KHz stability of the 8672A. The mixer IF signal is then
fed into a bandpass (peaked at 320 MHz) ultralow noise (NF=
2db) Trontech L320 amplifier which has a gain of 37 db.
Next, it is fed into a K & L Microwave Cavity Filter
centered at 320.2 MHz (with a 3 MHz bandwidth) to cut out
the wideband noise. This step was essential because it
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lowered the S/N requirements for the microwave counter and
enhanced the rejection of spurious noise counts. Then the
signal is finally amplified with an Avantek (250-500 MHz) 30
db gain amplifier that saturated at +5 db. Normally,
further amplification is not needed and the signal is fed
directly into the 5345A electronic counter.
Which amplifiers or filters are used and in what order
they were situated in the amplifying chain is very important
in obtaining the best S/N ratio into the counter. As a
minimum, the' HP counter required at least S > -30 db with
S/N> 25 db or noise spikes were counted. Note that this is
an improvement over the specs of the HP counter which can be
partially attributed to the counter and the cavity filter
that eliminated so much broadband noise. Using this
amplifying scheme, for laser beat signals in the 2 to 4 GHz
range, signals of the order +0 to +5 db and S/N > 60 to 70
db could be obtained. Similar high level signals could be
obtained for beat frequencies greater than 4 GHz but there
exist a S/N degradation at beat frequencies greater than 14
GHz due to the frequency rolloff in the coaxial cable,
microwave output and detector response. See Figure 35 for a
comparison of two such beat signals.
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The vacuum in the absorption cell was kept as clean and
uncontaminated (of foreign gas) as possible. All external
cell pressures were measured using a MKS Baratron
capacitance pressure gauge, Type 911-5005; this head was
factory rebuilt and calibrated before it was used in the
experiment. Two CVC Pirani gauges were also used as a rough
monitor of the gas pressure in each external cell and their
readings compared and calibrated with the absolute MKS
meter. One side of the MKS meter was connected to a Varian
8 liter/sec vacion pump; pressures on the vacuum side were
the order of 10-8 torr and this pump was also used in the
final pumpdown for both external absorption cells. (As an
example of the achievable vacuum, the MKS output ranged from
0.2 V to -1.5 mV as the pressure varied from 200 mtorr to
vacion vacuum.) Each absorption cell also has a cold finger
so that CO2 could be frozen out and whatever residue gases
(about 3 mtorr) could be pumped out between data runs
without refilling and repumping the absorption cell with
Carbon dioxide. Again, emphasis was on keeping the
absorption cell as clean as possible and especially free of
traces of whatever isotope gas that was previously used in
the absorption cell. Similar precautions were taken with
the laser cavity by H2-He firing the lasers between
different isotope fills.
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STABILITY AND FREQUENCY PRECAUTIONS
The most important factor that limits the stability of
the system, as measured by the standard deviation of the
beat frequency (a), is the detector S/N. The upper limit on
how well the system can lock is determined by the magnitude
of the fluorescence signal in the feedback loop. Thus,
given a shot noise limited detection system and given the
existing absorption cell configurations, the only thing left
to do is to eliminate detection and feedback servo error and
drift. Note that due to the nature of the absorption cell
optics, the incoming and outgoing laser wavefronts are both
diverging (a flat relecting mirror was used in the cell).and
the reflected beam was deliberately misaligned slightly to
avoid optical feedback. This can be an important source of
error and will be considered later.
One source of error that became evident while developing
the new feedback servo system was due to the frequency at
which the PZT stack was modulated. Essentially, the lockin
system recovers the 4.3pm fluorescence signal by phase
sensitive detecting at the modulation frequency. For the
(001) level, the Einstein A coefficient is about 200 to 300
sec-1 , meaning the spontaneous lifetime is in the msec
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regime; thus the modulation frequency must be slow enough
such that the molecules in the upper v3 level have enough
time to fluoresce down to the ground state but this
modulation frequency must be high enough to avoid the 1/f
noise regime of the InSn detector as well as 30 and 60 cycle
harmonics. Accordingly, since it was mentioned that CO2 is
a very strong ground state absorber at the 4.3 pm, radiation
trapping( 76 -78 ) will show up by as a variation of the
relative phase between the reference modulation and the
fluorescence signal as the pressure is varied.
Normally if there were no radiation trapping, one would
expect that the relative phasing between excitation and
response signals would decrease as the pressure is increased
since the rate of collisions and interactions would speed up
the response. On the other hand, if radiation trapping was
dominant, the relative phasing should increase as the
pressure increases because there are more molecules to trap
the 4.3pm radiation and therefore hinder the response. This
phase lag due to radiation trapping was confirmed by
displaying both excitation and response signals on an
externally triggered dual trace oscilloscope. Furthermore
the phase lag is a function of the modulation frequency; the
lower the modulation frequency, the smaller is the phase
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lag. The amplitude and phase response of the 4.3 pm
fluorescence signal, measured by the lockin amplifier is
plotted in Figures 4 and 5 for several modulation
frequencies. As expected, the smallest modulation frequency
produced the largest amplitude response with the smallest
phase lag as the pressure was varied. Likewise, Figures 6
and 7 show the phase and amplitude as a function of power at
a fixed 91 Hz modulation frequency. Figure 8 shows the
phase response at a modulation frequency of 130 Hz as the
pressure is increased to several torr. Note that radiation
trapping does not become important at high pressures since
then collisions begin to dominate and the phase lag begins
to reverse. Kovacs( 7 6 ) had found that radiation trapping
"saturated" (the collisional relaxation rate decreased to a
constant value) at a few torr but others( 7 8 ) postulated that
this is due to radiation trapping from other 'hot' band
levels. Considering all the above measurements, the servo
system was reconfigured to operate at 130 Hz reference and
modulation frequency as a compromise.
Even considering all these frequency response arguments,
the pressure shift should not depend on the modulation
frequency; the stability of the lock or the response time
of the servo system could conceivably depend on the
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frequency of modulation. The above analysis showed it is
better to use a smaller modulation frequency to avoid
phasing errors as the pressure is varied from 10 to 100
mtorr. Figure 9 shows consecutive pressure shift runs as
the modulation frequency is varied from 500 to 260 to 91 Hz;
remarkably enough, the value of the shift appears to be the
same for all modulation frequencies. An older feedback
servo loop system and amplifiers were used in these data
runs since the reference frequency of the synchronous
detector could be varied quite easily in this system. The
only real variables in these different data runs were just
drift, PZT hysteresis and time to take the runs;
accordingly, there were slight absolute frequency
displacements as the modulation frequency was changed from
run to run. Overall, this showed that the frequency of
modulation does not affect the pressure shift, within the
errors and standard deviation of the experiment.
After all these precautions, it appeared that a small (3
to 70) phase error did not affect the stability of the
system or else the change was imperceptible in terms of
frequency and in terms of the standard deviation of the
beat signal. This was seen by deliberately 'misphasing' the
lockin system a few degrees and comparing the resulting
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frequency count with that of a correctly phased count.
Essentially, a slight misphasing just decreases the lockin
signal, A sin 0, a small amount which is fed back into the
servo loop; this results in an incorrectly phased signal
leading to a smaller feedback signal injected into the loop
so that the loop takes a little longer time to come to
equilibrium.
Besides optimizing the frequency at which to modulate the
PZT stack, the amplitude of the modulation (the frequency
excursion due to the dithering) must also be considered.
The modulation amplitude must be large enough such that the
fluorescence signal is detectable (quasi-optimum S/N) but
the amplitude must be kept reasonably small to avoid all
unnecessary parasitic amplitude modulation, nonlinearities
in the PZT response and to avoid distorting the 4.3#m
Lorentzian. The maximum derivative signal is obtained if
the peak to peak frequency excursion equals 0.7 FWHM (full
width half max) of the Lorentzian. But such a large
excursion should be avoided based on the likelihood of a
significant frequency shift due to prolonged excursions away
from line center. A compromise modulation amplitude based
on obtaining sufficient S/N for most J lines was used for
all the pressure shift measurement. Figure 10 shows the
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frequency readings at fixed pressures as the modulation
voltage was varied. Fortuitously, the modulation amplitude
used throughout this experiment coincided with the minimum
frequency deviation shown in the figure; this voltage (= 17
V p-p) corresponded to a frequency deviation of 310 KHz peak
to peak (as measured on the spectrum analyzer) on a
Lorentzian with a FWHM of 1 to 2 MHz. In reality, the
frequency deviation due to the different p-p modulation
amplitude is a function of several parameters including the
applied cylinder voltage, hysteresis in the PZT and
amplitude modulation at different grating positions. Note
that the 'slope' error (see Chapter 6) was least for the
0-16 V region in Figure 10 while the 'slope' drift
increased for voltages greater than 20 V.
STABILITY
After all these preparations and precautions, the
question remains as to the stability and reproducibility of
the system. This question was answered by taking several
stability and drift runs. By examining the beat frequency
over several months, the estimated month to month frequency
reproducibility, at a given pressure level and approximate
power level for a midband line, is probably better than 4
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KHz. Depending on how much power there is and how well the
lock is and how much external environmental influence there
is, the standard deviation for the strongest midband line
in 16-12-16 can easily be 100 Hz or less for absorption c.ell
pressures between 20 and 70 mtorr.
Long term drift can be measured by taking time sequential
frequency measurements over a period of several hours.
These drift measurements (one example is given in Table 5 in
the next page) with the time (hr,min,sec) printed out,
normally show a maximum drift of less than 1 to 2 KHz over
several hours after the system has been stabilized for
several hours. The measurements can deviate from these near
optimum values for different J or power levels.
Normally a a vs. r plot is taken to compare the frequency
stability of the system with other systems. In the time
domain, the frequency stability has been understood to refer
to the square root of the two sample variance or Allan
variance a 2 Y(,)7 <(yk+I-y )2/2> ; the Allan variance is an
infinite time average of two frequency readings yk and yk.1,
each of time duration r. Of course, to realistically
compute the Allan variance, only a finite number M, of
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trials is taken such that the Allan variance can be
approximated as
472(M,r) =1/(2(M-1)) IkM(yk+1~yk )2
Normally
y(t) = vo + 2ndo(t)/dt
where Vo is the center frequency and 0(t) is the
instantaneous phase deviation. Then the Allan variance is
really the fractional frequency deviation defined as
a(,r)~ t r) p t ) 2nrvor ~3rovo~v
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Table 5
S-igma vs Tau
81/09/23
Time 2:42:29
Time Sigma
0.01 6.524E-11
0.0178 4.536E-11
0.0316 3.608E-11
0.0562 3.006E-11
0.100 2.547E-11
0.1778 2.179E-11
0.3162 1.598E-11
0.5623 1.622E-11
1.000 9.366E-12
1.7783 8.894E-12
3.1623 7.657E-12
5.6234 5.382E-12
10.000 2.771E-12
17.7828 2.646E-12
31.6228 2.264E-12
56.2341 2.259E-12
The vs plot initially decreases with increasing to
the influence of white noise, eventually it flattens out and
increases as flicker and random walk noise dominates when r
is increased beyond a certain value. Using the HP 9345
Frequency Stability Measurement System, which was especially
designed to measure the vs r for stable oscillators,
several plots were taken to measure the stability of the
system. Two of these plots, taken several months apart are
shown in Figures 11 and 12 and the actual values are shown
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in Tables 6 and 7. These a vs.r plots show the
characteristic decrease due to white noise and then the
flattening out for longer time periods.
From these graphs, one can pick the best sampling
interval to average over while remembering that this
sampling interval must be reasonable enough so that the data
runs will never last (drift) "too long". Since the interval
from 10 to 50 seconds was the most reasonable in terms of
fractional frequency stability and in time duration, all
sampling intervals r were taken to be 10 seconds where the
'maximum' possible standard deviation is
a~ 2x10-12~ bv/vo ~ 60 Hz
in this experiment.
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Table 6
Sigma vs Tau
83/02/21
Time 7:51:28
Time Sigma
0.01 2.998E-11
0.0178 3.106E-11
0.0316 3.578E-11
0.0562 2.419E-11
0.100 1.604E-11
0.1778 1.537E-11
0.3162 1.036E-11
0.5623 1.010E-11
1.000 6.888E-12
1.7783 5.644E-12
3.1623 5.109E-12
5.6234 3.031E-12
10.000 3.788E-12
17.7828 2.737E-12
31.6228 3.199E-12
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CHAPTER 4 THE STANDING WAVE SATURATED RESONANCE
PHYSICAL ORIGIN
The method of saturated resonances is a well established
technique to obtain homogeneous or near natural linewidth
accuracy and stability. Saturated absorption spectroscopy
or in our case, saturated fluorescence spectroscopy, is a
universal technique that makes possible optical and
infrared stability and standards (10-14 or 10-15)
(132-134,157-177) almost unheard of 15 years ago; examples
of these techniques include vast improvements in the
definition of the meter, second, and the speed of light< 1 32 >
besides establishing secondary frequency standards by making
absolute measurements( 135-156 ) (relative to the cesium
standard) in the infrared and quite recently, in the visible
(153-155)
Physically, the response of an ensemble of two level
systems moving with a velocity v and interacting with a
laser field has a homogenous Lorentzian lineshape. A
Doppler-broadened medium is obtained by adding these
homogeneous responses of the ensemble of molecules with
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their molecular velocities distributed according to a
Maxwellian. In saturated resonance, an intense standing
wave laser field picks a single homogeneous linewidth out of
the Doppler broadened profile. In the case of C02 , this
homogeneous linewidth can be less than 1 MHz compared to the
52 MHz FWHM Doppler profile.
The laser standing wave can be decomposed into two
counterpropagating traveling waves. Each wave interacts
only with molecules which have a thermal velocity component
along the field propagation direction sufficient to be
Doppler shifted into resonance. Thus the resonance
condition in the molecules frame of reference for the
forward and backward traveling waves is
wo=W+k.v
where w0 is the two level resonance, w is the laser
frequency and k.v is the first order Doppler shift. For
intense laser fields, the transition between the two levels
is fully saturated and half the lower level population is
placed in the upper level. Thus the saturated resonance
signal will normally be composed of contributions from the
+v and -v homogeneous velocity groups for a given laser
frequency w .
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When wo=w the resonant molecules are at rest in the
propagation direction and both forward and backward waves
saturate the same velocity group and a "Lamb dip" or a drop
in the resonance signal occurs. This dip occurs because now
only one velocity group contributes to the signal instead of
the two +v or -v groups when the system is off resonance and
because the response of the system saturates with intensity.
Thus this dip in the signal serves as a fixed independent,
physical reference to which the output of the laser can be
locked.
In the case of CO 2, laser radiation is absorbed in the
10 and 9pm bands, creating a population inversion in the
upper V3 level. Radiation from the upper level fluoresces
down to the ground level, creating a 4.3 pm signal with
insignificant background noise. By using saturated
fluorescence, the Lamb dip or the first derivative of the
homogeneous linewidth is recovered using phase sensitive
detection. Saturated fluorescence, as initially
demonstrated by Freed and Javan(1 1 9), gives a much better
lock in CO2 than that obtained with saturated absorption at
10 pm where the small (~10~5) absorption signal has to
compete with the huge background laser signal; saturated
absorption has been used with heated cells( 636' 6 4 8'6 4 9 )
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operating at pressures of 1 to 10 torr to frequency
stabilize the CO2 laser but this method has never rivaled
the stability obtained with saturated fluorescence.
LINESHAPE FOR STANDING WAVE SATURATED RESONANCE
There exists several analyses of the two level lineshape
for a standing wave saturated resonance, ranging from a weak
field to a high intensity solutions(3 15-328 >. The actual
lineshape function used to evaluate the linescans and
pressure shifts in this experiment follows a rate equation
solution of the two level standing wave saturation resonance
as given by Kelly< 28 0 and Thomas( 279 >. The rate equation
approach is slightly modified to include rotational
relaxation and velocity cross relaxation as measured by
Granek( 1 1 4 ) for CO2 . Here it is assumed that all dephasing
collisions and inelastic collisions are lumped into one
decay parameter %. Instead of using a two level population
equation, a semiclassical treatment is taken where the field
is treated classically and the response of the medium is
treated quantum mechanically in terms of a density matrix
formulism p
dp/dt = i/fi[p,H]
where H is the Hamiltonian H=Ho- #E
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and a is the dipole moment and E is the laser field.
Here d/dt
Thus the
E2 - E1 =
(a/6t +va
Figure 13 Energy Levels
=(/at + v.7) is the hydrodynamic derivative
equations for the two level system becomes
-1(p,,-p 0 1,) - (i/)V 1 2(P 2 1 - p12)
-fW(v-v') p11 (v) dv' + fW(v'-v) p1 1 (v') dv'
(b/at +va
(6/at +va
+fW1
/bz)P22 =
-11(P22-P 22) -
-IW(v-v') P2 2 (v)
/az +iwo +
2(v'-v) P12
S t)P12
(v') dv
(i/fi)V1 2 (P21 - P12)
dv' + fW(v'-v) P2 2 (v') dv'
=-i/ (P22 -p1 1 )V 1 2 +
Here P12=P21* , and V 1 2 = -Pl2E(z,t) with
E(z,t) = 2Easinkz coswt since the laser is considered to
propagate only in the z direction. Here -1 and 12 are the
.
with
(4.1)
E(ft)4 ,
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dephasing rates for levels 1 and 2 respectively while it is
the total coherence relaxation rate for the system including
effects such as dephasing, rotational relaxation and wall
effects.
W(v-v') represents the population collision kernels
associated with the velocity change and W 1 2 (v-v') represents
the coherence kernels associated with the velocity change.
Assuming there is no spatial population variations, a/bz = 0
and assuming that the coherence follows the field such that
it can be separated into a slowly varying part and a rapidly
varying part
P1 2(v,t) ~ exp(-iot)[X*1 2 (v) eikz + X~1 2 (v)e-ikz]
and the velocity changing coherence dephasing term becomes
fW12(v'+v)e-ik(v-v')t X12(v')dy'
In traditional pressure broadening theory, as was pointed
out by Berman'6 8 3 ) , X12 is slowly varying compared to W 1 2
such that X12 can be factored out of the integral as X 1 2 (v).
Assuming the same is true for C02 , the velocity changing
coherence term becomes Pvcx 1 2 (v) where rvc is the effective
velocity changing collision relaxation rate. Then the
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effective rate due to collisions becomes the usual
dephasing relaxation rate
12 = Ph = t-r. vc
This approximation to 112 is made in this rate equation
analysis and hence only velocity changing effects on the
population levels will be considered. In equilibrium, the
populations P0  are assumed to follow a Maxwellian
distribution
fe(v) = 1/(udn)exp(-(v/u)2 ) where u=4(2xT/m) and
ffe(v) dv = 1 so that p11 0 = Nofe(v)and P22 0 ~ 0
Then, using the principle of detailed balance and also
assuming complete randomization for every collision, the
collision kernels become
W(v-v')fe(v)= W(v'-v)fe(v') = 1/rfe(v)fe(v')
where -1/r is an effective velocity collision rate. Assuming
= 1=  12 and using the above approximations, the
equations for the population sum becomes
-6(p11+P22)- (P 1 1+P 2 2 )/r+ f,(v)/rf(p11+ P2 2 )(v') dv' +
^6(p11 0 + P220) = 0
or p11+P22= P11 +P220 =NOfe(v)
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The difference equation becomes
-^(P22-P11)- (P22-P101)/ + fe(V)/r f(P 2 2-P11 (v')dv'
+-(P22- p11*)- (pE/f6)2(L+ +L-) (P 2 1)=
where x=wo-w is the detuning and
L± = %122
(x±kvz) 2+%122
Let S = /i)2
12(+ /
Then solving for the difference populations
{1+S[L*+L-]} (P22-P11) =
^(P22*- P11 ) + fe(V)f(P22-
( +/r) +1/r
Then dividing by {1+S[L*+ L-]} and by in
on both sides and collecting terms
P11) (v')dv'
tegrating over fdv
[1-F/(r(1+1/r))] i(P 2 2 -P 1 1 )(v)dv = -^NoF/(%+1/r)
and G are the standard integrals that come up so
the standing wave resonances.
where
often
1-F = G = f,(v)S [L*+L-]dv
1+S[L*+L-
Since the signal intensity I(x) - P22 = fp
p,, =fp, 1 (v)dv with
P22
substituting in
P22 = I(x) =
+ p1, = No the signal
these definitions
No/2 [1 + -IF/(%+1/r)]
becomes,
1 - F/(r(1+1/r))
(4.3)
Clearing fractions and plugging in G = 1 - F
I(x) = No G(1+r%)
2 (G+r%)
= No (1+1/r)G
2 1(1+G/r%)
(4.4)
The values of %
^s = 5x106
relaxation)
r = .83x10
relaxation)
and r as measured by Granek(1 1 4) are
sec- 1 -torr-1 = 795.7 KHz/torr ( rotational
-7 sec-1-torr = 1.91 MHz/torr (velocity cross
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(4.2)
22 (v) dv and
after
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Since G is approximately %/ku, ~ 0.01 to 0.05 near the
line core and 1/(%r) = 2.4, the fluorescence signal is
essentially independent of the effects of the velocity cross
relaxation and rotational terms assuming no coherence
velocity relaxation. Hence the signal is
I(x) ~ No('+1/r) /(26)
In the Doppler limit, in which G can be evaluated in
closed form, the Maxwellian f,(v) is considered so broad
compared to the Lorentzian terms that the Maxwellian is
factored out of the integral and evaluated at kv=x. Then the
integral becomes, as given by Kelly and Thomas( 2 7 9 ,28 0
G(x) .6122 exp(-(x/ku) 2)
ku 4[x 2+ %2 (1+2S)]
(4.5)
x4{x 2+(1+S)1 2 12  +4(x 2+12 12 ) [x2+12 12  (1+2S)]}
{-x 2  +(1+S)1 2 12  +4(x 2  +1212) [x2+^2 12 ( 1+S)]}
Taking the limits for x- 0 and x- , the depth is
-1 1 2NOS {1/4(1+S) - 1/4(1+2S)}/ku (4.6)
and the percentage dip is
%Depth ~i (1+S)
4(1+2S)
(4.7)
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An expression for the lineshape by intensity averaging
over a Gaussian beam profile was also obtained by Kelly and
Thomas. Here the saturation parameter is evaluated as
S = S, exp(-(r/R0 )2 ) . Thus the integral, averaging the
previous lineshape which is now a function of x and r and S,
I(x,S(r)), over the beam cross sectional area becomes
F(x) -ffR 0 2 No/ku x
xf{[2,62 12 (1+So) +2(x 2  +3212)x
[1+21 2 1 2So /(x 2  +%212)] 1/2 -2x 2 ] - 2-12}
(4.8)
Here the FWHM is given by
F = FWHM = 112 4{4S2/ [4(1+S)-(H+2)] 2 - (H+2) 2}
(4.9)
where H+2=1/2{1+24(1+S) +4(1+2S)}
Then the depth is proportional to
D cjiF2 0No ^ 12/(ku)x {2(i(1+So) - 1) -(i(1+2So) - 1)}
(4.10)
and the fractional depth is
%Depth ~ 2(4(1+S0 ) - 1)
4(1+2So) - 1
(4.11)
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These formulas for the dip and the fractional depth will be
used in fitting the pressure shifts and the linescans with
the proper error corrections in Chapters 5,6 and 7.
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CHAPTER 5 LINESHAPE
INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the experiment reported in this
thesis is to measure the pressure shift for the CO2 lasing
transitons. Figure 14 is a block diagram summarizing the
two channel heterodyne system where each laser is locked to
its own resonance in its own absorption cell. Part of the
beams from both lasers are combined on a fast beat detector;
the beat frequency is then heterodyned down to microwave
frequencies using a HP 8672A microwave oscillator phase
locked to a HP 3325A frequency synthesizer as the local
oscillator.
In the pressure shift measurements, the pressure in the
reference cell (referred to as the cell belonging to Laser
2) is kept fixed at a near optimum value (around 40 to 60
mtorr). The pressure is then varied in the first cell
(referred to as the cell belonging to Laser 1) and the beat
signal V1-v2 is counted on the HP 5345A counter where the 1
and 2 subscripts refer to Laser 1 and Laser 2 respectively.
By using this convention, the frequency associated with
Vary Pressar e
sheift M
Figure 14 Block Diagram of Pressure Shift Measurements
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Laser 1 is always pressure shifted and hence the beat
frequency can be plus or minus; one needs to know the sign
of the beat frequency to determine whether the shift is blue
or red. Note that Laser 1 and Laser 2 can be either the left
GP 157 or the right laser GP 153 but it is always Laser 1
that is pressure shifted.
Information on the variation of the linewidth of the
Lamb dip resonance with pressure is very useful in
formulating the lineshape theory. Normally it is the
linewidth that is always measured in the majority of
lineshape studies. While lineshift1 5 16-55 1) studies have
been rare, their corresponding theoretical fits have not
been as good as those with the linewidths. This will be
discussed later in the review of lineshape theory in Chapter
10 but suffice it to say that linewidths are not as
sensitive to the theory as lineshifts are and accordingly,
rough fits to the linewidths are usually easily obtained.
To measure the linewidth a different setup, shown in the
block diagram in Figure 15, is necessary to obtain a
controlled frequency scan of the the Lamb dip. The unique
aspect of this locking scheme is that the ordinate or
frequency is counted exactly in contrast to the usual method
of feeding a ramp voltage to the PZT cylinder and then
jfr frepare
-g
0
Figure 15 Block Diagram of Linewidth Measurements
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expecting a quasilinear frequency scan from the PZT,
hysteresis and all. In the lineshape scan technique, the
reference laser (called Laser 2) is locked independently to
its own Lamb dip and serves only as a reference from which
the beat frequency can vary. The primary laser (Laser 1) is
initially locked to line center. Now the beat frequency
(RF) is heterodyned with the HP 8672A microwave LO source
(±1 KHz) to give an IF of 17 to 18 MHz; thus the laser is
initially offset locked at 18 MHz through this heterodyne
technique. This offset 'beat' signal centered around 18 MHz
is amplified and power split through a tee to go either to
the HP 5345A electronic counter or else to the 'lock' box.
This lock box, outlined in Appendix 3, provides the servo
signal necessary to phase lock and frequency lock Laser 1 in
the servo loop. In the lock box, the 18 MHz heterodyned
laser beat frequency is digitally compared with the
frequency doubled output of the HP 3325A synthesizer. The
servo phase error is transformer coupled with the modulation
voltage to the PZT stack so that both lasers will be
synchronous in phase; this is the fast loop portion of the
lock since Laser 1 must follow the instantaneous phase
variations of Laser 2 such that the phase noise will cancel
in the beat detector. The servo frequency error from the
lockbox is used as a ramp voltage input; this error replaces
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the normal feedback signal that controls the PZT cylinder
voltage and consequently determines what frequency offset
the laser is locked. Thus, as the output of the HP 3325A
varies a few MHz, the cylinder input voltage follows this
frequency excursion and consequently the laser output scans
in frequency space, phase locked and frequency locked (the
offset locked laser is frequency locked to the local
oscillator and the frequency of the reference laser and is
phase locked to the phases of both local oscillator and
reference laser via the beat signal) to the local oscillator
(HP 3325A). Of course, as the laser scans, the
corresponding portion of the 4.3 pm fluorescence Doppler
profile, including the Lamb dip, is probed and detected on
the 131 lockin. Then by varying the pressure in the Laser 1
absorption cell, various linewidths as a function of
pressure can be obtained. The entire linescan operation is
under computer control once the laser has been phase and
frequency locked to line center. Everything, including
frequency measurements and voltage measurements are
digitized and recorded under the HP 9825A computer control.
The timing sequence in which all these instruments
operate is very important in obtaining the correct results.
Assuming the laser has been phase and frequency locked to
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the LO frequency, the 3325A then incrementally sweeps to a
different frequency and halts. The 5345 counter takes a ten
second average of the frequency and a HP3438A Digital
Multimeter simultaneously records the amplitude of the
derivative signal as the ordinate and abscissa values,
respectively. Then the 3325A continues its discrete digital
sweeps and the process continues. Usually 275 discrete,
staggered frequency data points are taken for each line
sweep and the results stored on cassette tape. Though this
is a very different method of recording lineshapes in the
sense that actual frequency values are measured, it suffers
from being a very long, time consuming process that could
suffer from drift errors. Each fr-equency sweep lasts for
about thirty to forty five minutes depending on how many
points are scannned. This method is perfectly satisfactory
for recording or examining a few lineshapes but because it
is time consuming, it is not ideal to use in numerous
lineshape scans as a normal ramp voltage method can yield
similar but quicker results. In our experiment the emphasis
is on pressure shifts; linewidths just serve to complement
and clarify the issue and also to reveal what physical
parameters are involved in our particular laser system.
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Initially several lineshape scans as a function of
pressure were taken using both the left and right lasers.
It became apparent that in our system the smallest
linewidths were of the order of 700 KHZ to 800 KHZ FWHM
(full width half max); our setup was not designed for
ultranarrow linewidths since we did not operate at very low
pressures nor did we use expanded beams. This residual
linewidth is predominately due to power broadening and some
residual geometric broadening.
Most of the linescans concentrated on recording the
derivative signal recovered by the 131 lockin amplifier. At
almost all the pressures for which linescans were taken, the
derivative signal and corresponding S/N looked almost
textbook picture perfect; the first derivative signal is a
high contrast signal centered about zero with a large plus
or minus discriminator curve. Thus the long scan times did
not affect the derivative signal such that the noise from
each discrete point averaged out except for those points at
which very poor lock conditions were present due to very
high pressures or at the edges of the linescans. All
derivatives scan were least squares fitted to their
theoretical Lamb dip on top of a Gaussian. Details of this
method are described in Appendix 2. Information about the
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background slope, FWHM and possible offset errors as a
function of pressure could be derived from these least
squares fits. Correspondingly, these derivative scans can
be integrated to yield yet another textbook example of the
Lamb dip on top of a Gaussian profile. Figures 16,17 and 18
show several of these 'perfect' derivative scans as a
function of pressure; note the variation of the background
slope with pressure. The integrated lineshapes in Figures
19 and 20 were least squares fitted to a parabolic
background with a Lorentzian dip in the middle. For clarity
the fit are not shown in these figures, but the correlation
and fit are very good on the scale of the figures.
On the other hand, the actual or what was referred to as
the 'integrated' signal can also be obtained by placing a
chopper wheel in front of the absorption cell and
synchronously detecting the fluorescence signal using the
chopper frequency as the external reference. The same
linescan procedures and computer programs were used to
record the amplitude modulated signal. Now the discrete
nature of the signal is very evident since the change due to
the Lamb dip is only a small portion of the total signal.
For higher cell pressures, not only does this percentage dip
16-12-16 IP 20( 16 18)
./
Figure 19
-2 0 2
Integrated Fluorescence Signal
Frequency (Mhz)
20 mtorr
16-12-16 1P 20( 14 16)
Figure 20
-2 0 2
Integrated Fluorescence Signal
Frequency (MHz)
71 mtorr
18-13-18 IR 18C 35 54)
*8
20 me-orr
-1
Figure 21 Chopped
Frequency (MHz) (ii
Fluorescence Signal
rd
:I
04
3.23.
3. 03 .
2.83
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decrease, but the signal to noise also gets worse as seen in
Figures 21,22,and 23.
Several other important laser parameters were measured in
trying to find out the importance of the power slope.
Figure 24 shows the fluorescence signal at two different
pressures but made by a traveling wave and by a standing
wave in the same absorption cell; an independent back
reflecting mirror in an independent absorption cell was
removed to create the traveling wave signal. The purpose of
this test was to make sure the cells were operating
correctly since the traveling wave signal should be around
half the background standing wave signal. Another
experiment involved inserting a Brewster angle attenuator in
front of the cell and measuring the signals as the
attenuator rotated from 0 to 90 to 1800. As expected, there
was no strange polarizing effect as the fluorescence signal
decreased proportionally as the linearly polarized laser
field was attenuated by the Brewster angle attenuator.
The actual intensity profiles for both left and right
laser beams were measured to determine if there was any
spatial asymmetries in the spatial power profiles. In this
measurement, a Scientech Power Meter 360001 measured the
Lockin Amplitude
6. 61
18-13-18 IR 18( 27 54)
6. 53 .
6.45+.
6.37
6.294.
6. 21 .
6.13
6.0~5
58 meorr I
Figure 22 Chopped Fluorescence Signal
Frequency (MHz)
Lockin Amplitude
T -. - '
18-13-18 IR 18( 22 54)
7.59 1
7.51
7. 43 1.
7.35
7.27
I
I
~: .~
121 meorr
+ - -a i i I I* i i. i iiv
-1 0
Figure 23 Chopped Fluorescence
Frequency (MHz)1S .a
Signal
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. Figure 24 Traveling Wave and Standing Wave Signals
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laser power after the laser beam passed through a beam
limiting aperture. By varying the size of the beam limiting
apertures, the power profile for the right and left lasers
were recorded as shown in Figures 25 and 26. The continuous
lines show the actual least squares intensity fit,
I=Icexp(-(r/ro)2)
where r. is the 1/e intensity radius. The measured
intensity radius was .48 and .43 cm for the left and right
lasers respectively.
Besides taking line scans to measure the FWHM for several
J values, a set of linewidths were taken at several power
levels as the pressure was varied. Thus FWHM and background
slope versus pressure for four different power levels were
measured from these linescans for the same line. The FWHM
and background slope is is plotted in Figures 27 and 28.
From these graphs, one can see the residual (as the pressure
goes to zero) FWHM is predominantly power broadened (with
some misalignment broadening) while the background slope due
to the Gaussian profile is also power dependent. Similar
plots for the dip depth and percentage depth versus pressure
for several different power levels were also taken. In this
case, the phase and frequency locked depth measurements were
plotted on a chart recorder, instead of being digitized and
Relative
Intensity
Radius (cm)
Figure 25Left Laser Beam Profile
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00 CD
I-h
v-I
Relative
Intensit,
dRadius (cm)
Figure 26 Right Laser Beam Profile
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0.02
0.00 .0
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save on casette tape. These plots were just single sweep
(90 second sweep) phase locked 10 MHz linescans where the
dip depths were just estimated from the plots. Figures 29
and 30 show the dip depth and percentage depth results;
these plots follow the general shape and trend as predicted
by the rate equation analysis in Chapter 4 but again the
S/N due to these single sweeps does not allow a complete
analytical fit, especially as a function of power.
The actual fluorescence signal, composed of the Doppler
continuum and the Lamb dip in the middle, spans at least 50
MHz for the FWHM of the gaussian background. This scan
width is much too large to phase or frequency lock over its
entire range but a very accurate (±100 KHz on 500 KHz
interval between points) fluorescence scan was taken by
scanning the PZT voltage manually while noting the scan
frequency on the HP 8555A Spectrum Analyzer. Thus, by using
a chopper wheel to amplitude modulate the laser beam, a
complete, discrete digitally recorded 4.3 pm fluorescence
profile was taken and plotted in Figure 31. The least
squares fit revealed a gaussian with a Doppler FWHM width of
about 54 MHz with a 1 MHz Lamb dip in 16-12-16 I-P(20).
Note, even on this large a frequency scale, the Lamb dip is
Page
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still asymmetrically located on top of the gaussian
background.
Because
plots of
frequency
the
the
lock
fluctuations do
variation over
centered about
tenths of a perc
(thermopile).
quantum fluctua
phase and freque
Even so, in Fig
frequency range
and 18, there
data points acrc
laser power profile is so important, several
output laser power were taken using the
system. Here the discrete, shot noise
minate the linescan. The typical power
a 250 or 275 point 6 or 8 MHz linescan
the resonance dip is normally only a few
ent as measured by the Scientech Power meter
Thus the digital voltmeter is averaging over
tions in the power meter response as the
ncy locked servo system scans the lineshape.
ure 32, which is a power scan over the exact
as that in the frequency scans in Figures 17
is a noticeable slope among the scatter of
ss the normal linescan frequencies. Besides
just locking and measuring the power profile over a typical
frequency linescan, the entire laser power profile of a
single longitudinal mode was also obtained by placing the
power meter in front of the absorption cell and manually
adjusting the PZT cylinder voltage to scan across the laser
gain profile while keeping track of the scan frequency on
the spectrum analyzer. In Figure 33, the Scientech power
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meter was used to obtain a laser profile; a parabola was
least squared fitted to the power profile and revealed an
estimated FWHM of about 95 MHz on 16-12-16 I-P(20).
Several other laser profiles power plots were also taken
using a Molecutron AP-3 single element pyroelectric
detector instead of the thermopile. This was an added
precaution since the response time of the pyroelectric is
infinitesimal compared with the drift possible in the
thermopile. In this measurement, less than 10mW of laser
power was directed onto the pyroelectric; the laser was
chopper modulated and the signal was synchronously
detected on the 131 lockin. Though this method did not
suffer from the quantum fluctuations associated with the
thermopile, there were still noise problems associated with
the bandwidth and shielding in the detection scheme, as
shown in the power profile in Figures 34. The most
important thi'ng to note in all of these power measurements
is that the Lamb dip is somehow always located away from the
flat power center of the laser output. The problems
associated with this offset will be addressed in Chapter 6.
16-12-16 IP 20( 31 48)
D ip-
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CHAPTER 6 FREQUENCY ERRORS, ESTIMATES, AND CORRECTIONS
The primary purpose of this experiment is to measure the
pressure shift of the lasing transition of CO2 as a function
of J for several different isotopes. A description of the
experimental setup and a block diagram was given in Chapter
5. This chapter will describe some of the possible errors
and give an estimate along with steps taken to correct for
these errors in the system.
The pressure shift has been measured for CO2 in the I-P20
transition in 16-12-16 by several different groups( 6 34 -6 4 0 )
obtaining such results as -80(634), -120(121), -350(637),
-20(639) red and +200(636) blue shifts. Several of these
measurements have been taken using an external absorption
cell technique at low pressures( 636 )(<100 mtorr); one
measurement was taken using an atmospheric pressurea639 >
laser (TEA) arrangement. Notice that all these measurements
were not extensive repeated measurements, but rather single
shot or single set of trials; there were problems of drift
and reliability in all of these measurements. This follows
from the fact that pressure shift measurements suffer
enormously from drift, reproducibility and external changes
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in the laser cavity or cell from data run to data run.
Thus, even if the optimum cell, detector and servo
electronics were available, some means of reducing this
random 'drift' error must be taken or else the major source
of error must be understood and eliminated.
Before any measurements are described, the physical
limitations and other possible sources of error in this
measurement will be discussed relative to other frequency
stabilized techniques. Huge cells and beams have been
employed by Borde( 655 -65 7 ) with his 80 cm diameter and 20 m
path length cell used in Ramsey fringe studies. Russians
workers have utilized such huge absorption cells in their
ultimate HeNe CH4 stabilized absorption cells. These cells
range from 3 meter long, 5 cm diameter external cell to an
internal telescope expanded( 188 ) 20 cm diameter absorption
cell. Thus, by operating at 20 to 100 ptorr range,
ultranarrow CH4  absorption resonances with tremendous
resolution and S/N can be obtained with such setups.
Methane is ideal because it is essentially a ground state
absorber with a large absorption coefficient (.2 cm-Itorr- 1)
so that saturated absorption( 1 7 8 -19 4 >, instead of
fluorescence can be used to obtain high contrast, 100 KHz
FWHM signals. Correspondingly, the HeNe laser, stabilized
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on the 3.39 pm transition, holds the laser record for
stability (10-15) and reproducibility( 157 -177 ).
Experimentally, as expounded by Kelly<28 0 in his CO2
studies, the ideal experimental configuration would consist
of a large diameter internal cell with the internal laser
beam parabolically reflected and expanded to fill as large
an active absorption volume in the internal cell as possible
to create the largest signal with the least amount of noise.
Kelly had proposed a large internal absorption cell for
several reasons. To obtain the best reproducibility and
stability, a derivative signal with as large a contrast
(discriminator curve) as posssible is desired. This means
the resonance dip must be as narrow as is feasible
considering the S/N and with a percentage dip as close to
the theoretical maximum (30 percent) as possible. The
signal increases while the power saturation effects are
reduced with the increased cell diameter. Kelly had also
experienced problems with diffraction and feedback coupling
originating from the telescope expander; thus a parabolic
reflector would work much better as a beam expander.
Optical feedback is the major problem associated with an
external absorption cell. This is a serious problem since a
wavelength independent solution is desired; the magnitude
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and asymmetry associated with the derivative signal depends
on how this feedback problem is solved and whether
misalignment is used to eliminate this feedback. Again, in
the case of an internal cell, feedback and alignment is not
a problem while a wider range of absorption cell pressures
can be used since there is more than enough saturation power
inside the laser cavity to provide adequate signal for
lockin detection. Unfortunately, power saturation effects
tend to be very important as in the case of Meyer's
internal cell CO2 lineshape studies( 6 5 1 ) but these effects
should be less of a problem with expanded internal cells.
The other important factor that determines the size of
the signal is the detector itself and the collection
configuration. Since saturated fluorescence provides the
discriminator curve signal, there is more signal if more
fluorescence radiated into 4f steradians is directed by
some optical cell configuration onto the detector. Signal
to noise is enhanced greatly if the active background volume
is cooled to at least liquid nitrogen temperature (since the
normal 3000 blackbody radiation peaks near 10#m) and if a
cooled bandpass filter is placed over the detector so that
only the 4.3#m fluorescence is detected.
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, we are using an external cell
along with a laser beam whose 1/e radius is .46 cm. As much
of the previously mentioned features have been incorporated
in the cell so that a satisfactory signal is obtained with a
very small (100 Hz) standard deviation at the optimum lock.
Lucid examples of the stability of the lock include the
drift measurements, the c vs. r plots in Chapter 3 and in
the beat frequency pictures shown in Figure 35. These
pictures are single sweep shots of the 320 MHz beat
frequency taken at 10 or 20 KHz/cm with an IF bandwidth of 3
or 10 KHz. Note that there is still a residual modulation
in these pictures present from the dithering of the PZT
stack at 130 Hz. This is more a function of the PZT
hysteresis than any other external disturbances. On the
other hand, similar beat frequency pictures taken during the
morning when there is significantly more human activity
shows noticeably less stability.
SOURCES OF ERROR
Given the existing experimental equipment and
configuration, the question still is what other physical
mechanisms can broaden and/or shift the nonlinear resonances
from their true molecular values. First of all, CO2 is
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unique among most of the frequency stabilized lasers in that
the laser frequency output falls almost exactly on top of
the molecular resonance for all the 9 and 10 pm lasing lines
(regular band and "hot" bands but not the sequence bands) in
all the different isotopes (with, of course, the
corresponding isotope in the absorption cell). Thus there
is no Stark or Zeeman detuning nor is there just a limited
number of accidental resonances, nor as in the case of CH 4 ,
is there the problem of hyperfine splitting( 227 -232 >, recoil
splitting( 2 0 8 -2 1 2 >, transit time( 2 0 8 -2 1 2 > or power effects
(213-226) . The CO 2 laser power profile easily overlaps the
resonance dip but more significantly, the laser power peak
usually lies within 1 to 2 MHz of the resonance dip. The
FWHM of this resonance dip in our experimental setup
usually averaged 700 to 800 KHz at the lowest pressures (10
mtorr) in constrast to the 100 to 200 KHz FWHM dip obtained
by Kelly in his expanded cell at the ultralow pressure
regimes. The resonance dip is pressure broadened from the
residual 700 KHz (due to power and misalignment) to between
1 and 2 MHz FWHM as the pressure increases above 100 mtorr.
Actually there are several mechanisms involved that must
be taken into account before the pressure shifts can be
considered. Basically, what effect do wavefront curvature,
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transit time, diffraction, diffusion, wall effects, and
alignment or rather misalignment have on the broadening and
shift of the resonance dip? Fortunately, estimates can be
made of the contributions to the broadening by these
effects. Misalignment broadening has been estimated< 280 as
IV=AvDoppler 41n 2 ~ 35 KHz/mr
where AvDopper is the Doppler width of the signal (52 MHz).
In our system the misalignment 0, used to prevent feedback
is at least 5 mradian; this misalignment broadening results
in a residual broadening of at least 100 KHz and up to 300
KHz. On the other hand, the maximum transit time broadening
can be estimated by the time needed to traverse the laser
beam. This time is
Ttr= w0/u=.5cm/3.3x10 4 =1.148x10-5 sec.
Thus the transit time broadening is Wtr/ 2ff =10.7 KHz HWHM.
This HWHM is negligible relative to our total dip width.
Geometric and diffractive broadening due.to beam curvature
and transit time effects have been extensively studied by
Hall and Borde( 2 23 > where an exact analytical expression has
been calculated for the effects of curvature and transit
time effects across a gaussian beam profile. Note that in
our system, both forward and backward traveling waves are
diverging beams since the beams were not mode matched in the
absorption cell; a flat mirror was used as the standing wave
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mirror. According to Borde and Hall, diverging beams give
rise to an extraneous blue shift if the transit time becomes
a significant factor in the linewidth. Fortunately, as seen
from Figure 5 of their paper< 223 > and since the relaxation
parameter ;=%Tr is large (>10), especially at pressures
greater than 10 mtorr, this transit time frequency shift
does not become significant (the shift is at most 1 KHz at
the lowest operating pressure and virtually disappears at
larger pressures). This conclusion also follows when the
lineshape expression (eqn. 89, 90 of Reference 223) was also
evaluated with our distances, beam size and confocal
parameters. Thus, the contribution of a transit time blue
shift to the actual pressure shift measurements is negilible
for pressures greater than 20 mtorr.
On the other hand, two additional relativistic frequency
shifts must be considered to make sure that they do not
affect the actual shift measurements. Using relativistic
mechanics, it can be shown that in addition to the normal
Doppler shift, k.v , there exist a second order or
transverse Doppler shift and a recoil shift due to the
emission or absorption of a photon. Both of these effects
have been measured in the HeNe-CH 4 stabilized system
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(233-238) and have been significant. when an absolute
reference was desired.
The shift due to the second order Doppler effect is
given as
6 2 =Wou 2/2c2 =111 rad =17 Hz
for CO2 as opposed to 133 Hz for CH4 . This second order
effect can also be considered as a temperature shift and has
been measured as such for methane( 18 6 ) . This red shift is
then
62= -kTwo/mc2 =.0566T Hz/OK where T is in absolute
kelvin. This temperature shift is negligible for CO2 since
the gas in the absorption cell does not absorb very much
power. The only heating problem that could arise is if the
background warmed up due to the mirror absorption or due to
a change of laser power in the cell; this would only change
the absolute locking frequency point since the InSb detector
would see a different background but the absolute frequency
shift would be very small and would be pressure independent
once equilibrium power levels are established.
The recoil shift given as
26io 2/2mc 2
is 40.3 Hz for CO2 versus 1.08 KHz for methane. The recoil
shift is negligible in CO2 but is a very big factor in
methane, especially since all three hyperfine lines exhibit
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this recoil effect such that any resulting lineshape will be
slightly skewed by the relative combination of the recoil
and hyperfine splitting< 2 0 8 -2 1 2 >.
POWER SLOPE ERROR
The most important source of error in this experiment
follows from the fact that the laser power output peak did
not exactly coincide with the molecular resonance. This is
ironic because the CO2 laser output and the CO2 absorption
resonance are unique because the two components almost
coincide with each other in contrast to the other
stabilization techniques that involve SF6 or OS 0 4 (124-131)
12(195-200), or CH4 (1 7 8 -19 4 ). After much hindsight, it was
evident that people were aware of this power slope error, or
instrumental shift as was initially referred to by the
microwave spectroscopists(4 6 4-4 63 ).
A nonzero background slope on top of the resonance dip
can easily create an asymmetric derivative curve with
unequal + and - lobes and accordingly would raise or lower
the true zero crossing point on the discriminator curve;
hence the lockin detects a shifted zero and the servo system
locks onto this 'instrumental' shift. This was a very
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significant error in microwave spectroscopy(4 6 1-463 ) since
it was 'discovered' during the time that unusally small (10
to 100 KHz/torr) pressure shifts were observed when no
shift had been expected or seen before. Now, in microwave
spectroscopy(46-495), as in infrared and visible
spectroscopy, a nonzero pressure shift has been measured in
many transitions and remains at the forefront in which
theory and experiment still disagree.
The slope problem has become very important in the IR or.
visible transitions when saturated absorption spectroscopy
demonstrated that frequencies could be resolved well beyond
their Doppler uncertainty. This was especially important in
establishing an absolute frequency standard or in trying to
measure a fundamental constant like the speed of light,
since reproducibility and stability limits how well these
measurements can be taken. Stability is achieved by using
the ultranarrow saturated resonances but reproducibility is
hampered by many factors including power drift, operating
power levels, pressure, external E or B fields, laser
operating characteristics including current discharge and
power output and the inherent background slope problem.
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Graphically, there is ample evidence that the asymmetry
of the fluorescence signal is due to the power slope.
Besides the asymmetry seen in Figures 18-22, Figures 36 and
37 which are 40 to 50 MHz laser linescans of the
fluorescence signals; these are just successive linescans
(not frequency locked) in which a ramp voltage is applied to
the PZT cylinder such that the laser gain almost sweeps
through an entire longitudinal mode. Figure 38 is a
smaller linescan showing the same effect. Figure 37 is
unique because it shows the fluoresence signal at a fixed
pressure and at peak output power as a function of different
J lines; this shows that the gain profile for each J has a
different degree of asymmetry depending on the cavity
configuration and the dispersion of the grating for that
particular line.
The background slope problem was realized quite early by
Letokhov< 3 2 7 > and in the work in stabilizing the HeNe and
CO2 lasers. The basic question is how much of the error is
the offset error, how can it be corrected, and does it
affect the reproducibility of the measurements?
Unfortunately, in the ultra-high resolution work, almost any
background is noticeable because of its variation across the
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resonance and hence any high resolution measurement using
saturated absorption techniques( 2 4 9 -25 5 > will have this
uncertainty. In some cases, including in the speed of light
measurement< 1 3 2 > and in an absolute frequency(154,155)
measurement, the offset error was just estimated to be so
large by just visually estimating the background slope
relative to the steepness of the derivative signal on the
lockin detector. People( 1 4 0 ) have also tried to
electronically correct for slope by adding a supposed
correction voltage to the detector output. The major
problem with an electronic means of correction is that the
power variation is so small that any analog division of the
discriminator curve by the power profile would be very
tricky and any injected counter offset would be even more
uncertain since one would not know what the real error is at
the 'zero' lock position. In essence, any electronic means
of correcting for this offset error would probably distort
the actual signal or else create a different offset; hence
slope corrections using some electronic means have not been
tried very much and were not very successful so that, many
reported frequency measurements simply gave an 'eyeball'
(how perpendicular is the background slope relative to the
derivative slope) estimate of this error.
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It is possible to get rid of this background slope error
by using another detection technique that does not add any
extraneous electronic correction signal. In most saturation
detection schemes, the laser signal is modulated either by
frequency modulating the laser output or amplitude
modulating the laser signal. In frequency modulation, the
first derivative is detected as a discriminator curve to be
used in the feedback network. Mathematically, the laser
output frequency w as a result of frequency modulating about
the center frequency w0 with a frequency excursion a<%/2 (%=
FWHM) at modulation frequency 0 is
IL(0)=IL(0o+a sin Ot)
Using a Taylor series expansion
IL(0)=IL(wo)+a sin Ot I 1 )(wo)+a 2/2 sin 20t I(2)(wo)+...
where I") signifies the ith derivative with respect to e
evaluated at wo. Collecting terms, this becomes
=IL(Wo) + a2/4 I 2 (w') +
+{a I(") + a3/8 I(3)+..} sin Ot
+{-a2/4 I (2)-a 4/48I(4) +..} sin 20t
+{-a3/24 I<3 )-a5 /384IC 5 ) +..} sin 30t
Thus by assuming a is very small, synchronous detection of
the first harmonic 0 component recovers the first derivative
signal and synchronous detection of the 2nd harmonic 20
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recovers the 2nd derivative signal and so on. Now if the
actual signal is on a background slope the net signal can be
easily approximated as
I(x) = Ax2 + Bx + C + D/F
where r = x 2 + 12, x=w- w, and % is the HWHM.
Then the derivatives, with respect to x or w become
I(il=2Ax + B - 2Dx/r 2
I(2)= 2A+ (6Dx 2 - 212 D)/r 3
I<3>= 24Dx(1 2 - X2)/,4
(6.1)
Thus one possible solution to the background slope
problem is to use a third harmonic detection scheme in which
the background slope disappears and a much sharper,
narrower discriminator curve is used in the servo loop
(256-265) This method has been utilized to stabilize
several kinds of lasers, including the HeNe-CH 4 and C02 -Os0 4
lasers (126-131) But these applications of the third
harmonic detection have occurred in situations in which
there is enough S/N and the lock is better than the first
derivative lock in terms of stability and reproducibility.
In the case of CH4 and Os0 4 , there is enough absorption
signal to lock on the third harmonic and accordingly, the
best reproducibility occurs with these locks. In both of
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these molecules a vary large absorption signal plus very
narrow resonances (<100 KHz due to fine structures in OS04
or SF6 and CH4 unlike CO2 which is usually limited in its
FWHM to several hundred KHz) accounts for their ultrahigh
stability.
Even if the third harmonic detection scheme works and
sufficient third harmonic signal is detected, special care
must be taken to ensure that this is the third harmonic
signal from the resonance absorption and not from any other
sources (256-265). Just as 3f is a manifestation of the FM
spectrum, there are numerous other sources of 3f error that
can possibly be generated thoughout the system and
accordingly can create an erroneous 3f signal.
Nonlinearities in the PZT, laser cavity, feedback, and any
3f signal in the if modulation voltage, can easily create
extraneous 3f signal and swamp out the desired laser
signal. If there is also a significant dispersion across
the resonance dip, 3f cannot eliminate this error(2 60 but
could enhance the error.
For a first derivative lock, the + and - discriminator
peaks are located at xmax=±/4 3 where % is the FWHM. The
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peak signal IC 1 )(Xmax)= 0.649 in relative units. In the
case of the 3f lock xmax=' (1-2/,/3)% so that
IC3)(Xmax)= 0.0018.
Thus, given the maximum signal at the maximum modulation,
the absolute signal is about 300 times smaller than the
maximum if signal. Such a decrease in fluorescence signal
would be much more difficult to detect using the 4.3 pm
system, in view of the already small signal due to the 10-5
absorption coefficient and especially when all the other
nonlinearities in the system add in their 3f contribution.
The maximum 3f signal occurs for a frequency excursion of
±1.6 FWHM which is also undesirable from a frequency
stability point of view. Nevertheless, we tried to detect
the 3f signal in system just to see whether it was feasible
or not. Figure 39 shows a very rough discriminator curve of
the 3f signal; it is swamped by noise at the highest gain of
the lockin amplifier. The biggest source of noise was the
dominant 1f signal that was also present in the system.
Third harmonic lock was possible and was achieved but the
S/N was so bad that the stability was in the ±1 KHz range
meaning that the 3f scheme was just not adequate for
measuring the pressure shifts.
Figure 39 Third Signal
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After all this discussion about the power slope, there
still is the question whether or not a slope error will
cause an asymmetric lineshape. The asymmetry in the Lamb
dip has been observed by many people on many different laser
system ever since it was first observed by Szoke and Javan
in 1963. There have been numerous explanations( 2 39 -248 > and
numerous possibilities have been offered to explain such
anomalous asymmetries, including the possibilities of weak
collisions and different dephasing collisions with
corresponding different relaxation rates. Nevertheless, for
a normal saturation experiment, the lineshape is perfectly
symmetric in velocity space such that the resulting Doppler
response is also symmetric in frequency space, provided
there is no preferred direction in velocity space.
Therefore the asymmetry originates from all the dispersive
effects associated with the laser configuration, components
and lasing medium(2 5 0 -25 5 >. The dispersion is most
noticeable in terms of a net output power or gain profile.
This output gain profile can be attributed to the actual
dispersion (or index of refraction) effects due to the laser
gain medium and/or it could be due to the cavity and its
components, especially the mirrors and the diffraction
grating. Even with an 'ideal' cavity configuration, there
are physical and mechanical limits on designing and building
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profiles will emerge from J line to J line. This means that
the frequency output is definitely dispersion dependent and
the output power profile changes from line to line and any
power correction or compensation must be able to detect this
J dependent change and correct for it.
The laser power peak for any J line will almost never not
coincide with the corresponding resonance Lamb dip in the
absorbing gas with the noncoincidence error varing from line
to line, depending on the net laser power profile and cavity
c
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configuration. The object of any power correction is to
obtain a local flat power profile at the resonance dip such
that any offset error due to power slope is minimized. This
means that the laser gain profile must somehow be externally
distorted such that a relatively flat local power point
coincides with the resonance dip and the actual power slope
must be monitored so that any + or - power slope error can
be recorded as contributing to the measurement error.
The means of adjusting this power slope so that a local
zero profile could be located among the + or - power slopes
was fortuitously discovered when it was found that either
red or blue pressure shifts could be arbitrarily and
routinely obtained just by slightly tilting the diffraction
grating within the oscillating range of that J line.
Basically, for each J line there is a certain tuning range
on the grating in which that line and that longitudinal
mode dominates the laser gain. The laser gain profile is a
function of the alignment and cavity arrangement and the
position of the diffraction grating. It turns outthat by
adjusting the grating,ie. slightly tilting the grating to
create a different cavity configuration and consequently a
different gain profile, the slope of the output laser power
can be varied from + to - as the laser is 'pushed' across
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the power peak while the laser is locked to the Lamb dip.
Note that tuning the grating distorts the gain profile so
that the maximum power point almost never coincides with the
local zero slope.
Because each laser is different and because each J line
has a different gain profile, the extent and magnitude of
the tuning range varies from laser to laser and from line to
line; some lines do not even reach the zero slope point
before the gain for that line drops out and a different line
or -longitudinal mode competes for the laser gain. Due to
construction differences from laser to laser, one laser had
a predominantly + power slope while the other laser tend to
oscillate on a - power slope. Thus, pressure shift data
were obtained for lines that would fortuitously tune toward
'zero slope' within the range of the Lamb dip lock.
Usually, less than half of the oscillating lines achieved
zero power slope on resonance; these were usually midband
lines.
POWER SLOPE ESTIMATES
To estimate the power slope error, let F(x) be the
background associated with the fluorescence signal such
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that
I(x)= F(x) +6 2/(^ 2 +x 2 )
where x =
Then the derivative I'(x) = F'(x) + 212 2+12)2
Setting I'(x)=0 and considering x<<%,
2x/6 2 (1-2(x/6) 2+ , ,) +F'(x) = 0
or x= -F'12/2 is the nonzero 'instrumental' error.
In all the powerscans, the power profile was almost an
exact parabola so F(x) can be approximated as
F(x) = -C(x) 2 + K ~ A + Bx
such that the background F(x) can be approximated as a
straight line in the vicinity of the resonance dip. The net
signal as seen by the detector is a convolution of the laser
signal with the Doppler response; this Doppler response can
be easily approximated as a parabola, -ax2 +k, plus a
Lorentzian as was done in all the linescan fits. Thus the
net fluorescence signal is
F(x)= (A+Bx)(-ax2+k-D/L 2
(6.2)
where x=w-we and L2=1+4(x/%) 2
Taking only the linear x terms and considering only the
dominant terms, the derivative is of the form
A(-2ax+8Dx/1 2 ) + B(k-D) = 0
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Since D/k = f is the fractional depth of the resonance dip,
the actual zero crossing or offset error is
(6.3)
x=(B/A)12(1-f)/(8f)
Thus the error is proportional to the laser power slope
and varies quadratically with pressure. The factor (1-f)/f
includes the width, power and depth dependence since the
error really depends on the steepness of the derivative at
its zero crossing relative the flatness of the power slope
at the zero crossing. Ideally, if the derivative and slope
were exactly perpendicular there would be no error. But an
additional power dependence in terms of the depth of the dip
and the FWHM of the dip enters into the error signal because
the steepness of the derivative at the zero crossing depends
on the width and depth of the dip; the more power, the wider
and deeper the dip becomes.
In the expression for the offset error, most of the
factors can be estimated or obtained from previous linescan
measurements. The FWHM is directly proportional to pressure
and the fractional depth, as given in Chapter 4, can be
approximated in two ways, either from the two level rate
equations results or from the gaussian intensity averaged
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lineshape. The depth in
proportional to
Depth - S{1/i(1+S) - 1/(1+2S)
the first approximation is
(4.6)
,,(1+S)
4 (1+2S )- 4 (1+S )
so 1-f
f~ (6.4)
On the other hand, for the gaussian intensity averaged
profile the depth is proportional to
Depth - NI {2(/(1+S)- 1)-(i(1+2S) - 1)}
so that the error for the gaussian
profile is given by
(4.10)
intensity averaged
=Bf 2 { (1+2S) - 1 }
8A{ 2-,(1+S)-4(1+2S)-1} (6.5)
where r is the FWHM as given in Chapter 4, Eq.(4.9) for the
gaussian intensity averaged lineshape. Here, S is the
maximum saturation parameter for the intensity profile
I = Ioexp(-(r/ro) 2 )
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A theoretical power error pressure shift can also be
obtained directly from the expression for the the gaussian
intensity averaged lineshape, (4.8 and 4.9). The net
fluorescence signal can be considered as a convolution of a
power slope (A + Bx) and the gaussian intensity average
lineshape L . Then the derivative of the expression (A +
Bx)L is taken , equated to zero while expanding the
expression to first order in x = w-wO. Thus the power
error due to the slope is calculated as
A~B{[/2./(1+S+4(1+2S))-2] [4(1+S4(1+2S))]}r2
A42{-1+4(1+2S)-S/(4(1+2S)}
A plot of this theoretical error for various power
levels is presented in Figure 40. Here the laser power
slope is estimated for a typical 50 MHz laser gain profile
with a 1 MHz power peak to resonance dip offset. An
experimental estimate to the power error can also be
obtained by measuring the slope B/A and by estimating the
dip depth as a function of power from the linescans of the
Lamb dip. This experimental estimate of the error, just
like the theoretical estimate, looks almost exactly like an
actual pressure shift, indicating that the power error is
effectively masking out most of the shift.
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Experimentally, the proportionality factor related to the
B/A power slope is the only term that needs to be measured
to obtain a power error estimate; approximately
B/A = voffset/AvDop2 - 1/502 - 2x10-8
All the other factors were known from previous measurements
and estimates. The initial procedure used to estimate the
pressure shift was to take several consecutive pressure
shift runs while varying the power into the absorption cell
with an external dimethyl ether absorption cell. Note that
in these preliminary measurements, the grating position was
fixed at peak output power since the correlation between
slope and grating position had not been made as yet. Thus
by measuring these pressure shifts at different power
levels, the power proportionality factor could be obtained
by fitting the pressure shift curves, 3(p) to a two
parameter error equation
3(p) = A1p + A212 (p) (1-f)/(8f)
where p is the pressure, A2 is the power proportionality
constant (slope) and A1 is the residual 'pressure shift'
after the power error has been subtracted out. Two power
scans were used to obtain a fit and a third scan was used to
correlate the previous A1 and A2 values. If nothing
drastically changed or drifted during these successive runs,
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any two power runs should give reasonably close estimates of
A1 and A 2 - In these pressure power runs, the fitted values
of A 2 were usually within 10% of each other for the 'good'
data runs but the actual values of the residual pressure
shift parameter A1 were usually not that close.
Figures 41 and 42 show typical red and blue pressure
shift runs at three different power levels; these data
points are fitted to a pressure squared curve. Figures 43
and 44 show the power data runs with a theoretical fit (Eq.
6.3,6.5) of the pressure shift including the power error.
The theoretical fit works quite well at the higher pressures
but does not correlate with the data at the lower pressures.
At the lower pressures (in Figure 43, red shift) there
seemed to be an upturn in the pressure shift or else the
shift was so small that it could not be distinguished from
the noise in the measurements (Figure 44,blue shift has a
linear slope). Accordingly the extracted least squares
fitted pressure shift varied by about ±15 KHz/torr about a
zero pressure shift for each power level.
Even though the power slope measurements demonstrated
what was the major problem in the shift measurements, it did
not yield a satisfactory or conclusive value of the pressure
shift. In essence, the pressure shift was obtained by
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substracting off a very large (>60%) error to arrive at a
very small number (10-20%). This method is prone to
numerical error as indicated by the varied pressure shift
fits A1 , -for the various power levels. Even then, this
method was very time consuming (approximately 3 hours) and
again prone to drift and power variations since it required
three consecutive data runs. The slope parameter fit gave a
good fit to the shift error data but it sometimes depended
too much on luck with everything going just right to obtain
a reasonable result.
On the other hand, finding out that the direction of the
shift, red or blue, depended on the grating position gave an
independent adjustment to alter the background slope. As an
example, Figure 45 is a data run taken just by tuning the
grating to a different position such that the slope of the
blue pressure shift was doubled. A different experiment,
whose results are shown in Figure 46, gave a complete range
of red to blue pressure shifts when the data runs were taken
by just systematically tuning across the the grating while
varying the pressure. This gave vivid evidence of the
existence of the slope effect plus the dependence of the
slope adjustability with the diffraction grating. To
visually see this slope effect, several other linescans were
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taken as a function of grating positon. Figure 47 shows a
selected portion of a series of linescans and clearly
indicates a definite change in the physical shape of the net
fluorescence signal as the slope as a function of grating
positon was varied from + to zero to - . On the other hand,
Figures 48 and 49 show power measurements with their
corresponding net fluorescence signal as a function of
grating position. These graphs corroborate the power slope
direction and the corresponding asymmetry in the net
fluorescence signal as the power slope changes from positive
to negative when the grating position is varied. All of
these preliminary measurements provide graphic and analytic
evidence that the power slope exists and has a definite
effect on the frequency shift measurements.
POWER SLOPE MEAUREMENT
The power variation across the resonance dip as shown in
Figure 32, is so small (1%) that it is almost impossible to
do any quantitative division or subtraction of the power
variation. Instead of measuring this absolute power
variation, the power slope, or the first derivative of the
laser power output is measured. This slope signal was
already present because the 130 Hz modulation frequency was
Grating Position
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already applied to the laser to synchronously detect the
fluorescence signal. By synchronously detecting the laser
power output at the 9-10 pm radiation, with an additional 9
to 10 pm detector, the slope of the laser power can be
measured with a large degree of reliability. More
important, the transition from + to - slope can be easily
seen on the lockin DC output and each + and - slope can be
verified to give a corresponding blue or red shift
respectively.
Figure 50 is a block diagram showing the slope
measurement setup. The additional slope detector was placed
behind the 50/50 beam splitter since both laser beams were
already reflected in that direction. Figure 51 is a
linescan showing the correlation between the + and - slope
and the actual laser power profile. Note that the slope is
actually 180 degrees out of phase with the normal direction
associated with the + and - slope. These power scans were
40-50 MHz PZT scans of the laser output power at a fixed
grating position while the laser is unlocked; this shows the
wide variation of the slope and power profile along the
tuning range of the PZT. The same slope scans were also
correlated with the actual derivative scans and the actual
chopped fluorescence signals so that the effect of slope and
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power can be seen on the fluorescence signals as shown in
Figures 52 and 53.
Picking the detector and eliminating most of the ground
loops and excessive noise was a significant problem. The
slope detector had to be sensitive enough to detect a very
small (<1%) intensity modulation on top of a very large
laser background signal over the entire 9 to 11 pm range
while the laser was locked. When the laser is unlocked,
the slope signal is over 20 to 50 times the slope signal
that is obtained when the laser is locked. Thus a large
area detector that has a large DC signal response (mV to V)
at the 9 to 10 pm is needed since the derivative signal
would be less than 1% of this full DC response(ie.100%
amplitude modulation response).
The ideal detector is a large area Cu-Ge detector which
gives volts of DC output; unfortunately, Cu-Ge or Zn-Ge
detectors have to be liquid helium cooled in contrast with
the other three detectors which are liquid nitrogen cooled.
Another disadvantage is the short time between liquid helium
refills as opposed to the experimental run times that can
last more than 24 hours. Because of these reasons and
because of availability, a Au-Ge, liquid nitrogen cooled,
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relatively large area (3mm diameter) detector with an input
resistance of 110K, operating in the photoconductive mode,
was used as the slope detector. Besides having a lower
response than a comparable Cu-Ge detector, the response of
the Au-Ge detector is 10 to 100 times lower for the 16-12-16
10pm band than in the 9p band. Noise and 60 cycle,and 120
cycle pickup was an extreme problem when using such low
signal levels on this detector and great care was taken to
eliminate as much of the noise as possible.
The slope detector as shown in Figure 50, was placed
right behind the 50/50 beam splitter. Thus, by blocking one
of the laser beams, the other laser beam, after passing
through an 80% attenuator mirror and a CaFl attenuator, was
focused upward onto the detector via a parabolic reflector.
Care was taken not to saturate the detector and not to focus
the beam right on the detector surface or contact wire but
rather to maximize the signal without getting any 60 or 120
Hz pickup. The slope signal was synchronously detected by a
separate lockin that was externally triggered directly from
the oscillator box (directly from the reference 555 timer).
One important question that arose during the run concerned
the correct phasing, especially since the signal goes
through zero and reverses sign as it passes from + to -
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slope. Using a PAR 5301, which is a microprocessor based
unit with automatic ranging and phase tracking, several
plots were taken as shown in Figure 54, to see what kind of
phase errors were involved in just using a single phase
adjustment for the slope detection lockin as a function of
tuning the grating. Another phased tracked plot was taken
of the 4.3 and 10 pm signal as a function of pressure. The
phase graph, shown in Figure 55, taken with the servo locked
to the Lamb dip, indicates that there is actually very
little change in phase as the pressure is changed as was
shown in Figure 4 or else the change in phase has an
imperceptible effect on the resulting signal.
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CHAPTER 7 PRESSURE SHIFT MEASUREMENTS
DATA TAKING PROCEDURE
The following procedure was taken to ensure consistent
data runs. Each laser was adjusted and locked to its
individual molecular resonance. The grating was adjusted
for peak power output with an absorption cell pressure of
about 50 mtorr for an optimum signal. in Laser 2. The
pressure in Laser 1 is set as low as possible (near the
starting pressure point) when the system is initially locked
with the grating set near zero power slope. This point is
known from a preliminary grating scan; the range of the
slope variation from + to - (or vice versa) and the grating
scan range in which that particular line will oscillate
before the next J line will jump in is roughly known. Then
by moving the micrometer drum (diffraction grating) forward
so that the spring plunger moves downward without any slack,
the grating is slowly rotated about its pivot and the power
slope, as monitored on the slope detector, varies while the
laser is servo locked to the resonance peak. With the laser
output frequency locked on the Lamb dip resonance, the laser
output essentially sweeps across a distorted gain profile as
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the power slope is varied from + to - or vice versa. When
the laser power slope is as close to zero as possible
(within noise limitationsie ±10 mV on a full scale of ±10V)
the grating is set at zero slope and data can be taken.
Subsequently, pressure is let into the absorption cell and
the corresponding beat frequency at that pressure with all
the other relevant information is recorded on disk. At each
pressure, the data consist of the average of three separate
trials; each trial consists of several (3 to 10) real time
(no dead time between counts) 10 second counting intervals.
At each pressure interval, the slope reading measured by the
lockin is also recorded so that an estimate of the slope
error correction can be made. By continuing this process up
to the desired final pressure, a pressure shift run along
with the corresponding slope drift error readings are taken.
These pressure runs are usually repeated on the same J line
at least one time with grating adjusted again if necessary.
Sometime in between these pressure runs, a calibration run
is taken in which the power slope is deliberately offset by
a large + or - value and the corresponding 'error' pressure
shift is recorded at this relatively constant offset slope.
Using this calibration run and the corresponding value of
the lockin reading, the slope proportionality constant can
be determined by using the same nonlinear least squares fit
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as in the previous power slope pressure shifts. Then, using
this slope constant, the frequency error of each data point
due to the power slope drift can be estimated from the
corresponding slope readings and the expression (6.4,6.5)
for the offset error. The calibration run (which probably
differs in power from the zero slope power) is needed for
each set of pressure shifts since the laser gain profile or
cavity dispersion varies from line to line, laser to laser,
and from day to day so that lockin readings measure the
error for that particular laser configuration during that
particular set of pressure shift data runs so that the
frequency error due to the power drift can be estimated
after fitting the proportionality slope constant from the
calibration run.
To further corroborate the slope measurements on the
detector, separate calibrations runs were taken with large
(>±5V lockin) power slope readings for those lines that
could tune large + or - power slopes with adequate power
output. This was done to make sure that the slope effects
actually dominated the error and that the slope error scaled
linearly with the lockin readings. Figures 56 and 57 show
such dual ± power slope calibration runs and accordingly
verify the direction of the slope and shift. For all large
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power slopes (>±4V on the lockin), the pressure shifts were
always red (- slope) or blue (+ slope) for pressures greater
than 80 mtorr when the power slope error pressure squared
dependence becomes dominant; this was not always the case at
the lower pressures since the true pressure shift could
dominate and upturns or downturns were possible.
In the good data runs, it is assumed that the slope error
is very small or else drifts about zero slope. One cause of
this drift was the length of time for the grating and hence
the laser cavity to relax after each adjustment. Ideally
the grating adjustment should be as small as possible to
minimize this relaxation with the final grating setting as
near the power peak as possible. The entire laser cavity and
absorption cell should have enough time to equilibrate at
the final laser power levels; this is very important since
the thermal drift due to a change in laser output power can
easily change the cavity dispersion and alignment and
consequently the power slope can easily drift with time
after the 'final' slope adjustment. Essentially the grating
has the slowest relaxation time and hence must be moved the
least. There were numerous runs when the drift due to the
relaxation and power thermalizations caused a steady or
'violent' change in the power slope during the pressure
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runs; these runs were disregarded, especially if the power
error correction or drifts were too large (On a ±10 V
scale, large means >±0.6V where zero was achieved at least
on the ±0.1V level; normally 'zero' slope was about ±.05V).
Again, time and patience were the only solutions since the
most desirable and optimum thing to do was to set the
grating once at the start of the data run and never touch it
again during the data run. Most of the data were taken
under somewhat less than optimum condition.
It has been suggested that the best way to adjust the
grating is to have an extremely slow feedback loop
controlling a PZT attached to the diffraction grating. But
servo stabilizing the power suffers from the problem of the
extremely long relaxation times (probably greater than 30
minutes) associated with the grating mechanism; hence any
small or steady correction translates into many, many finite
responses until the final setting is reached. The final
response unwittingly enough has the tendency to overshoot
the desired result and any subsequent correction to the
overshoot propagates the opposite overshoot, even if the
adjustment is done electrically instead of manually.
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DATA RESULTS
Using this procedure to systematically correct and
account for the to power slope errors, pressure shift data
were taken for as many lines that had a zero power slope
and which had enough power to lock within a minimum standard
deviation (~ 200-400 Hz). Pressure shift measurements were
taken for the P and R branches for both the I and II bands
for four different CO2  isotopes: 16-12-16, 16-13-16,
18-12-18, and 18-13-18. This wide spectrum of lines
required constant juggling of the two different isotopes in
the left and right lasers so that a 2 to 17 GHz beat could
be generated from mixing the two different isotope lines
together. A listing of such beat frequencies (2 to 18 GHz)
between the various lines of the four isotopes is given in
Appendix 5. From this beat frequency listing it can be seen
that only certain P and R branches or I and II bands of
certain isotopes overlap enough to generate adequate beat
frequencies with sufficient power to lock. Normally, for a
given branch or band, there is only one other isotope branch
where small enough beat frequencies exist; if there is more
than one isotope line that beats with the first isotope
line, normally one of the second isotope lines will either
have a higher power gain or else will be a midband J line
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and accordingly will be chosen as the second lasing line.
Very low gain lines from the low J or very high J lines are
almost never used because there is not enough power to give
a stable enough lock to yield accurate pressure shift data.
Because of all the combinations possible and the juggling of
the isotopes needed to cover the entire span of lines, the
left and right lasers channels were continually switching
roles as the reference Laser 2 or the pressure shift Laser
1. Thus, because of all the switching between lasers and
different branches, each output of each laser was constantly
being realigned so that the data is probably independent of
the laser channel used and is independent of the alignment
of each system.
The data taken with the power slope zeroed is stored on
disk and then later plotted and corrected for any power
slope drift. As was mentioned, each measurement consisted
of three separate trials of several ten second counting
intervals for each pressure point. In the power slope
corrections, the estimates of the power error are obtained
for each data point by combining the power slope reading
(this is monitored for all pressures to determine the drift)
with the calibration power curve to arrive at a power drift
frequency error, derived in equation 6.3:
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A =B/A% 2(1-f)/(8f)
Hopefully, this power error is small or the drift of the
power slope during the pressure runs (lasting about 20 to 30
minutes) is not significant from pressure to pressure so
that any 'correction' is very small. Data runs where there
were large slope errors due to drift or which were very
noisy because of a poor lock or weak beat signal were
discarded in the final analysis. The ratio of good to 'bad'
(drift) data was better than 3 to 2. Figure 58 emphasizes
one of these power corrections where the correction actually
helped to 'straighten' out the pressure shift. Some bands
in certain isotopes (the II bands in the 16-13-16 and some
18-13-18 lines) were so weak that only questionable data
were taken on these lines. Table 8 summarizes the pressure
shift data after sorting out and discarding all the data
dominated by drift.
The data is grouped according to the I and II bands for
each isotope and the average is taken over all the different
J lines in the I and II band data. Note, all the pressure
shift values shown in the above table represents a blue
shift, contrary to the previously reported red shift. This
is very significant and will be explored in further detail
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Table 8
Pressure Shift Data
I Band II Band
Shift 1 Shift 01
(KHz/torr) (KHz/torr)
16-12-16 62.1 18.1 63.2 18.1
16-13-16 50.3 16.8 87.2 37.8
18-12-18 81.1 28.6 72.3 29.8
18-13-18 51.9 21.2 43.8 22.3
in Chapter 8 where the theoretical fits are examined.
Figures 59-65 show a wide range of blue pressure shifts for
various I and II band, P and R branches for the four
different isotopes. The power slope corrections were very
small in these figures and hence are not included in the
graphs for the sake of clarity. Though these figures show
the values of the pressure shift 'increasing' or
'decreasing' with pressure, it must be remembered that the
laser beat frequency v1 -v 2 is plotted; because this beat
frequency is positive or negative, these graphs, which only
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plot the last three digits of an eight digit number, can
appear 'blue' or 'red' depending on whether the beat
frequency is + or -.
It should be noted that not all pressure data taken were
blue. In the earlier phase of the experiment, especially
when we were not fully aware of the significance of the
slope effect and were not aware of the grating slope
adjustment, there were always a mixture -of red and
'anomalous' blue shift, depending on what line was being
measured. For instance, the 16-12-16 IP-20 line, always
gave a red power error when locked on the power peak of the
laser gain profile while the 18-13-18 IR-24 line always
gave a blue power error on its power peak. Thus repeated
measurements taken by locking on the power peak almost
always gave a consistent linear red or blue shift with a
nonlinear dependence at higher powers for these two lines.
Only by fortuitously altering the grating did the magnitude
and sign of the pressure shift change for these lines. Thus
any of the earlier measurements, taken in ignorant bliss,
gave erratic and quite different results, both in magnitude
and sign, depending on just what the laser power slope was
at the locking position.
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Another error that was made in the earlier data runs
concerned the manner by which the pressure in the absorption
cell was changed during the run. Initially, all data runs
started at the highest pressure point and proceeded downward
in pressure. This downward procedure was used because of
the ease in changing pressures; the pressure was easily
changed in a controlled manner by freezing the CO2 out into
a convenient cold finger immersed in liquid nitrogen. This
was the wrong method to use since the power error and
asymmetry is at its worst at higher pressures and any little
offset or error would get magnified by the servo loop and
PZT response; adjustment of the power slope is very poor at
higher pressures since the servo correction is over a larger
FWHM on a broader fluorescence background which accordingly
taxes the servo loop even more. The correct procedure that
was finally taken was to incrementally increase the pressure
in the cell during the data run; this meant releasing the
correct volume of CO2gas from the reservoir of higher
pressure CO2 gas in the cold finger by means of a careful,
manually controlled, dexterous flick of the wrist. Thus,
all power slope adjustments were made at the lowest
pressures where there is the greatest S/N ( the smallest
FWHM on the flattest background signal) and the least
asymmetry so that correction by the servo loop is minimized.
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Any other method would have a tendency to pull the servo
loop more than necessary and would also suffer from the
possibility of increased errors at the higher pressures.
It is for this very reason that pressure data runs did
not go too high in pressure; the effect of the drift is
magnified at the higher pressures since the error goes as
the pressure squared. Any drift has a larger effect on the
power error and correspondingly puts a greater strain on the
servo loop at the higher pressures. Thus, all the pressure
shift data runs stop after increasing the pressure to about
100 to 120 mtorr; by then the S/N deteriorates and the drift
error dominates for all but the powerful lines.
In all the corrected pressure runs, no attempt was made
to decrease the power into the absorption cell using an
external attenuator (gas absorption cell). This was in part
to allow as strong a lock as possible without adding an
additional dispersion element whose effect could not be
monitored by the slope detector.
A few pressure shift runs were taken for a few lines at
various power levels; these measurements gave comparable
pressure shifts at sufficient saturating power levels (>1 W)
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while giving much larger 'pressure' shift (ranging from 2 to
3 times larger while being 'nonlinear' at higher pressures)
results at lower powers (<1 W). The dimethyl ether
absorption cell or the Brewster angle polarizer was used to
attenuate the power; these were not the ideal power
attenuators since they were wavelength dependent and the
Brewster polarizer showed distinct mode behavior for
different wavelengths.
In many of the calibration runs (red slope) taken with
each set of corrected pressure shift data, a distinct upturn
of the data points appeared, similar to the extremely small
± pressure shift seen in the earlier power runs used to
estimate the power slope and the underlying pressure shift.
In these earlier power runs, extremely small ± pressure
shifts were obtained from the least squares fit after the
power error was subtracted out. In those calibration or
power runs, the pressure shift at very low pressures, < 50
mtorr appeared flat, nonexistent or reversed directions at
the lower pressures. This reversal of the pressure shift,
after a nonlinear red shift at higher pressures, was evident
in many of the pressure shift runs, even in the power
corrected slope runs (at higher pressures where drift
dominates) as well as the final calibration runs (those with
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a red slope power error). This reversal in direction can be I
interpreted as a small blue linear shift on top of a
dominant red power error shift such that the reversal at
lower pressure occurs when the linear shift becomes
dominant. Calibration runs taken with a blue slope error
normally reveals a blue shift at all pressure ranges but
these runs reveal a significant linear blue shift at the
lower pressures on top of the nonlinear blue error slope.
Figures 66, 67 and 68 are calibration runs which vividly
show this red or blue power error in conjunction with a
linear shift.
There were several instances during the course of the
experiment in which the sign of the pressure shift could be
tested for the same isotope in either the left or the right
laser; the sign of the pressure shift was unequivocally
independent of which laser was used as the reference and
which laser was pressure shifted in frequency. That is,
after all the adjustments, realignments, and changes
associated with switching from branch to branch and from
laser to laser, the sign of the shift still remained the
same.
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HIGH PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
The basic question that is raised from these measurements
concerns why the pressure shift is blue instead of being red
(634-639) as other single measurements show. What is the
real shift at higher pressures and is the effect seen at the
lower pressures due to velocity changing collisions? Meyers
and Rhodes( 65 3 -6 5 4 ) had measured velocity changing
collisions in CO2 for CO2 and various other perturbers.
Amazingly enough, the average change in velocity of each
collision is not as* small as initially thought from the
typical classical or diffractive scattering angles; the
change in velocity in CO2 is of the order of one tenth the
Doppler width( 654 ). There has also been indirect evidence
of velocity changing collisions from the nonlinear behavior
of the linewidth< 280 ,6 4 7 ,65 1> at very low pressures in CO2
but those results have not been as convincing as the actual
velocity changing experiments. When the FWHM approaches 2
to 3 MHz, velocity changing collisions should become
inconsequential since the average velocity change would not
'kick' the molecule out of the resonance hole in velocity
space and therefore that molecule would not contribute any
additional width or shift to the lineshape. Thus the
question is whether the pressure shift reverses sign from
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blue to red at high enough pressures due to the lack of the
effect of velocity changing collisions and if so, at what
pressure does this change occur? Several pressure shift
measurements were taken at higher pressures (up to 200
mtorr) while trying to keep the power slope corrections and
drift to a minimum. These pressure runs, for example in
Figures 69 and 70, did not show a reversal in slope but
appeared to indicate a gradual decrease in slope or a
gradual flattening; unfortunately these conclusions were not
entirely definitive since even a any tolerable drift or
power error present at the lower pressures becomes magnified
at the higher pressures and any slope adjustment grating
movement 'inertia' is consequently enhanced enormously when
operating at the higher pressures. The laser did not have
sufficient output powers (1 to 2 W) to sufficiently saturate
at much higher pressures and consequently the stability of
the lock steadily decreased at the higher pressures.
It is evident that high pressure measurements of the
pressure shift are not possible using the 4.3 p fluorescence
stabilization technique. A different technique must be used
to measure the shift at higher pressures (>0.5 torr).
Normally pressure shifts are measured by passing the laser
radiation through two consecutive high pressure cells
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filled at different pressures and then simultaneously
measuring the linear absorption profile from the two cells
on a spectrometer. If the pressure difference between the
two cells is large enough and if the pressure shift is large
enough, the frequency offset can be easily determined within
the resolution of the spectrometer.
A similar two cell configuration was also set up to try
to determine the direction of the shift at the higher
pressures. The reference cell.was the normal low pressure
cell used in the 4.3 pm fluorescence stabilization loop.
Part of the laser beam was split off and sent through a 1
meter long absorption cell with 1 inch diameter ZnSn
windows. The 9 or 10 pm radiation, after passing through
this cell, was directed onto an Au-Ge detector setup similar
to that used in the power slope detection. Unfortunately,
this method had two drawbacks. The absorption coefficient
at the lasing transitions is very small (it is approximately
3x10-5 cm-Itorr- 1). Thus to see a 1% effect, one needs at
least 10 torr of CO2 gas. But at 10 torr, the FWHM is about
70 MHz which is on top of a significant power slope. The
power error offset for the center of the absorption
linewidth for pressures greater than 1 torr is tremendous
and is of the order of the offset from the laser power peak.
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Thus the results one would expect from this linear
absorption experiment would be very crude since determining
the center of the very small absorption amidst all these
other errors is nearly impossible. The only way to get more
signal is to work at higher pressures which results in a
broader dip on top of a significant power slope.
The integrated or absorption dip measurements were taken
by performing a laser line scan (5 MHz scan) across the Lamb
dip while monitoring the low pressure 4.3 pm fluorescence
derivative and the high pressure absorption dip at the same
time. Both signals were simultaneously recorded on a two
pen Houston chart recorder as a function of input ramp
voltage (these linescans were not frequency locked but rough
frequency intervals were marked according to the beat signal
on the spectrum analyzer). The grating was adjusted so that
zero power slope coincided with the peak of the Lamb dip as
close as possible during these linescans. Hopefully, by
measuring the absolute offset of the absorption dip center
from the Lamb dip derivative center, the direction of the
pressure shift could be determined. Because of the extremely
small absorption coefficient and because the interaction of
the power slope and the increasing FWHM gives rise to a
large offset error, this linear absorption measurement also
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gave ambiguous and inconclusive results as the pressure in
the linear absorption cell was varied from 1 to 100 torr.
Similar measurements were taken of the 9# derivative slope
signal using the same absorption cell and same procedure.
Again, these results were ambiguous because of the large
power slope and the small absorption coefficient.
Another alternative to the high pressure measurements was
to use the zero of the 4.3 pm derivative signal as a monitor
of the peak of the fluorescence response. This method gave
very large S/N slopes up to 10 torr even though the Lamb dip
was smeared out for pressures greater than 500 mtorr. In
this measurement, the laser beam was split between two
fluorescence cells so that a standing wave resonance could
be created in both cells. Then, using the same two pen
chart recorder and the same linescan and recording technique
as described above, the derivative signals of the low
pressure cell (normally used in the stablization loop) and a
second high pressure cell were recorded as the pressure in
the second cell was varied from 30 mtorr to 10 torr. In
this case, the laser output was scanned over the dip
linewidth and the zero crossing of both derivative signals
were compared as the pressure was varied in the second cell.
In these linescans (not phase or frequency locked),
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resolution was very limited and was on the order of 10-20
KHz per division.
It was very important to adjust the grating so that the
zero power slope coincided with the resonance dip center
since any power slope could easily offset the zero of the
second cell's derivative signal and create an erroneous
shift signal This slope error was easily demonstrated by
varying the sign of the power slope + or - at the
derivative's zero crossing and then watching the huge power
slope error shift the corresponding zero crossing blue or
red respectively as the pressures were changed from 1 to 10
torr range. Correspondingly, as the sign of the power slope
varied + or -, the + or - derivative maximum, instead of
being equal in amplitude, showed a slight asymmetry by being
slightly unequal (1 to 3%) in amplitude as a function of
whether the net slope was + or -. This asymmetry was not an
alignment problem but rather an almost imperceptible
consequence of the slope effect. After adjusting the
grating as close as possible to zero power slope at the dip
minimum, 'correct' linescans showed that the pressure shift
appeared blue or was nearly zero within the limited
resolution (±10-15KHz) at the low pressures (<200 or <300
mtorr) but then definitely shifted red as the pressure was
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varied from approximately 1 torr to 10 torr. Unfortunately,
the derivative zero crossing was smeared out (as the Lamb
dip disappeared) in the intermediate pressure (300 or 500
mtorr to 1 torr) regime so that the shift 'inflection'
pressure point could not be determined.
These 4.3 pm derivative scans were repeated for several
lines and the comparisions of the derivative zero crossings
still showed a red shift at the higher pressures (crudely
estimated as 80±50 KHz/torr). Figures 71 and 72 show how the
zero crossing change compared with the reference derivative
signal used as a relative marker as the pressure increases
in the high pressure fluorescence cell. At pressures
greater than 10 torr, the 4.3 pm derivative signal began to
fall off in magnitude due to a relatively flat background
and meaningful data could not be taken at the higher
pressures. Nevertheless, this measurement indicated that
the sign reversal of the shift could be a property of
nonlinear spectroscopy and the velocity changing collisions
versus linear spectroscopy and its normal phase changing
collisions since each method and process is valid in
different pressure regimes.
I i I I I *I I I I I I
200 KHz
Pressure
(torr)
.0
9.0
Figure 71 Zero Derivative Crossing vs Pressure
Zero
Low Pressure
Reference
200 KH-
Pressure
(mtorr)
100
200
300
450
72 Zero Derivative Crossing vs Pressure
Ln
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PERTURBER GASES
The effect of different perturber gases on the pressure
shift of the lasing transitions of CO2 were also studied
using the two channel heterodyne system. The gases used in
the measurements included XeAr,N2, He, H2, CO, and CH3Fl.
In these measurements, the variable laser (Laser 1) was
locked to a 20-30 mtorr resonance dip with the grating
adjusted to give a zero power slope. Then the perturber gas
was bled into the absorption cell-from another pressure
reservoir (filled at a higher pressure to prevent any
backflow). The pressure run then proceeded like that of a
normal CO2 pressure shift measurement except only additional
perturber gas was bled into the cell. During the data run,
the power slope was continuously being monitored and
somewhat corrected. These perturber pressure runs normally
ranged up to 80-100 mtorr total pressure; there is only so
much signal from the initial CO2 gas and as more perturber
gas is added in, the signal FWHM broadens without a great
increase in the derivative amplitude. Correspondingly, the
final pressures in these data runs were not as high (80
mtorr) as the pressures normally used with pure CO2 and
accordingly, the drift or slope errors had a larger effect
on the stability of the lock at the higher pressures. Most
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of the perturber gas shifts were linear up to a certain
pressure at which the data points would 'scatter' apart.
These perturber gas pressure shifts were taken over a period
of time using both the right and the left lasers as the
variable laser. Data were taken for select lines in three
different isotopes for both the P and R branches in the I
band. These different J lines were chosen to test the
dependency of the perturber shifts on different isotopes, P
or R branches, and especially, to see if the shift was laser
dependent since each laser had to be realigned when changing
from one branch of one isotope to another branch of another
isotope.
The perturber shifts for all these different J lines are
all consistent in sign and several data runs are summarized
in Table 9. Here a are the perturber's polarizability and
the C6 constants are for CO2 - Perturber potentials( 5 4 )
The heavy perturbers, Xe, Ar, C02 , N 2 pressure shift blue
with Xe causing the largest shift and N 2 causing the
smallest shift. On the other hand, He and H 2 pressure shift
red while CH3F shift blue. Figures 73, 74 and 75 show this
red or blue shift for the various perturber gases.
Furthermore, to check out the idea of velocity changing
collisions on the perturber gases, the 4.3 pm fluorescence
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Table 9
Perturber Gas Data
Gas a C6  RunI Run2 Run3
Units ao3 e2 ao3  KHz/Torr
Xe 27.33 282 +52 +53 +51
Ar 11.09 114.5 +37 +22 +20
He 1.58 16.7 -20 -33 -20
H 2  5.43 46. -36 -29 -98
N 2  11.75 118 +21 +23 +10
CO2  19.3 192
Run1 = 18-12-18 (IP-22)
Run2 = 16-12-16 (IP-24)
Run3 = 16-12-16 (IR-34)
lineshapes as a function of perturber gas pressures
(initial pressure was 30 mtorr of CO2 on 16-12-16 IP(26))
was recorded by scanning the laser output across the
resonance dip. These linescans were not frequency or phase
locked since a ramp voltage sweep was used while the
frequency was estimated from the spectrum analyzer display
of the beat frequency. Then, by roughly measuring the FWHM
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from these linescans, a plot of FWHM vs pressure for the
perturber gases is shown in Figure 76. The purpose of these
linescans
the FWHM
correlate
linewidth
of the pre
negligible.
Meyer(651)
perturbers
absorption
the power
sufficient
was to see if there was any upturn or downturn in
as a function of pressure and if so, to try to
this inflection pressure point (obtained from the
scans) with the shift of the lineshape, in terms
ssure at which velocity changing collsions become
These measurements are very similar to what
did when he measured the FWHM for several
using a high pressure, high intensity internal
cell (pressures up to 300 mtorr). Unfortunately
levels in our lasers (1-2 Watts) were not
to fully saturate the resonance at such high
pressures (> 200 mtorr) and the resulting FWHM data obtained
for the perturber gas at the larger pressures (>200 mtorr)
are not completely reliable. These FWHM coefficients were
similar to that obtained by Meyer with H 2 broadening CO2
the most. Thus, the FWHM measurements are inconclusive in
the sense that no apparent inflection pressure point was
seen and there was not enough power to fully saturate the
signal. It is still possible that such an inflection point
does occur at the higher pressures but it is not apparent
from the data taken under the present conditions in our
experiment.
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CHAPTER 8 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
SEMICLASSICAL PERTURBATIVE THEORY
The most widely used formulation of the lineshape theory
is the semiclassical perturbative techniques in terms of the
different variations of Anderson( 4 0 7 ) theory that has
developed over the years. This semiclassical theory is
based on standard time-dependent perturbation theory,
treating the internal states of the radiator-perturber
quantum mechanically while assuming that their individual
trajectories followed a classical path. Thus the wavepacket
and wavevector description is ignored since the particles
are normally described using a rectilinear path
R2(t)= b2+vr2(t-te)2
where b is the impact parameter and v, is the relative
velocity between the radiatior and perturber after the time
tc of the collision. Assuming binary collisions in the
impact approximation, the radiators density matrix evolution
equation is of the form
dp/dt= -i/h[Ho+U,p] + (dp/dt)co 1
(8.1)
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The total Hamiltonian H is equal to Ho+U+V where H. is the
radiator's internal energy, U is the laser EM field and
V=V(t) is the collision potential. In the impact
approximation (time between collisions rc >> collision
duration rd=10- 1 2 sec) the laser field U cannot alter the
radiators p during rd and is effectively zero during d;
between collisions assume V is short range enough not to
alter p and is effectively zero while U slowly alters p.
Thus the effects of U and V are essentially independent in
their individual time regimes and can be added together as
in equation (8.1).
The change in p due to the collisions is equal to the
average change in p averaged over the perturber interaction
rate
(dp/dt)cO'=fP(v)dv (Ap)COll
(8.2)
where (Ap)CO1= Pfinai- Pinitia1= the change in p due to a
collision at time t=to.
Here P(v)dv is the classical rate of interacting with the
perturber
=(interaction area in COM)(Flux)
= (b db df)(vNpW(v,)dv, vr2 do)
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where y is the azimuthal angle along z' (relative velocity)
in the COM and dO is the differential solid angle sinOddo
where (6,0) are the Euler angles of the z' axis with respect
to the lab's z axis. Here
W(vr)=1/(uvf) 3exp-(vr/u) 2  and u2=2kT/p
where p is the reduced mass. Here it is assumed the active
or radiator's velocity, va<<vp, the perturber's velocity or
else the relative velocity, vr is isotropically distributed.
The density matrix p is a two particle
(radiator-perturber) density matrix. The perturber states
are normally taken into account by summing (tracing) over
final states and averaging over initial states; for
simplicity it will be assumed that the perturber is a
structureless particle that has the same initial and final
staes, ie. ground state, so that only the radiator's
structure will be considered in the p equation.
The calculation of ( Ap)cOll follows from the general
solution of the equation of motion for a time dependent
Hamiltonian:
IF=Imcm(t) exp(-iwmt) im
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where fm's are the eigenfunctions of the time independent
equation. In this formulation the evolution equation during
a collision is
Cm(t) = -i/hnVmn'(t)cn(t)
where Vmn'(t)=Vmn(t)exp(iwmnt) in the interaction
representation and cn- is slowly varying except during a
collision. Referring to the collision time t=to
Vmn(t)=Vmn(t-te)
so that the equation
cm(t.)=-i/finexp(iWmn,tc) Vmn,'(t-tc)cn,(t)
(8.3)
By defining an evolution operator SmnC such that
cm(t)=1nSmnC (t-tcito-te)cn(to)
and plugging into Eq. (8.3),
SmnC(t-tcrto-tc)= -i/f17n,exp(ienn,tc)
x Vmn,'(t-te)Sn,nc(t-tc, to-tc)
(8.4)
with the initial conditions SmnC(t-te,to-tc)= 6mn
for an arbritrary cn(to).
By defining
Smnc(t-tcjto-te)-= exp(iwmntc) Smn(t-to-to)
and letting r=t-tc, r'=t'-tc and ro=to-tc, the integral
equation for the S matrix becomes
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Smn(rre)='San -i/'1 znIf dr' Vmn-'(' )Sn-nWr ro)
70
(8.5)
for collisions at r'=O. In the impact approximation, td<<tc
so that S can be considered S(o,-o). Since the slowly
varying part of the density matrix is
Jmn=cmcn* and Pab =Gabexp(-iWabt) then
Omn(tc*) =Iss' SmsSns-* exp[i(Wms-Wns,)tc] oss,(tc-)
(8.6)
or Pmn(tc)= IssSmsSns'*Pss, (te)
Then
(Ap)coli= Pfinal-Pinitial
=lssi(SmsSns'*~ 3ms3ns')Pmn(tc)
(8.7)
In general this equation is a two particle equation
where the perturbers are averaged over initial states and
summed over the final states.
Thus plugging (8.7) into equation (8.2)
(dpaa,/dt)cOl =-fP(v)dv Ibb'{baba'b' -SabSa'b'*)Pbbj(t)
(8.8)
which is the starting point for all subsequent calculations.
Instead of calculating S, which is referred to a fixed
lab axis, for every different molecular orientation (6,sy),
the frame of reference can be transformed to the collision
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frame with z' along v, such that the average over all
molecular orientations would give an orientation independent
result. Consider the radiator to have a total angular
momentum J with the z' projection mj. Then the collision
form of the equation, after the angular averaging, becomes
the often quoted starting point of all calculations(
40 1 )
(dp/dt)aJb=-IPdadb
by letting f(v,)vdv,= 4ffvr 3W(vr)dvr
^6=npfdvr vrf(vr) f2Tbdb
x[1- I (-l)Mb-Mb'( Jb 1 Ja)( Jb 1 Ja)
all M,q (-Mb q Ma)(-Mb'q Ma')
x<JaMa|S|JaMa'>*<JbMbISlJbMb'>]
(8.9)
or
i=Npff(vr)vrdvr f2ffbdb S
This S is the same S in Anderson's theory but should not
be confused with the scattering matrix S commonly used in
scattering theory.
A solution of (8.9) is obtained by perturbatively
expanding the matrix integral (8.5)
Sab=ab-i/'rinfdt' Van'Snb in the form
= To + T, + T 2 + .... =Texp(-i/If,tV' dt')
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When assuming noncommutativity of the potentials, V(t') and
V(t"), a time ordered operator T is the usual result. Then
by plugging this expansion for S into (8.9), the probability
function S will be composed of terms
S = So+S1+S 2 + - -
The So term consists of contributions from the TO*TO
term; this results in imama,"MbMb, and since
1( Jb 1 Ja) 2 = 1
q,Ma,Mb (-Mb q Ma)
So = 1-1=0
The S1 term consists of contributions from either To*T 1
or ToT1*. Each To term gives either bMama, or bMbMb, which,
when combined with the 3J symbols, results in the exact same
sum of the square of a 3J symbol as in the So case.
Thus S1 is pure imaginary and is of the form
Sl=i/ fdt[Ima <JaMa|Vaa*|JaMa> -IMb <JbMblVbb|JbMb>]
(8.10)
The sum over Mb or Ma serves to project out the isotropic
part of the potential. Thi's term is just the normal scalar
phase shift composed of the difference of the diagonal
matrix elements. Likewise the S2 term is composed of the
terms
To*T 2, ToT 2 *, and T1*T1
so that
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S2=(i/)2Ima, fdtfdt'<JaMa|VaajJa'Ma'>
x <Ja'Ma'1Va'a|JaMa> exp(-i(waa'(t-t'))
and similarly for the ToT 2 * and T1 *T1 expansions.
S 1 and S2 are the basic results of the semiclassical
perturbative theory based on Anderson's initial work. A
survey of Anderson theory is given in the next section where
the S1 and S2 and V terms are given in their original
context (and henceforth labeled S1 and S2). The perturber
states and their averages will also be taken into account in
these expressions for S(b). It should be noted, that the
actual expressions for S2 and S1 will be exponentiated to
take care of several deficiencies in the theory.
ATC THEORY
The semiclassical perturbative analysis given in the last
section summarizes the important concepts leading to main
results of Anderson's theory. This section discusses and
presents (Anderson's theory as modified by Tsao and Curnutte
(408) and Frost( 4 9 3 ) in the ATCF theory) the ATC theory, as
it appears in the literature while including the averaging
over the initial states and the summing of the final states
of the perturbers.
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In Anderson's theory, the lineshape is of the form
(e-wo -nve,) 2 +(nver) 2
where the FWHM and the lineshift is given by the real and
imaginary part of the cross section
i = n<var> and w = n<vai>
Here n is the density of the perturbing molecules and the <>
indicates an average over the Maxwellian distribution of the
relative velocities. In practice,the velocity average is
usually replaced by an average v . The collision cross
section is actually a sum over final states and an average
over all the optical cross sections for the perturbing
molecules in the initial state 2
o = ar + iU 1 = 1 2 P 2 C 2
where P2 is the Boltzmann factor for the perturbing molecule
in state 2; normally this will refer to a particular J
transition so
P2 = (2J2+1)exp(-EJ 2/kT)
In (2Jn+1)exp(-Ein/kT)
where 12 P2 = 1 and then 9 2 = 2nf S(b)bdb as in Equation
(8.9).
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S(b) can be regarded as a probability weighting factor
which indicates whether or not a collision is effective in
disturbing the molecular radiation. As mentioned in the
last section
S = So(b) + S1 (b) + S 2 (b) where So(b) = 0
and after summing over all final states, the S(b) in the
context of Anderson theory for a given perturber J 2 is
S(b)= 1- 1 <JfMf1MIJiMi> <JfMf'1M|JM,>
2'
all M (2Ji+1)(2J2+1)
x <f2|U-1 (b)If'2'> <i2'IU(b)|i2>
(8.11)
ih(d/dt)U=V'U and U(t)=T [exp(i/ fto V'(t')dt')]
V'(t)=exp(iHot) V exp(-iHot)
where T is the time ordering operator and HO= H1 +H2 is the
unperturbed Hamiltonian. V is the interaction potential
between the two molecules which can be expanded as a power
law potential CnR-n in terms of spherical harmonics Yak
V = I ClkCllk,R-n Yak(1)Yl -k,(2)
all l,k
The definition of U in this context is the same as Snm in
(8.5) Normally, all the contributions to V from all the
various interactions are scalarly summed to arrive at a
final potential since it is assumed there are no
interference terms among the various orders of the spherical
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harmonics for the same molecule. Actual values for S2 have
been computed for many of the common electrostatic
interactions and are referenced throughout the literature
(408,416.493)
In the ATC theory, as with all lineshape theories, there
are several 'inherent' faults associated with the theory.
Since U is unitary, it follows that the maximum value for
S(b) is one; due to the nature of the expansion, there is a
limiting bound on the impact parameter for the distance of
closest approach b0  since the function would blow up as b
approaches zero. This distance was artificially picked by
finding b, such that S2 (bo) = 1. Then the collisional cross
section could be divided into hard collisions and weak
collisions by
Op = rb 0
2 + 2fffbo"S 2 (b) b db
S2 (b) = S2. 1 oute(b) + S2, fouter(b) + S 2 middie(b) where the
terms S20uter and S2middle refer to the matrix elements of
the U operator between two identical states (both initial or
both final states) or the matrix element between different
states (final and initial states) respectively.
S1, (eq. 8.10) which just projects out the isotropic form of
the potential and is the first order contribution to the
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lineshift, was initially assumed to be zero since only
rotational transitions were considered. It came as a
surprise when the microwave lineshifts were finally
satisfactorily measured( 4 6 1-4 6 3 ) (after eliminating all the
various sundry power slope errors and asymmetries) since ATC
theory predicted zero lineshift in S1 and S 2. Theoretically
S2 was purely real because the interaction V was considered
commutative in the time dependent perturbative expansion
(408) Then, by removing this 'artificial' simplification,
Frost( 49 3 > and Herman( 44 2 > showed that S2 has an imaginary
component and accordingly, microwave lineshifts could
possibly originate from the S2 term in ATCF theory.
Another way to obtain this lineshift was to relate the
imaginary part of S2 to the real part of S2 by the
Kramers-Kronig( 4 7 5 ) dispersion relations or equivalently by
the Hilbert transform(4 5 3 > of the real S2 terms (See
Appendix 7). Even after these corrections, the
'appropriate' cutoff procedure for small b was further
complicated since S2 was now both real and imaginary and
setting S2 (bo) = 1 was not entirely correct< 4 4 2 >. The final
solution to the cutoff procedure, as realized by Leavitt
(03-605), Bonamy(6 0 2 >, and others( 589-601 ), was to
exponentiate the interruption function such that
a = f 2pbdb exp(-S(b))
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This not only alleviated the cutoff problem but also allowed
for inelastic collisions since the maximum value of S(b) was
not restricted to unity. This was taken a step further and
generalized on theoretical grounds by Leavitt and Bonamy.
They both treated the expansion of the S interruption
function to all orders and combined terms using a linked
cluster expansion 602 ,60 4) to arrive at the exact infinite
order expansion of the S function. This generalization
overcame all the previous faults with the ATC theory while
providing
orders. T
Leavitt(605
dispersion,
linear-line
phase chan
energies d
momentum o
final the
theories
Cattani (589
the correct real and imaginary components to all
his theory is especially well summarized by
who used a tensor approach to derive all the
induction and electrostatic interactions for a
ar molecular collision. Elastic, inelastic,
ging and reorientating collisions (the internal
o not change but the direction of the angular
f the molecules do change) are included in the
ory. Leavitt showed the previous lineshape
by ATCC 4 0 8 ), Murphy-Boggs( 501 ), Gordon( 3 9 9 >
), Bonamyo60 2 >, and Salesky and Korff( 600 ) were
just specialized cases of his theory. Bonamy differed from
Leavitt by considering a more realistic parabolic
trajectory model to approximate the perturber's path in
contrast to the usual rectilinear paths. This trajectory
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correction is only important if close collisions are
important in determining the total cross section; then the
trajectories will be modified by the isotropic part of the
intermolecular potential. Before going on, normal
coordinate transformations will be given since they are
important in the calculating the expected shifts.
NORMAL COORDINATE ANALYSIS
CO2 is a linear triatomic (N=3) molecule possessing four
normal modes of vibration (3N-5) with a pair of degenerate
perpendicular modes. It is instructive and necessary in the
pressure shift calculations to express these normal mode
coordinates in terms of the original Cartesian coordinates.
The most widely used method to obtain the normal
coordinates is based on a FG matrix analysis. In this
method the obvious internal coordinates (the two CO bond
extensions and the two OCO bends) are combined judiciously
via symmetry arguments to formulate an alternate vibrational
eigenvalue problem.
Let B be the matrix relating the -(3N-5) symmetry
coordinates S to the 3N Cartesian R coordinates: S=BR Then
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define a square matrix G where G~j=kI (BikBik/mk) and mk are
the masses. The potential and kinetic energies are
respectively 2V=STFS , and 2T=STG-IS . Then define L such
that S=LQ where Q are the normal coordinates. These
substitutions result in a matrix eigenvalue problem
L-4GFL=AG
or IGF-XII=O where the X are the eigenvalues.
For the Doh group the irreducible representations of the
vibrational levels are of Vg, 1%,and la symmetry;therefore
the internal coordinates are defined as in Figure 1 :
Si =z-Z2
S2=z2-z3
S3=exz=P(x 1-2x2 +x3 )
S4=eyz=P(y 1-2y 2 +Y3)
where Rco=l/p= bond length. Using the internal coordinates
S, the symmetric coordinates S are
S1 =(S1 +S2 )//2= (z1-z3 )/42 has IJg symmetry
S3=(S1-S 2 )/2= (z1-2z2+z3 )/ i2 has 1'% symmetry while
S2=p(x1-2x 2+x3) and
S4=p(y 1-2y2+y3 ) are the degenerate modes.
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Then the G matrix becomes diagonal and the F matrix
follows from the potential function of the internal
coordinates where kr and ko are the force constants
associated with the internal (natural) stretches and k12 is
the force constant to account for any anharmonic cross
coupling between the two natural stretches.
2V=kr(S1 2 +S2 2 )+2k 12 S2S 1+ko (S3 2+S 4 2 )
2V=(kr+ki 2 )S12 +(kr-k1 2 )S32 +2k9 (S22+S4 2)
Then
2V=F 11 S1 2 +F33S 22+ (F2 2+F44 )S32
Thus the secular equation becomes
po(k+k2)-X 0 0
0 2 p2 (#0+2pc) ko-X 0 =0
0 0 (po+2pc) (kr-k1 2 )-X
where X are the vibrational eigenfrequencies. The normal
coordinates follow from the definition of the potential:
X1Q12 +X2Q22 +X3Q32 =(kr+k1 2 ) S 12+(kr-k1 2 )S32+k9 S22
Plugging in the eigenfrequencies and matching coefficients
for each Qj and Si (since the symmetry coordinates were
picked to diagonalize the eigenvalue problem), the
definitions of the normal coordinates are:
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Q1=(z1-za)/4(2po).
Q2= (z1-2z2+z3 )/4(2( po+2pc))
Q3= (y1-2y2+y3) /v(2(po+2pe))
(8.12)
A more convenient form of the normal coordinate
transformations is obtained by defining the equilibrium
coordinates (x,y,z) shown in Figure 1 as
1=(0,0,-R.) 2=(0,0,0) 3=(0,0,R.)
and defining Ar=r-ro where ro is the equilibrium value.
Then the coordinate transformations are
Q1=4(mO/2)(Az3 -Az1)
Q 2x=4(2mome/mt )(Ax2 -1/2(Ax1+Ax3))
Q 2y=I(2mome/mt )(AY 2 -1/2(Ay 1 +Ay3 ))
Q 3=4(2mome/mt) (Az2 -1/2(Az 1 +Az3))
(8.13)
and where mt=me+2mo
The inverse transformations become:
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x1 =x3=-1(mc/(2momt)) Q2x
x2=4(2mo/(mcm))Q 2x
y1=y3=-J(mr/(2momt)) Q2 y
Y2= 1 (2mo/(mcmr))Q 2y
z1=-%/(mc/(2momt))Q3- 1/,1(2mo)Q1-R.
z2=4(2mo/mcmt))Q 3
z3=-V(me/(2momt))Q3+ 1/(2mo)Q1+Re
(8.14)
APPLICATION TO CARBON DIOXIDE
After considering all the possible lineshape theories and
their range of applicabilities, it appears that a variant of
the semiclassical perturbative ATCF theory in the form given
by Bonamyo 60 2 > or Leavitt( 60 5 ) is the most appropriate
theory to use in evaluating the pressure shifts( 6 38 ) of the
lasing transition in CO2 - Since CO2 is a linear, symmetric
triatomic with no permanent dipole moment (with zero
hyperpolarizability tensors as defined by Leavitt), the
dominant interaction between the active, excited state CO2
molecule and a ground state CO2 structureless perturber
would be the electrostatic quadrupole-quadrupole (Q-Q)
interaction plus an isotropic 1/R6 dispersion and induction
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term- 5 5 -6 2 >. Any induced dipole-quadrupole and any higher
order terms (octopole-octopole) would be much smaller than
the Q-Q term and can effectively be ignored. Likewise only
the isotropic 1/R
6  
terms can contribute to the S 1 (b)
component. Then, the simplified cross section follows from
Equation (8.9).
nvc=nI 2 PU2/(2g)fvf(v)dv
xf2nbdb exp{-(S 2f +S21 +S2m) -i(S1f-S11)}
where i and f designate the initial Y, or 2 v 2 levels and
the final v 3 levels in this absorption process. Here n is
the density of the perturbers and v refers to the relative
velocity. The shift 3 can be given in terms of the real and
imaginary parts of the S function (8.11)
6= n/(2ff)fvf(v)dvf2gbdb
xexp[-(ReS 2f+ ReS 2 1+ReS 2m)]xsin(S1f-S1, +Im S2 f-Im S21)
(8.15)
where the subscript m stands for the middle S2 term and
represents the interference or correlation between the i and
f states since the total elastic and inelastic contributions
from each i and f states do not contribute independently to
the resulting shift of broadening of the radiator. Here the
imaginary part of S2 is just taken to be the Hilbert
transform of the real part of S2 and can be easily computed
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for all the normal resonance functions, as shown in Appendix
7.
Normally, the isotropic S 1 component, which is the
first order contribution to the lineshift is zero unless, as
emphasized by many other theories, including the IOSA(
36 0)
and ECS(368 > theories, there is a small vibrational
dependence between the two states which will give rise to a
small vibrational dephasing between the two levels. In CO2,
because of the mixing between the harmonic eigenfunctions of
the three fundamental normal modes and because of the
strong Fermi-like resonances present throughout many of the
vibrational levels, there is the possibility of a
significant nonzero diagonal oscillator matrix element in
both the final and initial states. Quantitatively, as was
pointed out in the 3 v 3 work done by Arcas( 6 38 ), the
vibrational mixing can be represented by expanding the
isotropic potential in terms of the three normal coordinates
q1 , q2 , and q3 :
Vjso=Vjso(eq) + aV1,o0 q1 + 1 2V, 5 q1 2+ .
aq1 2 aq12
(8.16)
Since the first order scalar phase shift y is (8.10)
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S1= A, =1/f AV dt
S1=1/6fdt [<vf|Vjsolvf> - <vi|Violvi>]
(8.17)
where Viso is given by the normal coordinate expansions
If the Van der Waals forces are considered the dominant
1/R6 isotropic forces
V= 3Ua 1 a2/(4R 6 ) = 4E(a/R)6
(8.18)
where U is the effective ionization potential and a are the
isotropic polarizabilities of the individual molecules. For
CO2 the Van der Waals constant is'about 192 a.u.(atomic
units) or 183.7x10-60 erg-cm6 and e= 248x10-16 erg or e/k=
180cK and a=3.48 0A while 9= 3.6x10-26 esu-cm 2 = 2.67 au. An
equivalent representation for the Lennard Jones potential
(6,12) is
V(R) = 4Ea 6 ( 6 /R 1 2 -1/R 6 )
(8.19)
where the R 1 2 term is much smaller relative to the R6 term.
The Van der Waals coefficients C6 have been calculated for
CO2 interacting with CO2 and several other perturbers by
R.T. Pack( 54 ) The polarizability, dipole moment, and the
quadrupole moment and the corresponding first and second
derivatives as a function of the normal coordinates q 1 ,q2 ,
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and q3 have also been calculated by Morrison and Hay( 4
6 ).
By considering the only nonzero derivatives of the isotropic
potential (8.16) to come from the polarizability
derivatives:
av/aq = V(a'/a) (32 V/q 2 ) = V(a"/a)
where a' = aa/aq and a" = a2a/pq2
Note that only the first derivative of a with respect
to q1 and the second derivative of a with respect to q2 and
q3 are nonzero, as was pointed out in Chapter 2.
Then the scalar phase shift (8.17) will be proportional to
S1=1/1 fdt <vf laV/aq qlvf>- <vjlaV/aq qlvi>
(8.20)
=1/6fdt(a'/a)AM (-C6 /R6 +C12/R1 2 )
=J1/f(a'/a)AM I (R)
where the usual elastic phase shift<
2 9 7
,30 4 >
I(R) =fdt(-C 6/R6+C12/R1 2)
= 63ffC1 2 - 3 C6
256fivb' 8fivb 5
(8.21)
Here <AM> = <flqlf>-<ilqii> is difference of the final and
initial states matrix elements. The harmonic oscillator
matrix element is defined to be
<vjqv-1>=4[-/(24(km))] 4(v+1) ~ 5.3x10-24(v+1) a, =M
For C02 , k=16.8x10 5 dyne/cm and m=16 amu
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and (a'/a)=11.19/15.76 = 0.71 for the q1 mode(4 6 ). Define
AM = 5.3x10-2AN
where AN= Nf-N, is the dimensionless harmonic oscillator
matrix element. Then
<vjaV/aq q>~ 5.3x10-2 4(v+1)(aV/6q)
~ 3.7x10-24(v+1) (-C6/R6+C1 2/R 12 )
Plugging in C6=4E6 and C 1 2 =4Ea 1 2, the Lennard-Jones
contribution to the first order term is
S 1=3rea a'(a/R) 5 [21(a/R) 6 -1]AM
2 fiv a
(8.22)
In reality the total dispersive and inductive
contributions to the effective isotropic C6 potential term
must be used in calculating the S1 contribution to the
shift; then the total potential is comprised of the
dispersion and inductive terms
-(a1P 2 2 +a 2 ? 2 1 + 3/2Ua1 a 2 )/R = -C6.ff/R 6
The only nonzero contribution to S, from the dispersive
term comes from aa/bq, as was previously mentioned. The
only nonzero inductive contribution to S1 comes from
a2y / 2 = 2a2?'1e'1
since only ay/aq2 and 6p/aq3 are nonzero(4)
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The nonzero inductive contribution to the total S1 term,
using the q2 , q 3 dipole derivative values and using the
normal coordinate transformations (8.13) presented in the
previous section, turned out to be at most only 10% of the
dispersive contribution and can be neglected in further
calculations. Thus the S1 term and essentially the lineshift
calculation is determined predominantly by the Van der Waals
forces.
The anisotropic S 2 term is composed mainly o&f the
familiar Q-Q interaction; it is given in the literature(
408 )
as
S2 (b)= (16/25)(919 2/AIv)
2 1/bax
x[IaJ2ZJi, {CJ 2 '2C1,,2 (Re f3(k)+ Im F3 (k) )}
+ IJ2'Uf' {C 2 ' 2CJf, 2 (Re f3 (k)+ Im F3 (k) )}
D~j 2 -{CJ 2 Re(f 3 (k) )}]
(8.23)
Here f3 (k) is a resonance function whose real and imaginary
components consist of the modified Bessel functions of the
first kind Ko, K1 , Io, and I1
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f3 (k)=k 2/144{ (144+80k2+19k 4+4k6 )K1 2
+2k(72+31k 2+6k4 )K1 KO +k2 (36+11k2+4k4 )Ko2 }+
+iffk 2/144{ -(144+80k 2+19k 4 +4k6 )K1I1
+2k(72+31k 2+6k4)K1Io +k2 (36+11k2+4k4 )KoIo
-(72+31k 2 +6k 4 )}
The argument of the resonance function f3 is defined in
terms of the initial state ii' or the final ff' state as
k=b/v( 1 i,+(22,)
= 2vb/v{Bi [JIj(Jj+1)-J'(Jj'+1)]
+ B2 [J2 (J2+1) -J2 '(J2'+1)]}
Here wi1, and W22' represent the change in energy between
the perturber state 2-2' and and initial radiator state J-J'
during the collision, as allowed by the Q-Q interaction. The
sum jj, is over all possible J' allowed by the Clebsch
Gordon coefficients C in a Q-Q interaction: J'=J,J ± 1.
Here
Co ,2 = <J,2101J,'1> 2
CJ2,2 = <J22101J 2'1>2
D= 2(-1)(JI+JF),(2Ji+1)4 (2Jf+l)CUICJFx
xW(JiJfJiJf,12)
where W is a Racah coefficient.
Specifically the only possible values for C are
C.1 2= 3J(J-1)
2(2J+1)(2J-1)
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CU2 = J(J+1)
(2J+3)(2J+1)
C%.12 = 3(J+1)(J+2)
2(2J+3)(2J+1)
(8.24)
and
2[3X(X-1)-4Ji(J,+1)Jf (Jf+1)]
%/ [(2Ji-1)2Ji(2Ji+1)(2Ji+2)(2J,+3)
X (2Jf-1)2Jf(2Jf+1)(2Jf+2)(2Jf+3)]
where X=Ji(J,+1)+Jf(Ji+1)-(1)(2)
The f3 (k) resonance function was evaluated using a
polynomial approximation which has been tabulated( 484 ) for
several of the common resonance functions. Appendix 7
tabulates several of these resonance functions along with
the corresponding Hilbert transforms(imaginary component);
many of these functions have not been tabulated previously
in the literature.
Using all of these results, the integral over b was
numerically evalucated using several different integration
routines (Gaussian quadrature, DCADREand adaptive Gaussian
methods from the NAG and IMSL libraries) while just using an
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average velocity in the 3=nva evaluation. It turned out,
using this semiclassical calculation, that the sign and
magnitude of the lineshift essentially depended on the
difference of the harmonic oscillator matrix elements in the
initial and the final states (AM or AN). There was almost
no Q-Q dependence since the S21= 5 2f and hence cancelled out
when compared with the S1 term in the sine expression.
Because there is very little Q-Q dependence, this
calculation predicts very little J dependence and no
difference in the lineshift between the P and R branches.
The sign and magnitude of the pressure shift depends on how
large and how much the initial and final vibrational levels
are mixed.
The If> and ji> vibrational states are not perfect
oscillator states but are composed of linear combinations of
the basis harmonic states and their overtones:
|Y,> = a|OOO> +4AI001> +%|020> + 61200> + . .
Thus a harmonic bases decomposition for each level and
for each CO2 isotope considered is needed to compute this
matrix element. Following the procedure outlined in Chapter
2 on the energy matrix diagonalization by Suzuki and using
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the potential constants obtained by Chedin, the eigenvalue
problem and its solutions are outlined and given in Appendix
1. From this, the matrix element for each Fermi level for
each isotope is obtained and shown in Table 10 where M= 5.3x
10- 2N
Table 10
Matrix Elements <vjq 1 |v> = N
Isotope N11  N, AN11  ANI
16-12-16 .0968 .0532 .1281 .1717
16-13-16 .0619 .0879 .1575 .1314
18-12-18 .1220 .0244 .1041 .2019
18-13-18 .1058 .0403 .1147 .1803
This table lists (note the 'correct' labelling of the
energy levels as mentioned in Chapter 2 in Table 3) the
expected difference AN for the upper (10pm) or lower (9pm)
levels of the Fermi doublet. Since the dominant term for
the lineshift in the S(b) expansion comes from sin(S 1 f-S1 1)=
(S1f -S11) - AN, the predicted pressure shift will be red
shifted in proportion to the Fermi level matrix elements
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given in Table 10. In 16-12-16 and 16-13-16 the predicted
pressure shifts are roughly equal for both the 9 and 10 pm
band transitions while the predicted shifts are roughly in a
1 to 2 ratio for- the 9 and 10 pm band in 18-12-18 and
18-13-18. But the measured shifts, using the nonlinear
absorption techniques at the low pressures, were blue
shifted.
An analytical expression for the Idb integral could be
obtained by making a few approximations. Physically, the
cutoff parameter so prevalent in the early Anderson can be
viewed as the radius of a hard sphere potential; any
coherence will be automatically destroyed for collisions
closer that this hard sphere radius. Thus the broadening
cross section can be taken as ffb 02 where bo represents the
impact radius in which the dominant dipole destructive
mechanism is effective. In atoms, the coherence is
destroyed primarily by elastic collisions since the energy
levels and scattering amplitudes are easily altered in any
collision within the electronic transitions. In the case of
molecules, the dominant coherence destruction mechanism is
inelastic collisions; elastic collisions have very little
effect on the molecular transitions since the participating
potentials in the vibrational or rotational transitions are
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very nearly identical (same electronic state) such that it
could easily survive the usual elastic collisions. Then the
broadening cross section is
o = f2fbdb exp[-(b0 /b)] = fbo2
where b. is the effective elastic or inelastic cutoff
parameter for the atomic or molecular transitions
respectively.
In the case of CO 2 , the inelastic contribution comes
from the Q-Q interaction; the broadening cross section then
gives an effective inelastic radius b4= 11.5 ao; note that
the inelastic radius b, has a slight J dependence just as
does the linewidth. Using this concept with the elastic
contribution to the cross section coming from the Van der
Waals term, the shift in terms of the inelastic and elastic
radii is
3 f2vbdb exp[-(b,/b)8 ] sin[(b./b) 5+ (b1/b)8 ]
Analytic expressions for the shift can be obtained in terms
of the Gamma function f(x) by replacing sin( ) ~. In this
case the integral was proportional to
Cbroad±ainelast= f 2ffbdb {1-exp[-(a/b) 8 ]}
= ia2f(3/4)
where the inelastic radius bi = a = 11.6 a0 = 5.74 A0 in the
case of
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CO 2-
Likewise the shift calculation becomes, for the elastic
radius be= O
f2nb db exp[-(a/b)8 ] {(f/b) 5 [(%/b)6-1]} =
= n/5/(4aa) r(3/8) + f516/(4a9) F(9/8)
Arcas and Boulet (638) have measured the pressure shift
for several ground state transitions ( including 3 v3 ) using
straight linear absorption. In this experiment the CO2
radiation is sent through two consecutive absorption cells
filled with 4 and 760 torr of pressure; since the pressure
differential was so large and a ground state absorber was
used, the actual absorption profiles and the corresponding
shift could be compared directly on a spectrometer and
evaluated after the proper deconvolutions. This linear
absorption technique gave 400 to 600 KHz/torr red shifts
with error bars of ±160 KHz/torr. Their experimental values
agreed with comparable S1 and S2 pressure shift calculations
using the corresponding 3v3 vibrational harmonic functions.
Further work in other bands showed a similar agreement
between theory and experiment(6 38 ).
In summary, the major discrepancy betwen the
experimental results for the lasing 9 or 10 pm pressure
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Table 11
Perturber Gas Data
Gas Rate C6  Run1 Run2 Run3
Units au e2ao3  KHz/Torr
Xe 1580.63 282 +52 +53 +51
Ar 961.99 114.5 +37 +22 +20
He 264.18 16.7 -20 -33 -20
H2  325.88 46. -36 -29 -98
N 2  916.91 118 +21 +23 +10
CO2  1200.59 192
Run1 = 18-12-18 (IP-22)
Run2 = 16-12-16 (IP-24)
Run3 = 16-12-16 (IR-34)
shifts versus the 3 v 3  measurements and theoretical
predictions is that the nonlinear saturated absorption
technique gave blue shifts while the linear absorption
experiment and the traditional presure broadening results
gave red shifts. The perturber gas data show in Table 11
also gave the same blue shift trend with Xe,Ar,N 2 , and CO2
while being red shift for He and H2 The perturber results
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suggest that the dominant contribution
from the dispersion term in the S1 factor
the C02 -CO2  collisions. Table 11
corresponding C6  coefficients( 5 4 ) for
der Waal contributions. This table
simple collision rate< 2 9 7 > obtained from
shift theory
%~ rate - nya - v(C6 /v) 2 /5
to the shift comes
just as it was for
also shows the
CO2 -X perturber Van
also calculates the
simple impact phase
=(C6 )2/s5 -3/v
The perturber shifts appear to scale roughly (30%) with this
rate even though the sign is different. On the other hand,
since the shifts are proportional to AM,
S1- C6 (a'/a)AM
The perturber shifts seem to scale with C6 within 30% but
there is still a difference in sign between the theory and
the measurements.
One possible cause of this anomalous shift could be the
influence of velocity changing collisions on the active
molecules. One extreme limit would be the situation of pure
velocity changing collisions (VCC) which would always kick
the active particle out of the interaction 'hole' (see the
VCC section in Chapter 10). In this case, the total cross
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section must be used to calculate the shifts. This
translates, in terms of the phase shift term, sin(j(b))
sin(Sf-S) - sin(Sf)-sin(S1 )
Or including all the terms, the phase term becomes in VCC
sin(S 1f+Im S 2 f) - sin(S 1 1+Im S 2 1)
In (8.20) S 1 is proportional to the regular phase shift
and depends on the difference of the initial and final
potentials. Thus the regular phase shift
sin(Sf-Si) - sin(AV) = AV
In the case of pure velocity changing collisions, the
dephasing rate is proportional to the total cross section
(01 + 92 )/2 for levels 1 and 2.
Then the phase is equivalent to
sin(Sf-S,) - sin(Vof+AVf)/2 - sin(VOj+AVj)/2
where the total potential Vo must now be taken into account.
Usually Vo1= Vef which cancelled out in the classical phase
shift terms but does not in the pure velocity changing
collisions (VCC) regime. Instead, the Vo term adds an
extremely rapidly oscillating phase contribution to the sine
function; this phase contribution averages to zero except
for the final oscillation right before the inelastic
exponential term cuts off the effective contribution at the
minimum impact parameter. Even after substituting all the
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terms in the VCC phase shift and varying the parameters to
determine if there could be a change in of the shift, the
calculated VCC shifts were much smaller (about -10KHz/torr)
than that calculated for the traditional pressure regime but
the shifts were still red. In essence, the VCC phase shift
is proportional to
sin(1+Mf)Vf - sin(1+Mi)Vi
= 2cos[(Vf+Vi)/2] sin(AM)
~ 2(AM) cos[(Vf+Vi)/2]
where M is very small compared to 1 and V.
In pure VCC, the shift is still proportional to
sin(AV)~Av
which still gives a red shift (but of much smaller
magnitude), in contrast to the experimental results. Again
the S 2 Q-Q contributions were neglible compared to the S1
terms in the VCC calculations. In addition, other inductive,
dispersive contributions for a pure linear-linear molecular
collision, as given by Leavitt(60 5 ) was taken into account
but these effects did not alter the original VCC result; the
isotropic dispersive terms was still the dominant term in
all the calculations.
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In addition, using the elastic and inelastic radii to
approximate the VCC integral when sin 6 ~ 6, the change of
variables give
f2ffbdb exp[-(a/b)8/2] (f/b) 5A cos{(f/b)5 (1+1/2)}
=qp5 /(4a 3 )A fdx [exp(-x/2)]/x(5/8)
x cos{(,/a) 5x(5/8)[1+I/2]}
where A and I are the difference and the sum of the
oscillator matrix elements in the final and initial states
as it is usually defined. One can see from this analytic
form of the integral that it does not change sign; the sign
of the shift is still dependent on A as before but due the
rapid oscillations of the phase terms, the pure VCC shift is
much smaller than the shift using standard pressure
broadening theory.
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the experiment was to measure the pressure
shift in the 9 and 10 pm lasing transition in CO2 using the
4.3 pm saturated fluorescence stabilization technique to
obtain Doppler free homogeneous linewidth resolution.
Preliminary and previous shift measurements revealed a small
100 to 300 KHz/torr red shift( 6 3 4 ,6 37 > (small compared to
the 7-8 MHz/torr FWHM line broadening 60 6-6 33 )) and also
revealed a 'nonlinearity' at the higher pressure besides
being somewhat nonreproducible from measurement to
measurement. By using these nonlinear techniques to probe
within the Doppler background and by using a heterodyne
technique to measure the pressure shifts, our measurements,
in contrast to the 160 to 200 KHz/torr red shift predicted
from traditional pressure broadening theorieso60 2,o605 ,638
revealed a 50 to 80 KHz/torr blue shift in the 20 to 120
mtorr pressure regime. Subsequent higher pressure
measurements (1-10 torr) taken to estimate the sign of the
pressure shift revealed that the shift of the Doppler
profile was red (-80%50 KHz/torr) at these higher pressures.
Even more intriguing, the perturber gas data revealed a blue
shift for Xe, Ar, N2 and CH3F while He and H2 were red
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shifted with the relative magnitudes of the shifts
corresponding roughly to their respective polarizabilities.
Thus, using nonlinear spectroscopic techniques, the shift of
the Lamb dip measured at the low pressure regime gave an
anomalous shift opposite to that predicted by traditional
pressure broadening theory and to that measured by linear
spectroscopic techniques. As it turned out, this was not
the first instance of such a reversal of the pressure shift
at low and high pressures since the HeNe system stabilized
on the molecular vibrational-rotation P(7) transition of CH4
revealed the same blue( 18 9 ) to red( 190 ) transition (though
in this case, this behavior appears to have gone unnoticed
by the experimenters) as pressures were varied from low
(where saturated absorption was used) to high (where linear
absorption was used) pressures. This is in contrast to the
red shifts measured in the HeNe system stabilized on the
electronic transitions of I2<19-200>
As was stated earlier, pressure shifts'result from the
difference in the scattering amplitudes or in the difference
in the interaction potential of the upper and lower states;
in the case of vibrational-rotation transitions, this
difference is very small so that the shift is much smaller
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than the broadening coefficients. Considering the
broadening and shift expressions:
-f2ffb db[1-exp(-Re S2 )cos(S1 +Im S2 )]
-f2ffb db[exp(-Re S2 )sin(S 1 +Im S2 )]
The difference in the potentials can be regarded as a
difference of the isotropic and the anisotropic (J
dependent) parts of the potentials in terms of S1 and S2
terms. Here S1 represents the slight isotropic (dispersion
Van der Waals R-6 force) dependence arising from the
vibrational dephasing due to the slight anharmonicities in
the vibrational levels. For CO 2 , the S2 term predominantly
consists of the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction that leads
to the rotational dephasing. Likewise, in CO2 the dominant
contribution to the linebroadening parameter 606-6 18 > is the
real part of S2 (or inelastic scattering due to the
quadrupole-quadrupole terms). Thus the linebroadening term
hardly depends on the cos(S 1+Im S2) term which is usually
unity in the region of importance. This vividly
demonstrates the latitude in which line broadening theories
can apply and perhaps err since the line broadening
calculation is relatively insensitive to the exact
potentials and values. This also demonstrates why there is
almost no vibrational dependence in the line broadening
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coefficient for CO2 since the vibrational term, S 1 , is
unimportant. All vibrational bands show a similar J
dependence in the line broadening coefficient due to the
exp(-Re S2) term.
On the other hand, our shift measurements show that there
is practically no P or R dependence for either CO2 or the
perturber gas data; thus the Im S2 term is insignificant
compared to the S1 term in the region of importance. In
contrast to the line broadening problem, the details of the
theory are very important in calculating the lineshift and
in the case of C02, the S1 term through its vibrational
dependence of the isotropic potential, is the most important
factor in determining the lineshifts. This follows
experimentally since there is practically no P or R
dependence in either the I or II bands; likewise the
perturber shift data did not show any P or R dependence
while scaling roughly (excluding He and H 2 ) within 30% of
their Van der Waals C6 constants.
But the pressure shifts, instead of scaling along with
the Fermi resonance in the vibrational terms, is blue, in
contrast to the red shift predicted by the standard phase
changing collision theory. Only at higher pressures (>1,10
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torr) does this shift turn red as expected by the
traditional theory. One possible explanation to this lies
in the pressure regime within which CO2 is being
investigated. Velocity changing collisions can play a major
role in saturation spectroscopy at the very low pressure
regimes where the change in velocity per collision can kick
the particle out of the interaction 'hole'. In many
saturated absorption experiments< 2 66-280 , a nonlinear
dependence of the line broadening coefficient was seen
depending on whether the Doppler shift due to average
velocity change kuo, where k is the wave vector and 0 is the
average scattering angle, was greater or less than the
homogenous resonance width F. If kuO is greater than F, the
particle would get 'kicked' out of the resonance hole with
each velocity changing collision and consequently contribute
to an additional width or shift. If kuO is less than F,
then the particle will still interact with the field after
each collision and will not contribute to any additional
width or shift. In C02 , this nonlinear dependence of the
line broadening coefficient< 280 ,6 4 7 ,65 1 > has been observed
at low pressures (<30,50 mtorr), indicating a regime where
diffractive scattering due to velocity changing collisions
has occurred. In this case, the diffractive angle 0~ 1.6x10
-2 and the velocity change( 6 4 7 )
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Av =uO= 2.4 m/s
On the other hand, momentum transfer studies( 653 -65 4 ) where
AJ = 0, ±1, ±2 indicate a much larger velocity change
Av =2.8x10 3 cm/s or kAv = 1.76x107 s-1
or % =2.7 MHz = kAv
which means that our pressure shifts were measured entirely
in the regime of velocity changing collisions (the
transition point is 200-300 mtorr). In pure velocity
changing collisions, the lineshift turns out to depend on
sin(S 1f) - sin(S 1 1 ) instead of sin(S 1 f-S11 )
Even so, the predicted velocity changing lineshift was very
small (-10 KHz/torr).
The most intriguing part of the velocity changing
conjecture is that a nonlinear pressure shift( 18 9''9 4 ) has
been seen on the HeNe laser stabilized on the CH4 resonance.
In this case, using the very high resolution available with
the CH4 resonance dip, a nonlinear change in the slope of
the shift when was observed when kuo= 1 (1 to 10 mtorr).
But this nonlinear pressure shift was also blue which is in
direct contrast with an earlier measured red shift( 190 )
using a linear absorption technique on the same transition
but operating at pressures between 10 to 200 torr. Thus
there appears to be a real difference between the high and
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low pressures when linear versus nonlinear spectroscopic
methods are utilized.
During the past few years there have been several other
anomalous pressure shifts(6 4 1- 6 4 5 ) involving atomic
(electronic) transitions where linear and saturated
spectroscopic techniques gave opposite results But in these
cases, it is entirely possible
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molecules. There is the possibility that this group of
molecules will have a different response, temperature
dependence and effective potential due to the lower kinetic
energy, with the other perturbers, especially since these
molecules exhibit a nonlinear response to a saturating laser
field. Each resonant molecule has to interact twice with
the laser field in the saturated absorption experiment. It
is possible that the Lamb dip could shift and respond
differently from the inhomogenous Doppler profile as a
function of collisions, especially for similar potential
functions in the initial and final states. In a molecule,
the dipole coherence is not destroyed for small angle
collisions but is destroyed due to inelastic collisions; the
relative velocity between the dipole and the perturber can
matter in the vibrational-rotation transitons unlike in
electronic state coherences where any elastic collision can
destroy the dipole coherence. In this respect, further
experiments that attempt to measure the pressure shift
should attempt to utilize some other Doppler free technique
such as a two photon experiment to avoid using the saturated
absorption techniques.
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CHAPTER 10 LINESHAPE THEORY
SURVEY OF LINESHAPE THEORY
Over the years there have been several different
approaches for computing the pressure broadening of
spectral lines and accordingly there have also been several
reviews(28 1-30 7 > summarizing the different aspects of
current experimental and theoretical treatments of the
theory. These reviews include those of Chen and Takeo< 28 9 ),
Rabitz( 296 >, Sobelman( 2 9 7 ), Breene(28 9 ), Hindmarsh and Farr
(304), Lewis( 30 1 ), and Schuller and Behemenberg(3 0 0 ). The
objective of this section is not to emulate these reviews
but rather to present some overall view of the different
theories that are available and how they relate and are
similar to each other. Resonance broadening and Stark
broadening will not be considered in this survey.
Figure 77 gives a brief summary showing the differences,
approximations and relationships between the various
lineshape theories. As can be seen, almost everything can
be traced back to the evaluation of the Fourier transform of
the correlation function. Besides the unified branch, the
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redistribution and Doppler effects are treated separately.
There have also been lineshapes obtained from numerical
simulation of the molecular dynamics. Most theories deal in
the low density (binary collision approximation) but there
have been lineshape theories based on density expansions to
account for the high density regime.
In almost all theories of line broadening, the line
profile that had been calculated gave the frequency
dependence for the emission or absorption without any regard
to the history of previous radiation, probability of
emission or the polarization of the resulting radiation.
The radiation redistribution function which includes the
'past' history, F(wj1, 2 ) describes the probability and
profile of the 02 radiation given w, was absorbed or
emitted. This radiation redistribution problem< 3 2 9 -3 4 0 > has
recently been considered by Burnett and Cooper( 330 ) but in
all the subsequent discussions of the existing theories, it
will be disregarded.
The theory of the spectral lineshape had its initial
beginnings from the hard sphere collision and complete
quenching of the radiation picture proposed by Michelson in
1895 to the simple charge oscillator model proposed by
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Lorentz in 1906(281). Lorentz used a probability
distribution for the times between quenching collisions
which gave rise to the familiar Lorentzian intensity
distribution. Instead of considering complete interruption
of the radiation, Lenz and Weisskopf< 28 2 > considered the
gradual frequency shifts and the line broadening being due
to changing phase shifts as the perturber approached the
radiating atom. If these phase shifts are large enough,
then the radiation is interrupted by the phase changing
collisions and the lineshape is subsequently broadened. In
all the above pictures, the radiation and the subsequent
intensity profiles were obtained using a "Classical Fourier
Analysis (CFA) technique where the intensity profile of the
light emitted from an oscillator is given as the squared
modulus of the complex Fourier transform of the emission or
absorption frequency function f(t) where
f(t) = Re {expf[iwat +ij(t)]} t>0
and the frequency is w(t) = wo +dq(t)/dt and q(t) is the
phase change or shift at time t. Then the intensity
spectrum
I(w)=1/2fffexp(-iwt) 4(r)dr
where the correlation function is defined to be
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t(r)=lim(T-Q)1/T ff*(t)f(t+r)dt = <exp(iAj(r)>
This is the standard result of CFA. The intensity
spectrum is actually the Fourier transform of the
correlation function. Physically, since the phase shifts
are considered to give rise to the frequency spread, the
mean phase shifts will be proportional to the correlation of
the oscillation before and after the collision; thus the
interaction must be known for a correlation time r.
In simple phase shift theory, in the impact
approximation, the correlation function becomes
' = exp(nvr('- ic") where
0'=2nf [1-cosl(b)]b db
0'"=2fff[sinj(b)]b db
and the intensity spectrum becomes the familiar
nvc'
10
(w-Wo -nv") 2 +(nve' )2
Note that V represents the average relative velocity. In
reality the cross section should be averaged over the
relative velocity distribution.
Several assumptions are made in these phase shift theories
and are listed as follows.
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1. Impact Assumption. The collision duration is very short
compared to the time between collisions so that radiation is
ignored during the collision duration.
2. Binary Collisions. The pressures are low enough and the
particles fast enough so that only two particle collisions
are considered and there are no three body or many body
correlations.
3. Classical Path Assumption. The perturber trajectories
can be described classically; this trajectory is most
commonly viewed as rectilinear up to a minimum impact
parameter.
In the semiclassical theory, the interaction of the
radiation fields are treated classically and the radiator's
state are treated quantum mechanically. Initially, only
elastic or adiabatic collisions are considered in the
classical treatments.
In the interruption or impact approach (phase shift) to
line broadening which is valid in the line core
corresponding to the period between collisions (Aw- 0), the
radiation emitted during the duration of the collision is
ignored. On the other hand a different approach was
initiated by Holtsmark (for Stark broadening), Kuhn, and
Margeneau( 28 7 > where the total environment influences the
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frequency emitted by the radiator. Here the frequency is
not determined by the phase interrupting collisions but
rather by the total potential difference in the initial and
final states due to the surrounding perturbers and hence the
line profile will be a function of the probability over all
times (including the collision time) of the occurrence of
the particular configuration of perturbers which give rise
to the AV. Hence the frequency becomes
W 0 +AW=WO +AV/
This is the quasi-static or statistical approach to the line
broadening problem as advocated by Margeneau and Kuhn< 28 7 >.
The quasistatic theory, where the relative motions of the
perturber and active atoms is very small during the time
scale 1/Aw , is best applied at the line wings which
corresponds to the duration of the collision. Assuming just
a one perturber model, the intensity at large Aw will be
proportional to the probability of finding a perturber
between the intermolecular distances R and R+dR:
I(Aw) do = 4vnR 2 IdRI
where n is the number density of the perturber. Thus,
assuming binary collisions and nearest neighbor
interactions,
I(Aw) =4fnR 2 dAV/dRV_-i
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By substituting in the appropriate power law potentials, the
frequency dependence of the intensity profile is easily
obtained.
An intensity profile very similar to that obtained from
the quasistatic approach was derived by Jablonski< 293 ) using
a quantum mechanical treatment. Here, Jablonski treated the
radiator and perturbers as one big quasimolecule where the
change in energy Av is considered to manifest itself in the
change of the the translational energy of the perturber.
The intensity distribution is proportional to the
probability distribution function for the required change in
the perturber's translational energy. By using a total wave
function composed of the. product of the perturber and
radiators wave functions, the intensity spectrum is
proportional to the perturber's Franck-Condon factors and
the radiator's dipole matrix elements; the corresponding
wave functions are evaluated using JWKB approximations to
the solution of the Schroedinger equation.
Thus, the early line broadening theories were
characterized by the two different approaches, the phase
shift Fourier analysis theory versus the quasistatic
calculations based on the molecular models; each method was
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valid in different regions of the line profile and also gave
apparently irreconciliable results. Eventually Foley(28 4)
and finally Lindholm<28 3 > and Holstein showed how the
results of the static theory followed from the Fourier
analysis and vice versa. Then a general or unified theory,
based on the Fourier analysis approach, was developed by
Anderson and Talman(28 6 ) as well as Lindholm and Foley; this
theory gave a general expression for the lineshape which
reduced to the different theories in the appropriate limits.
In this unified theory, the phase shifts are evaluated in
terms of the N binary potentials between the N perturbers
and the radiator; these N potentials were treated as
isolated spherical, adiabatic interactions in the
correlation time r. Anderson's unified theory predicted the
Lorentzian core in the impact limit (r-w), and the line wing
profile as v-0 in the static limit, as well as an asymmetry
of the core profile. This unified theory did not include
inelastic effects or the possibility of an anisotropic
interaction potential; this is remedied in the quantum
mechanical approach to the problem( 3 4 1 -35 2 >
The most widely used method of computing the line profile
for molecular rotation or rotation-vibrational spectrum is
based on the work of Anderson(4 0 7 . In relation to the
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previous theories, Anderson was the first to apply the
impact theory to a quantum mechanical treatment (of the
internal states) of the spectral profile relating the
experimental molecular rotational or vibrational-rotation
transitions (microwave or infrared) to a theoretical
prediction based on the actural electrostatic and dispersion
forces between the radiator and perturber system and gives a
theoretical prediction of the linewidth and lineshift as a
function of the initial and final radiator's states. The
Anderson theory is essentially a dipolar transition,
perturbative impact theory based on the impact, binary
collision, classical path approximations while treating the
internal coordinates of the molecules quantum mechanically.
As in all the quantum mechanical theories, a time evolution
operator that describes the collision dynamics is expanded
in the standard time-dependent perturbation theory.
In the impact limit, the correlation time s-w as all
collisions are completed and the time evolution U operator
is replaced by the S operator S=U(o,-o). Thus, the quantum
mechanical result, which includes inelastic collisions and
interaction anisotropy, has the FWHM and shift given as
%=nff(v)vdvf2r[1- exp(-(pj+pf)) cos(qf-ji)]bdb
3=nff(v)vdvf2g [exp(-(p1+pf)) sin(1f-qj)]bdb
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where S*ffS11 = exp(-p-ij) and p represents the inelastic
and 7 represents the elastic (phase changing collisions)
interactions.
Anderson's theory, as modified and expanded by Tsao and
Curnutte)4 08 ) and later by Frost 4 93 ), provides the basis
for the ATC or ATCF variations of the semiclassical
(classical path) perturbative approaches( 39 9-40 6 ) to the
lineshape theory. There have also been other semiclassical
approaches to the problem which do not use perturbation
theory( 3 9 9-40 6 >. In essence, ATCF theory and its variants
(407-418) have been extensively developed and modified over
the years (generalized by Leavitt( 60 3-60 5 ) and Bonamyo60 2 >)
such that it is the basis for almost all microwave and
infrared analysis was treated in detail in Chapter 8. Other
quantum mechanical approaches to the collision problems have
been based on the formulation of Baranger< 292 > and Fano.
There has also been a great deal of work over the last
few years dealing with atom-molecule collision dynamics and
the 'sudden' decoupling schemes( 3 5 3-3 75 > needed in these
inelastic and elastic collisions. These decoupling methods
are needed since an infinite set of coupled equations, based
on expanding the wavefunction over a complete set of
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eigenstates, result from the scattering dynamics involved in
solving the Schrodinger equation. Here, the problem of
calculating the relevant cross sections and scattering
amplitudes for a given intermolecular potential V has been
reduced to evaluating the scattering S matrix for the
potential functions. To evaluate this S matrix, the
scattering amplitudes and partial wave expansions are needed
from the solution of Schrodinger's equation. The exact
solution for the total wavefunction comes from a set of
coupled differential equations where each eigenstate of the
isolated active molecules is coupled to all the other
eigenstates of the perturber through their partial wave
expansion. Thus, the quantal formulation results in an
infinite coupled set of partial wave differential equations.
This set is reduced to a large close-coupled set of
equations by judiciously choosing wavefunctions used in the
eigenstate expansion. Still the major problem lies in the
2J+1 degeneracy associated with the energy levels of the
rotating molecule which sets an upper ceiling on the maximum
value of J, especially since the computer time required to
solve the coupled equations depends on the cube of the
number of equations in the set. There have been several
'sudden' attempts to decouple these equations. These sudden
decoupling schemes are based on the same principle that is
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employed in the Born-Oppenheimer approximations; some
motions are much slower than others so that the slower
motions can be considered fixed relative to the other
motions. The equations for the rapidly varying degrees of
freedom can be solved as a function of the slower degrees of
freedom and the resulting scattering amplitudes are averaged
over the slower degrees of freedom to obtain the final
scattering amplitudes. The 'slow' nuclear motions (compared
to the relative radial motions) that are used in this
decoupling schemes include:
1. The Centrifugal Sudden (CS) or jz conserving coupled
states approximation where the orbital angular momentum or
the centrifugal potential is approximated as an average
value lo(l'0 +1)g2 /2pr 2 ; lo is the average or initial value
of 1.
2. The Energy Sudden (ES) approximation where the molecular
rotation or the rotational energy is approximated as an
effective j2  4j (j0+lyA 2 . Thus all wave numbers are
replaced by an effective ko .
3. The Infinite Order Sudden Approximation (IOSA) where both
the ES and CS approximation are taken. Then all effects of
the potential are included to all orders and the orientation
of the interaction only enters as a parameter without any
energy dependence. Other approximate methods( 3 68 -3 7 5 )
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include just the Enery Corrected Sudden (ECS) approach,
distorted wave approximation, and the exponential distorted
wave methods.
The quantum close-coupled calculations and the
subsequent 'sudden' decoupling methods have received a great
deal of interest recently but they still have not approached
the widespread usage that the semiclassical ATC theories
have, except in the simplest rare gas-diatom collisions.
There are several other different isolated approaches or
varieties to the theory of line broadening including the
Liouville and Green functions formulations, and the use of
Feynman diagrams;however these will not be considered here
(288)
In all these theories, Doppler broadening was not taken
into account. Normally, Doppler broadening occurs if one
can consider the oscillator to have only one frequency
wo(1+k.v)
at a constant velocity or else, the radiator's velocity is
constant about wo for a time r . This means, that for
normal Doppler broadening to be valid, the width of the
spread, Aw = 1/r , must be small compared to the Doppler
spread, Aw < k.v or by considering the mean path length as
1=vy, the mean free path of the radiator must be large
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compared to the wavelength of the radiation, 1 >> X . This
is valid except at very high pressures and for very long
wavelength radiation.
One important point to make is the correlation or
synthesis of Doppler and pressure broadening in the spectral
profile. These effects arise because there are two types of
frequency shifts that are important to a radiator:
translational motion of the radiator leading to Doppler
frequency shifts and the usual phase interrupting collisions
leading to the phase and frequency shifts. Normally the two
effects are considered statistically independent such that
the collisions do not alter the radiator's trajectory and
the resulting Doppler profile is Gaussian; the combined
uncorrelated effects are represented by convolving the
Gaussian and Lorentzian profile into what is referred to as
the Voight profile.
There can be a correlation between Doppler broadening and
pressure broadening since the distribution of the perturber
velocities depends on the radiator's velocity. The
collision frequency and the size of the phase shifts depends
on the radiator's speed since the duration and the time
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between collisions depend on the relative velocity of the
perturber and radiator.
There have been a few attempts by Galatry (376), Gerstein
and Foley( 3 7 7 ), Rautian and Sobelman( 3 78 >, and Ward and
Cooper( 3 9 7 ) to combine both Doppler and pressure broadening
into a general theory( 3 7 6 -3 9 8 ) The correlation between the
Doppler effect (quantum mechanically, the Doppler shift is
just the recoil momentum given by the photon to the
radiating system) and pressure broadening is most evident in
Dicke narrowing( 396 ) where the recoil momentum is shared
with the other surrounding collision partners and this
results in a decrease in the effective Doppler shift below
that which would have been obtained if all the recoil
momentum had been absorbed by the radiating atom. The
Doppler profile is narrower than it would have been without
the pressure effects since the effect of collisions reduces
the effective radiator velocities in Dicke narrowing.
VCC VERSUS TRADITIONAL BROADENING THEORIES
An another very important effect, entirely ignored by all
previous pressure broadening theories until recently, is the
effect of velocity changing collisions (VCC) on the line
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profile. VCC has been a very recent topic that has been
studied and observed in transient phenomena and in saturated
absorption experiments( 6 84- 7 1 3 ). The concept of VCC
requires an entirely different viewpoint in the sense that
classical trajectories generally do not have a meaning for
the coherences between the initial and final states. Thus
one complete description of the VCC is obtained by using a
quantum mechanical kinetic density matrix analysis(
6 5 8
-
6 8 3 >
as formulated and summarized by Berman( 6 7 7 -6 8 3 ). This
framework yields the classical pressure broadening theories
provided certain velocity changing coherence kernels are
very narrow compared to the normal dipole coherence velocity
distributions. The range of validity and the limits of
classical theory which ignores the trajectory effect versus
the quantum mechanical picture of VCC will now be
considered.
Consider a two level system, levels 1 and 2, where w 1 >0 2 ,
whose interaction potentials are U1 and U 2 with the
corresponding scattering amplitudes f1 and f2. Physically,
VCC interactions are allowed in the classical picture of
broadening for state (level) independent interactions (these
are usually the same electronic states, especially for
vibrational or rotational transitions in molecules). Then
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the wave functions and scattering amplitudes for both levels
are approximately equal so that there is little or no
pressure shift in these interactions. There would be no
discrimination between the upper or lower states since the
scattering in levels 1 and 2 would lead to the same
scattering angle and trajectory. In this case, the
coherence P12 would be preserved for the elastic scattering
and its decay would depend on other quenching, inelastic or
phase changing collisions. Thus VCC can reduce the Doppler
phase factor k.v and result in Dicke narrowing when the mean
free path is smaller than the wavelength of the radiation.
Another entirely different example where standard
pressure broadening applies is in the case of the single
interacting level, where only one level moves, or interacts
(ground state with an excited state or metastable state);
then the quantum mechanical interference f1 f2 * destroys all
the contributions to P12 except in the forward direction and
there is no VCC and no Dicke narrowing.
On the other hand, for state dependent collisions (U1#U2
and f 1#f2 in electronic transitions), traditional pressure
broadening would hold if the quantum mechanical interference
effects would destructively interfere and 'wash' out any VCC
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effects (valid in the limit of many partial waves). In this
case (usually in atomic electronic transitions) the
coherence P12 decays right after the collision unless for
cases in which f1f2 * has a point of stationary phase. Thus
any state selective collision decreases the effect of Dicke
narrowing and increases the effect of collisional broadening
(elastic collisions have the same broadening or dephasing
effect for atoms as inelastic collisions do for molecules).
Traditional pressure broadening theory is valid and VCC
does not have to be taken into consideration when the
population and coherence kernels, W 11(v'-v) and W 1 2 (v'-v) ,
as introduced in the standing wave saturated resonance
theory in Chapter 4, can be ignored(6 83 .
For the classical picture (distinct trajectories) to be
valid, the uncertainties in the impact parameter b and the
scattering angle 0 should be
Ab < b and A6 < 0
From the uncertainty principle
Aptabd with Ap =Avt~mvAo = - kAG
so that
o >> 0d=1/(kb1 ) for the population kernel
62-61>>1/(kbw) for the coherence kernel
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where bi is the characteristic interaction length and b, is
the Weisskopf radius ;(the impact parameter in which the
phase change is unity) and od is the diffractive scattering
angle. Thus the distinction between the classical and
quantum mechanical descriptions in terms of scattering
angles and impact parameters is
<<9 d and b>bs,b, Quantum Mechanical
0 >>Od and b<bi,bw Classical
For distinct trajectories 'P12 is destroyed and for
diffractive scattering P12 is not destroyed by velocity
changing collisions. From this, both diffractive scattering
angles (deBroglie wavelength/ Weisskopf radius) and
classical scattering angles~ (Potential/Thermal Energy)
exist. In the case of CO2 these angles are
0diff~ XD/bw = 5x10-3 and
ociass~ VQQ/kT = 1x10-2
The regime where classical versus quantum mechanical
descriptions are necessary can also be seen in terms of how
long the dipole coherence lasts after a collision. For
quasiclassical scattering, assume the coherence is lost if
the individual state wavefunctions are separated by more
than the deBroglie wavelength X. Then since the atom
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travels 1=ut after a collision, the separation between the
two levels is R=16; thus, in this semiclassical picture, the
dipole will last a time r after the collision
r=X/(u6) = 10-12/6 (u~10 4cm/s, X~10-8 cm)
In the quantum mechanical description, 6=X/bw so that
r=bw/uG=X/u62 = 10-12/62
As it turns out, VCC can have a significant role in the
standing wave saturated resonances. VCC can be ignored as
long as the 'coherence envelope' X 1 2 is slowly varying
compared with the coherence kernel W 1 2 (v'-v), provided kAu
<<1/r, where k is the radiation wave number and r is the
dipole coherence time. Normally 1/r~ 1+r 1 2 where a is the
natural linewidth and r 1 2 is the coherence width due to
phase changing collisions. As the pressure increases, the
effective time interval in which VCC can influence the
dipole transition decreases and the importance of VCC
diminishes since any change that will affect the coherence
in the shorter time intervals will be more likely to come
from inelastic or phase interrupting collisions instead of
the small angle velocity changing collisions. Effectively
the ratio 5
X12/W1 2 ~ (I+r1 2 )/ku6
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The pressure regimes in which VCC can or cannot be ignored
will depend on whether this ratio is greater or less than
unity. Accordingly, in saturated absorption resonances,
where the resonance is due to velocity selection within a
homogenous linewidth F, there will be two regimes in which
VCC can manifest itself< 2 2 0 .6 6 0 ,
Let F be the width of the resonance 'hole', and let Av=uO
be the average velocity jump. If the Doppler shift kuO>>,
each velocity jump, on the average, will 'kick' the particle
out of the hole and out from interacting with the radiation
field. Hence this effect will contribute to the broadening
and not to the shift. As the pressure increases such that
kuO << r, each particle, on the average, will stay in the
hole after each velocity change and VCC will have no effect
on the broadening or the shift. Thus the broadening i and
shift 3 in these two regimes can be represented as follows
= ny,
= f kuo<<
for the traditional pressure regime and
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^6= nv(e.+Ui)
= r + VR kuo>>
where r and A are the traditional pressure broadened width
and shift and a represents the elastic and inelastic
broadening cross sections and v represents the real and
imaginary part of the integrated VCC coherence kernels.
Note this is the same as the Berman treatment wher the total
cross section minus the velocity changing collisions cross
section results in the regular phase shift cross section in
traditional pressure broadening theory.
This nonlinear dependence of the broadening as a function
of pressure has been seen in several saturated resonance
experiments including in NH3 <269), C02( 2 7 ,28 0 ,6 4 7 ), CH4
(266) 12(270-272, 275) , Xe( 26 8 >, and He( 2 7 4 ). The
nonlinear dependence on the shift, has been seen in CH4
(189,194) where the resolution necessary to see such an
effect was available. Other nonlinear shifts have been seen
in 12 (200,275) but have not been measured as demonstrably.
PRESSURE SHIFTS
Pressure broadening of emission and absorption lines have
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been measured ever since optical spectroscopy became a
science. Accordingly, all early lineshape theories
concentrated on explaining the pressure dependence of the
linewidth. In comparison, there were initially very few
pressure shifts measurements and it was only recently that
pressure shifts measurements became more common. This is
due in part to the fact that any shift measurement had to
deal with both the resolution and/or deconvolution
associated with the spectrometer or interferometer and the
limit in resolution caused by the Doppler response. Even
with the advent of the laser, which effectively eliminated
the need for any instrumental or apparatus deconvolution,
and with the emergence of several Doppler free techniques,
the number of pressure shift measurements, in contrast to
the numerous linebroadening measurements, are still finite
in number (see bibliography(5 0 8-5 5 1)) and range from the
infrared (419-460), microwave( 4 6 1 ~4 9 5 ), or Raman( 57 6 -5 9 0 ), to
the atomic, hyperfine( 560-5 75 ), or Rydberg shifts 5 5 2-5 5 9
In the case of atomic or hyperfine shifts, the power law
potential constant C6=-ae 2<r2> is proportional to the
polarizability a and the expectation value <r2> (mean
squared radius of the orbit of the optical electron in that
state) of the excited electron. For Rydberg atoms, the
'Fermi' shift is wenAfi/m where A is the scattering length
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for the valence electron on a perturber atom. Simple
classical adiabatic phase shift theory as given by Sobelman
(297), gives a simple relation between the (HWHM) broadening
s and the shift c parameters:
j/% = tan(g/p-1) = tan(yf/5) = 0.726
for a normal power law potential V =+CpR-P where p = 6 for
the normal Van derWaals dispersion force. Likewise,
Hindmarsh( 5 17 ) developed a more complicated expression for
this ratio for the Lennard-Jones (6,12) potential in terms
of parameterized functions B(a) and S(a). Correspondingly,
there has been quite a bit of work in atomic spectroscopy
with the alkali metal and alkali earth versus noble gas
perturbers using this simple phase shift theory.
The major impetus of the initial pressure shift
measurements revolved around the HCl and HF and/or
diatom/atom perturber shifts(4 1 9 -4 6 0 ) because of several
ambiguities and the J dependent oscillatory shifts seen in
these interactions. These experimental results were the
first real test of ATC theory since lineshifts were highly
dependent on the exact phase shifts, potentials, and cutoff
parameters used. Basically, any infrared pressure
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broadening theory had to explain the following pressure
shift features observed in the HCl or HF lineshifts:
1. There exist a dependence of the shift on the vibrational
quantum number which appeared to scale with v.
2. There is a definite P and R branch and J dependency of
the shift for a given vibrational band.
3. The shift depends on the temperature and the
corresponding relative velocity.
4. The shift depends on the nature of the perturber (light,
heavy, dipole, etc.) and is related to the polarizability,
especially for the noble gas perturbers.
Because of all these observations, the lineshift data
pointed out several of the deficiencies inherent in ATC
theory. ATC theory is basically a long range, dipolar,
perturbative theory using an artificial cutoff impact
parameter and a sometimes questionable straight line
trajectory model. Because of the ease of its usage and
because this theory was the first to have actually used
known dispersive or electrostatic forces to compute the
lineshape parameters, ATC theory was used and 'altered'
(with modified cutoff parameters or with additional
anisotropic potential terms including higher ordered terms
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in the multipole expansions) to fit the experiment or to
obtain 'new' measurements of the dipole or quadrupole
moments. As in all linebroadening theories, considering the
accuracy of the measurement and the nature of the line
broadening calculation, (slowly varying cosine term of the
order of unity in the region of closest approach) most
calculated line broadening values 'agreed' sufficiently with
the experiments, irregardless of the cosine term, to be
considered a success. On the other hand, the nature of the
shift calculations (rapidly oscillating sine function whose
value usually depended on the final few oscillations near
the cutoff impact parameter) pointed out the severe faults
associated with the older ATC theory. These deficiencies
included the noncommutativity of the interaction potential
(first realized by Herman( 4 36 ,4 4 2 )) which gave rise a
contribution to the shift from the imaginary component of
the S2 term and an infinite order treatment of the
vibrational dephasing contribution in the S1 term.
Thus, the contribution to the pressure shift comes from
the vibrational dephasing due to the anharmonicities of the
active levels which are present in the isotopic potential in
the S1 term, and in the rotational dephasing due to the
anisotropic potentials in the S2 terms. This assumes that
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there is no vibrational-rotation coupling and accordingly,
explains all 4 observations. On the other hand, the
anomalous oscillatory shifts seen in the (Perturber-Active)
HF-HCl, HCl-DCl, HF-DF (but not vice versa ) arise since
the two transitions in resonance differ in energy by an
integral of the inerial constant B, (Bperturber~2BActive)
such that each successive J gives a different shift
contribution(45 2 ,s4 3 >. In physical terms, shifts result
either if there is a net averaged difference between the
scalar potentials of the two interacting levels during a
collision or if the anisotropic vector potential gives rise
to differences in the scattering amplitudes between the two
levels.
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APPENDIX 1 EIGENVALUE PROBLEM, MATRIX ELEMENTS
To calculate the pressure shifts in CO 2, the harmonic
decomposition for each participating level must be obtained.
Suzuki< 11,12> and Chedin(1-7-9), as mentioned in Chapter 2,
had worked extensively on diagonalizing the energy matrix
for CO2and fitting the anharmonic potential constants to
the measured spectroscopic constants for a large number of
vibrational basis functions. A smaller vibrational energy
problem was solved to obtain the desired harmonic
decomposition. Here, the spectroscopic and anharmonic
constants given by Chedin( 1 ) were used in diagonalizing the
energy matrix IH - VI = 0. As small a set of bases
functions including those levels in Fermi resonance, was
used in this problem.
Vibrational Bases for Energy Diagonalization
000 001
100 101
020 021
120 121
200 201
040 041
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Assuming there was no coupling between the v3 state and with
1=0, the bases included the above set of energy levels for
the two separate diagonalization problems.
The diagonal matrix elements or the zero energy terms for
each level (v1 ,v2 ,v3 ) was taken to be:
E=wV1+W2V 2 +s 3V3 +X 1 1V1
2 +X 1 2 V 1 V 2 +X 1 3V 1 V 3 +x 2 2 v2
2 +x 2 3v 2V 3+
+x33v
2+y111v1 3 +y112V 1
2 V 2 +yi 13V 12 V 3 +Y12 2V1V 2
2
+yi23V1V 2V 3 +Y 133V 1V 32 +y22 2V 23 +y22 3V 22 V 3
+Y233 V2v3 2 +733 3V3 3
The 19 spectroscopic constants are listed in Table A7 and
are labeled in the same order as given above, with X(1)= w
and X(19)= Y333 and so forth. The anharmonic potential
constants are listed in Table A8 with the corresponding
subscripts 122 corresponding to f1 2 2 of the potential
expansion q 1q22 etc. The off diagonal matrix elements are
given in Table Al for the elements <nqkln'> of the form
<nlqk n-m>. To obtain elements of the form <nlqk n+m>,
replace n-n+m in Table Al.
Here <njqkjn'>=akf(k) where f(k) is given in the table
and
a=4[h/(mw)] and w=4(k/m).
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Table Al Harmonic Matrix Elements
EIGEN2 is a computer program that diagonalized the IH-V|
matrix to obtain the eigenvalues (vibrational energy levels)
and the eigenvectors which are the anharmonic decomposition
needed to calculate the harmonic matrix elements. Tables A2
to A5 list the most important components of the anharmonic
decomposition of the |0>, |v1>, 12v 2 >, Iv3 > states. Table
A6 gives the effective inertial B constants in the energy
expansion for each vibrational-rotation level
k n' f(k)
1 n-1 (n/2)
2 n n+1/2
2 n-2 0.54[n(n-1)]
3 n-1 1.5n4(n/2)
3 n-3 i[n(n-1)(n-2)/8]
4 n 1.5(n+0.5) 2+0.375
4 n-2 (n-0.5)/[n(n-1)]
4 n-4 0.254[n(n-1)(n-2)(n-3)]
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E = vo+BeffJ(J+1)-DegfJ 2 (J+1) 2
where vo is the band center and D is the centrifugal
distortion constant. Note that EIGEN2 solves a vibrational
problem, ignoring any vibrational rotational coupling or any
1-type coupling between matrix elements; this reduces the
problem to block diagonalizing portions of the total energy
problem which can be inaccurate if the above approximations
are significant in determining the energy levels.
Accordingly, EIGEN2 is a two pass diagonalization procedure
in which the eigenvalue of the 10> state is subtracted off
all diagonal elements to give a final solution such that the
energy (eigenvalue) of 10> is 0. EIGEN2 is listed following
Table AS.
Table A2
Vibrational Decomposition for Ground Level |0>
Isotope |000> 1100>
16-12-16 -.996 -.084
16-13-16 -.996 -.083
18-12-18 -.996 -.084
18-13-18 -.996 -.082
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Table A3
Vibrational Decomposition
Table A4
Vibrational Decomposition of
for Level 1 V3>
1100,020>
Isotope 1001> 1101>
16-12-16 +.974 +.218
16-13-16 +.975 +.213
18-12-18 +.973 +.220
18-13-18 +.975 +.214
ILevel
Isotope 1000> |020> 1100> 1200>
16-12-16 -.0488 +.5269 +.8423 +.0947
16-13-16 -.0636 +.7200 +.6780 +.1237
18-12-18 -. 0313 +.3222 +.9437 +.0614
18-13-18 -.0414 +.4510 +.8873 +.0856
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Table A5
Vibrational Decomposition of |100,020>11 Level
Isotope 1000> |020> 1100> 1200>
16-12-16 +.0690 -.8284 +.5380 -.1328
16-13-16 +.0535 -.6676 +.7350 -.1036
18-12-18 -+.0781 -.9280 +.3296 -.1493
18-13-18 +.0716 -.8730 +.4600 -.1377
Table A6
Inertial Constants for the Various Levels (cm-')
Isotope 1000> I II 1001>
16-12-16 .39022 .39018 .39048 .38713
16-13-16 .39024 .38970 .39092 .38726
18-12-18 .34682 .34740 .34652 .34408
18-13-18 .34685 .34701 .34687 .34419
(1000,02*0)1 or (1000,0200)1 lI and I refer to evels
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TABLE A7
SPECTROSCOPIC CONSTANTS
16-12-16
0.13358791D+04
0.66720435D+03
0.23616470D+04
-0.29926166D+01
-0.52763777D+01
-0.19140442D+02
0.15800304D+01
-0.12541837D+02
-0.12503301D+02
0.24221286D-01
0.81591532D-02
-0.77356994D-01
-0.51664598D-01
0.95605195D-01
0.614239650-01
-0.47088638D-02
-0.20571679D-01
0.18335227D-01
0.6313S704D-02
16-13-16
0.13362871D+04
0.64834180D+03
0.22952388D+04
-0.30001726D+01
-0.51099873D+01
-0.18674469D+02
0.14900103D+01
-0.11756307D+02
-0.11735859D+02
0.24221286D-01
0.681840810-03
-0.775144100-01
-0.44830598D-01
0.88849962D-01
0.622764490-01
-0.42258091D-02
-0.20263821D-01
0.170341800-01
0.562080000-02
18-12-18
0.42597073D+04
0.657129640+03
0.23262734D+04
-0.26482286D+01
-0.49194612D+01
-0.176662450+02
0.15366754D+01
-0.12280175D+02
-0.122202260+02
0.20290442D-01
0.183473190-01
-0.64929426D-01
-0.53750541D-01
0.896537300-01
0.507543980-01
-0.46422183D-02
-0.17606616D-01
0.17172657D-01
0.62550418D-02
18-13-18
0.126010080+04
0.63795679D+03
0.225876440+04
-0.26563225D+01
-0.475883960+01
-0.172162480+02
0.144661810+01
-0.11494677D+02
-0.11453855D+02
0.20290442D-O1
0.10190055D-01
-0.64802825D-01
-0.463361260-01
0.82977712D-01
0.51186886D-01
-0.41535795D-02
-0.17353672D-01
0.15910663D-01
0.55824965D-02
X( 1)
X( 2)
X( 3)
X( 4)
X( 5)
X( 6)
X( 7)
X( 8)
X( 9)
X( 10)
X(11)
X( 12)
X( 13)
X( 14)
X( 15)
X( 16)
X(17)
X(18)
X( 19)
TABLE AS
ANHARMONIC POTENTIAL CONSTANTS-
16-13-16 '18-12-18
-0.45515043D+02
0.75254423D+02
-0.25635785D+03
0.18266677D+01
-0.11770418D+02
0.21536682D+02
0.26560930D+01
-0.28322220D+02
0.84446700D+00
-0.10626600D+01
0.57374400D+01
0.71057416D+01
-0.49721700D+00
-0.93705600D+00
-0.45515043D+02
0.73112601P+02
-0.24906163D+03
0.1826667 D+01
-0.114354190+02
0.20923726D+02
0.250705390+01
-0.26733000D+02
0.820443200+00
-0.10030300D+01
0.54155000D+01
0.67070234D+01
-0.48306500D+00
-0.88447600D+00
-0.416583560+02
0.719475690+02
-0.24509289D+03
0.162326380+01
-0.10925929D+02
O.19991497D+02
0.257541180+01
-0.274619080+02
0.67108200D+00
-0.10004100D+01
O.54013700D+01
0.68898985D+01
-0.448120000+00
-0.88216800D+00
-0.41658356D+02
0.69834744D+02
-0.23789545D+03
0.16232638D+01
-0.10605076D+02
0.19404423D+02
0.24263728D+01
-0.258726880+02
0.73873200D+00
-0.94252100D+00
0.50888000D+01
0.649118030+01
-0.43496100D+00
-0.83111700D+00
16-12-16 18-13-18
111
122
133
1111
1122
1133
2222
2233
11122
12222
12233
3333
11133
14444
9)
1P.
9'
EIGEN2
Eigenvalue Program and Matrix Elements
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-HO-Z)
REAL*8 B(91),X(19),Y(14) ,D(12) ,Z(12,12) ,EO,WK(120)
INTEGER I,J,K,I1,J1,I2,J2,I3,J3,L1,L2,L3,A(13,3)
REAL*8 L,M,N
A(1,1)=0
A(1,2)=0
A(1,3)=1
A(2,1)=1
A(2,2)=0
A(2,3)=1
A(3,1)=0
A(3,2)=2
A(3,3)=1
A(4,1)=2
A(4,2)=0
A(4,3)=1
A(5,1)=1
A(5,2)=2
A(5,3)=1
A(6,1)=0
A(6,2)=4
A(6,3)=1
A(7,1)=0
A(7,2)=0
A(7, 3)=3
A(8,1)=1
A (8,2)=0
A(8, 3)=3
A(9,1)=0
A(9,2)=2
A(9,3)=3
A(10,1)=2
A(10,2)=0
A(10,3)=3
A (11, 1) =1
A (11, 2)=2
A(11,3)=3
A(12,1)=0
A(12,2)=4
A(12,3)=3
A(13,1)=0
A(13,2)=0
A (13,3)=4
DO 55 K=1,19
READ(8,44) X(K)
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T)*DSQRT(N*(N-1.)*(N-2.)*(N-3.))
IF(I1.EQ.J1.AND.I2.EQ.J2.AND.I3.EQ.J3)B(K)=EO-C
16 CONTINUE
NN=12
IZ=12
JOBN=2
2FORMAT(2XE20.10)
CALL EIGRS(BNNJOBN,DZ,IZ,WK,IER)
N2=NN/2
N3=N2+1
34 FORMAT(10X,6E18.8)
WRITE(6,33) (D(I),I=1,N2)
WRITE(6,34) (D(I),I=N3,NN)
33 FORMAT(2X,6E18.8)
SRT2=1.414213562
DO 11 I=1,NN
ANS=Z(1,I)*Z(2,I)+Z(3,I)*Z(5,I)+Z(7,I)*Z(8,I)+Z(9,I)*Z(11, I)+SRT2
E*Z(2,I)*Z(4,I)+SRT2*Z(8,I)*Z(1OI)
WRITE(6,37) IANS
11 CONTINUE
37 FORMAT(3XI4,2X,E20.9)
DO 32 I=1,NN
WRITE(6,33) (Z(IJ),J=1,N2)
WRITE(6,34) (Z(I,J),J=N3,NN)
32 CONTINUE
IF(C.NE.O.0) GO TO 88
C=D(1)-A(1,1)*X(1)-A(1,2)*X(2)-A(1,3)*X(3)
IF(C.NE.O.0) GO TO 27
88 CONTINUE
STOP
END
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APPENDIX 2 COMPUTER ANALYSIS AND LINESHAPE FITS
All the fluorescence linescan data were numerically
reduced by fitting the data to the appropriate background
and resonance dip. This appendix describes what equations
the data was fitted to and also briefly describes the method
and computer program used in the fit.
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE SATURATED LINESHAPE
The linescans taken in Chapter 5 were really a
convolution of the laser power profile and the actual
fluorescence signals. Initially in all the fits, the power
profile is assumed to be negligible or its effect could be
incorporated in the background signal by distorting the
Gaussian background. In all the fits, the nonlinear
standing wave resonance will be modeled as a Lorentzian of
height A and FWHM AVL
L = A
1+{2(v-vo)/Av L2
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Even though it was emphasized that the lineshape appears
asymmetric in many of the linescans and that this can also
give rise to a 'suppposed' frequency shift, these factors
are not taken into account in the lineshape fit. The reason
is because one cannot trust the frequency shift obtained
from such a coarse (coarse relative to the actual size
'real' 1 to 10 KHz shift) linescan where so many other
factors including drift, noise, power error, offsets, and
PZT hysteresis can easily influence the asymmetry and
supposed shift. The asymmetry can be incorporated by
assuming that the background peak and the Lorentzian peak do
not coincide. (In actual measurements, they rarely coincide
and hence the fit is to a Gaussian offset from an exact
Lorentzian. To ease computations, the background Gaussian
is expanded in first order as an offset parabola
G = A + B(v-vo)+C(v -vo)2
Both the background approximation and the Lorentzian
approximation were almost textbook exact since the least
squares fit reconstructed the actual data over the entire
laser scan except perhaps at the very edges of the lock.
Thus the general expression of the shape of the fluorescence
signal is
I= a, + a2x + a3x 2 - a4/(1+4x 2/a25 )
(A2-1)
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and the corresponding derivative signal is
I' = a 2 + 23x- 8xa 4/a25 / (1+4x 2 /a2,) 2
(A2-2)
where x is the detuning v-vo.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, almost all the linescans that
were taken were derivative linescans. Initially, the I'
derivative scans were integrated to yield the I scans; these
I scans were subsequently fit to five a1 parameters. As
mentioned before, these numerically integrated lineshapes
gave textbook perfect profiles of an offset parabola and the
Lorentzian dip. But later on, as we became more aware of
the asymmetry problem, most of the data reduction focused on
the unaltered derivative signal. A different fitting
procedure was used to try to get rid of the anomalous
asymmetry and the amplitude variations caused by it. First
a background line a2+2a3x was fitted to the derivative
signal. This least squares fit line was subtracted off the
real derivative data to provide a hopefully unbiased
representation of the resonance signal. Then a standard
Lorentzian was fitted to the resulting data points. During
this data reduction process, the background slope, the
supposed frequency zero offset, FWHM, and the variations
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both in amplitude and in frequency of the + and - peaks of
the derivative signals were recorded. As expected, large
asymmetries gave large zero frequency offsets and also large
frequency and amplitude variations in the + and - derivative
peaks. Still, in almost all the fits,the dip was
essentially a Lorenztian except perhaps at the tail while
the background was almost exactly an offset parabola. Even
though information on the slope error, the + and -
derivative variations and the zero frequency offsets. was
obtained, the linescans were not a reliable way to correct
for these errors because of the nature and drift and
hysteresis associated with these linescans. These linescans
cover a very large frequency range compared to the 1 or 10
KHz (equivalent to one scan data point) pressure shifts.
Thus any attempts to correct the lineshift error using the
offsets derived from the linescans can be grossly erroneous
and variable. Effectively the errors are presented
visually by these linescans and the results from the scans
can only give typical values of the error and not the actual
corrections.
COMPUTER FIT
All the linescans were fitted to their respective
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lineshapes either by the standard least squares fit of a
polynomial or else a nonlinear least squares fit of several
adjustable parameters as in the case of the complete
lineshape profile. All nonlinear least squares fit followed
a two step Marquardt algorithm which is a hybrid between the
Gauss and gradient methods. This method is described in
detail in Bevington's book on "Data Reduction and Analysis"
(714)
In the least squares problem, a fitting function f(x,a)
is used to fit N data points (x,y) where a is a n-vector of
parameters to be fit. The differences ei are
ei= ly - f(xia)| and
X2 e 2,
The only modification to the Marquardt method is to minimize
s = A2 +1, (ba,) 2
Given an intial guess to the parameters a., each
successive guess a = a, + ba is obtained so that is S is
minimized. The following flowchart in Figure Al summarizes
the algorithm used in these fits. Note all the computer fits
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Figure Al
Flowchart for
Nonlinear Least
Squares Fit
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were done on the HP 9825 computer system since all the data
were recorded and stored either on tape or disk.
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APPENDIX 3 SERVO LOCK SYSTEM
It was very evident from the measurements and from the
standard deviation taken with an older servo lock system
(referring to the system described in Reference 121) that
the feedback servo electronics needed to be rebuilt and
redesigned to meet the stringent requirements necessary to
measure the pressure shifts in CO2 In essence, the new
feedback servo system must combine a phase sensitive
detection system with a built in X400 gain servo amplifier
system; this system should be detector noise limited and
whose servo output have drift and stability of better than
1mv DC over days of continuous operation. It is the drift
and stability requirements for the high voltage (-400V max)
DC amplifier that made this system unique. Accordingly,
precautions were taken with all the ground loops, leakage,
high voltage components, construction components and overall
design considerations to minimize the various sources of
drift and leakage in the system.
The system is composed of Brower 261 preamplifiers and
the extensively modified 131 Brower lockins as the front end
detection system. The Brower 131 is used primarily as a
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front end gain control unit which receives the signal and
amplifies the signal to 1mv p-p via its front end buffer
amplifier. This buffered signal is then feed into a
separate - servo chassis which contains all the electronics
necessary to synchronously demodulate the buffered signal
and then generate the necessary high voltage output to the
PZT cylinder. After supplying the buffered signal, the 131
lockin functions as a normal lockin, analyzing the input
signal in its own chassis plus providing an independent
visual and analog output. The overload signals from the
front end amplifier and buffer amplifier are also fed into
the separate servo chassis from the 131 lockin. Thus,except
for the preamplifier gain, the 131 lockin does not actively
interfere with the actual servo electronics and thus cannot
add any of its noise or drift into the feedback system.
The separate servo chassis serves two functions: it
synchronously detects the actual signal and then integrates
the rectified signal using a DC (-400V) chopper stabilized
amplifier. Drift and stability due to voltage or current
offsets are minimized and hopefully nulled out so that there
is zero offset at the DC output (on the ±1mV level) Note
that this system does not directly convert the rectified
signal to a DC value to be used as the input of an RC
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integrator; instead the rectified signal is fed directly
into the DC chopper stabilized amplifier and thus
eliminating another source of noise and drift in the servo
path.
The signal processing is summarized in the block diagram
in Figure A2. The buffered signal from the 131 lockin is
first feed into a tuned amplifier. This bandpass amplifier
is composed of cascaded lowpass and highpass filters both
rolling off at -40 db/decade and has an overall gain of 80.
Then the signal is inverted and both inverted and
noninverted signals are AC coupled into an AC high voltage
amplifier which has a gain of 50 and a 75:1 overload
capability. This amplifier, with a -3db point at 10 Hz and
5KHz, was designed to operate at ±900V AC but is actually AC
limited to a ±450 V output; thus the amplifier never suffers
from saturation or phaseshift error or oscillations since it
operates with such huge overload capabilities. This AC
amplifier signal is further AC coupled to a special
synchronous demodulation circuit. The resulting rectified
output is fed into the DC chopper stabilized amplifier which
supplies the output voltage to the PZT cyclinder. Special
considerations must be taken with this DC amplifier. Any
offset error from the synchronous rectifier and the rest of
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the system could be nulled out by a current and/or voltage
bucking scheme to bring the DC chopper stabilized output as
close to zero mV as possible. The frequency for the chopper
stabilized amplifier was taken off the 60 Hz line frequency
so as not to introduce any addition frequencies to the
detection electronics. Essentially in this DC amplifier, a
miniature lockin system referenced at 30 Hz detects the
error voltage on the - terminal of the DC amplifier and then
injects a corresponding error servo voltage to the +
terminal to keep the + and - terminal at equal voltages.
Note, as an example of the precautions taken, there exist a
separate AC signal ground in the input bandpass amplifier
plus a separate DC signal ground in the synchronous
rectifier in addition to the overall chassis ground.
In normal lock operations the input to the chopper
stabilized amplifier is just the rectified output. Figure A3
gives a simplified diagram of the different servo modes. To
get to lock operations, the system must first operate in
search mode. In this mode, the DC amplifier acts like a
normal inverting amplifier with a feedback R= 3.3M and a
input R= 68K for a gain of ±15V(3.3M/68K)= 500V when the
input search voltage covers ±15V. By adjusting a search
potientiometer connected to the ±15V, the output voltage to
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the PZT cylinder can be adjusted until
reached; then the system is switched
the feedback resistor is dropped
polystyrene capacitors are used in the
amplifier. Thus the effective AC time
R = 3.3M and C are the polystyrene cap
ramp voltage, taking the place of
voltage, can also drive the output
amplifier. In the ramp mode opera
positioned in the search mode and the
is adjusted until the desired star
reached. Then a ±15V max ramp volt
ramp generator with adjustable time
the resonance dip is
into lock mode where
out and only 600V
feedback path of the
constant is RC where
acitors. An external
the feedback error
voltage of the DC
tion, the servo is
search potentiometer
ting DC voltage is
age (from an external
duration) is added to
this search voltag
the ramp input.
locked linescan
laser frequency
voltage.
e, driving the DC output voltage
This is used to generate the
or just a regular ramp line scan
is adjusted to follow the
to follow
frequency
since the
DC output
In this system, as in the normal Brower 131 lockin
system, there exist BNC monitors of the rectified signal
and the chopper stabilized reference output plus the option
to calibrate the whole system by injecting a test signal at
the preamp input and then monitoring the final analog output
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and rectified
light monitors
signals. In addition, a separate overload
the overloads in the buffer amp, bandpass
filter, and the AC and DC outputs.
In light of all the special precautions to eliminate
noise and extraneous signals at the reference frequency, a
separate oscillator box was built containing all the
synchronous reference frequencies for the rectifier cards
and the modulation circuit. Thus one 555 timer
configuration provides one reference signal from which all
the correct phasing and modulation frequencies originated
for both lasers. There is one reference frequency source
but two separate adjustable lockin channels for the left and
right lasers. Thus this separate box provides two sets of
in phase and out of phase demodulation reference signals,
one set for the 131 lockin and one set for the upper serve
chassis for both left and right channels.
Given the reference frequency from the 555 timer,
correctly phased square waves have to be provided for the
rectifier monitors. Thus a quadrant select MUX and a
variable delay provides a four quadrant, 0-1200 phase
adjustment for each square wave demodulation reference
signal. In the modulation board a square wave trigger from
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the 555 oscillator is converted into a sinusoid using two
consecutive double pole bandpass state filters, BB-UAF-31.
Then two independent, variable phase, variable voltage
amplitude, current boosted (by the BB3302/03 amplifiers)
sinewaves were generated to provide the two PZT stack
voltages. The variable phase and variable voltage
capability is very important since each individual PZT has
its own separate hysteresis history and frequency response
such that separate phase and voltage adjustments are
necessary to null out as much as possible the frequency
modulation on the final beat signal (v1- v2)
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APPENDIX 4 LINESCAN LOCK BOX
The phase lock and frequency lock box used in all the
linescan experiments was designed to lock a raw input
frequency with a reference LO signal by creating the desired
error phase and frequency servo voltages needed to lock the
lasers. All frequency and phase discriminators were done
digitally using TTL logic; the error TTL signals were then
converted into analog ±15V signals to be fed into the
appropriate feedback loop.
The lock box consists of three basic blocks built on
three different component boards; these included the
frequency discriminator board, the phase discriminator board
and the servo compensation board. A total block diagram and
separate block diagram follow this appendix in Figures A4 to
A5. Basically the reference and the raw frequency (beat
signal) are both fed into the frequency and phase boards.
The corresponding frequency and phase errors are fed into
the servo compensation board which generates the servo error
voltages that are fed either into the PZT stack (phase
error) or into the ramp (frequency error) input and then to
the PZT cylinder.
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In the frequency board, the absolute frequencies of the
LO reference signal and the raw beat signals are compared to
find which signal is high, low or if they are both equal; an
appropriate difference amplifier logically combines this
high or low information and feeds an error frequency signal
to the servo board. In terms of the actual components, each
input signal triggers two cascaded dual 4 bit binary
counters (74393) which count continously throughout the
operation. The 16 bit output for each input channel is
compared against the other input channel using four cascaded
4 bit (7485) magnitude comparators. The final comparator
triggers a set of flipflops (7475) which updates the high,
low or equal counting signals. When any one counter
triggers the 15th bit, a 74121 monostable generates a one
shot reset pulse so that the 74393 counters start the
counting sequence over again. Thus a continuous + or -
frequency discriminator error signal is obtained from this
frequency discriminator board.
In contrast, the phase discriminator board works only
when the frequency of the two inputs signals are very close
together. In the phase compensation board, each signal,
after passing through a pulse forming LC network, is divided
down several times to 'spread' out and emphasize the phase
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difference between the two signals. Then by NANDing the two
'lower' frequencies together, a variable length 'pulse
train' proportional to the relative phase error is
integrated and amplified as the final phase error signal
from the phase compensation board. In the phase board, the
relative degree of phase matching (dividing down by
2,4,8,16) is controlled by choosing the appropriate 7493
counter output to be NANDed via the 7415 multiplexer.
Further phase enhancement is achieved by counting down with
the dual 74393 counter before NANDing the signals together.
Thus an effective means of obtaining the digital phase error
is achieved with this process.
The servo board takes the frequency and phase error
voltages for the final amplification and integration. The
phase error is amplified and then current boosted; it is
then transformer coupled with the modulation voltage so that
both voltages could be fed into the PZT stack. The
frequency error is also amplified and integrated and then
fed as the ramp input for the high voltage DC amplifier.
In actual operations of the frequency lock system, the PZT
cyclinder voltage is tuned until the system is very close to
frequency lock. Then the short across the integrating
amplifier is lifted via a toggle switch and the frequency
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error servo system produces the ramp input voltage that
controls the frequency locking and tracking. An extra
toggle switch changes the polarity of the frequency error
signal in case the error voltage is of the wrong polarity;
this is very useful because all the frequency sweeps were
done with the same conventions for Laser 1 and Laser 2.
Thus the polarity of the servo errors will differ if v1-v2
is positive or negative.
In this system, the frequency response was limited not by
the TTL response but rather by how large a raw beat signal
could be obtained; this was especially true since a minimun
of +0 to +5 db beat signal was needed for the TTL to work
properly. Thus the beat amplifiers and the beat detector
response imposed a limit on the scan frequencies to at most
±9 MHz off line center before the frequency lock would drop
out.
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APPENDIX 5 SPECTROSCOPIC CONSTANTS AND BEAT FREQUENCIES
This appendix lists the rotational spectroscopic
constants used in determining the frequencies for any J of
the P or R branch transitions. The constants are given in
the same format as was tabulated in Reference 121 and as
utilized in the HPL programs listed in Appendix 6.
Specifically, the energy for each vibrational-rotation level
E(vo,J) is of the form
E= vo+BJ(J+1)-DJ2 (J+1)2 +HJ 3 (J+1) 3+LJ 4 (J+1)4
The values of vo and B,D,H, and L are given in Table A9
for the participation levels (001) and (100,020)1 and
(100,020)11 Note that the constants for the (001) level are
given directly while the constants for the I and II levels
are given as the difference of the (001) and the I or II
level constants, B(001-II) or B(001-II). Accordingly, the
energies for any P(J-J-1) or R(J-J+1) transition is obtained
by using these spectroscopic constants in their appropriate
J polynomial. The HPL subroutine 'Pnum' and 'Rnum' in the
main programs Sfine, and Go list the J polynomial that
results from using this specific form of the spectroscopic
constants when calculating the lasing energies for any J
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value in the P or R branch, respectively. Table A9 lists
the particular rotational spectroscopic constants for 9
different isotopes, including those of the recently measured
16-13-18 and 17-12-17 -isotopes; these constants were
obtained by using the same least square procedure described
in Reference 121. The beat frequency listings in the
extended Table A10 gives the predicted IF obtained by
heterodyning Laser 1 with Laser 2 (v1-v2); only those beats
frequencies which are less than 17 GHz are listed. All the
various combinations of the beat frequencies for the four
isotopes measured in this experiment are tabulated in the
extended Table A10.
V[II]1
[10011
BE I I
B[II I
D[0013
D[I]
D [ I I I
H[0013
HE I
H[II]
LE0013
LE I
ir TTi
V[ I
V[IEII3
B[0013
BE I)
B[II 3
DE0013
D I 3
D[EII3
H[0013
HE I3
HEI)
L[001]
L [ I13
LE I]
16-12 16
2.88088138342E 07
3.18899601577E 07
1.16062071900E 04
-9.13625419912E 01
-1.00157630847E 02
3.98845161191E-03
5.42070167380E-04
-7.23338791102E-04
6.72072683569E-10
-5.19291746705E-09
-6.52083'347268E-09
-4.15682419638E-14
-1.19279139010E-14
2.19528352777E-14
16-14-16
2.59659174866E 07
2.94600024006E 07
1.16136686727E 04
-6.10562229704E 01
-1.13385278095E 02
3.98175513257E-03
2.04619398 164E-04
-8.41650276208E-04
6.9962210561OE-10
-2.68085579720E-09
-1.25551060029E-08
-8.89463886033E-14
-2. 45786063941E-13
1.02186990066
Table A9 Rotational
8-12-18
C.-. 85970802E 07
3.24891929454E 07
1.03155592200E 04
.- 9.93347620330E 01
-7.29682192958E 01
3.15004934426E-03
3.82409281260E-04
-3. 67727110371E-04
3.33609879393E-11
-2.29457166683E-09
-4.50166579399E-09
4.35724889876E-14
1.88284759227E-14
4.22478294609E-14
. 18-13-18
2.78385511435E 07
3.07858843541E 07
1.03190957315E 04
-8.43777868664E 01
-7.98866179900E 01
3.14833491578E-03
4. 30235978289E-04
-5.08869653060E-04
4.38995121869E-10
-2.78510671054E-09
-4.82603954234E-09
-3.01708191654E-14
-8. 42186171791E-15
q.7912988556-- -
Spectroscopic Constants
16-13-16
2.7$837925886E 07
3.05086592233E 07
1.16101646718E 04
-7.32767445844E 01
-1.09200019653E 02
3.98470179990E-03
3.801278944..: E-04
-7.62738718133E-04
5.53511834999E-10
-5.82792197848E-09
-7.80325212117E-09
-1.62979749364E--14
-8.48818164176E-14
P.36158200610E-14
18-14-18
2.66579399406E 07
2.94562833798E 07
1.03222230409E 04
-6.9177359 8E 01
-8.'9480466163E 01
3.14696652761E-03
3. 75553944409E-04
-5.71407958761E-04
6.94775269808E-10
-1.5L9481859 9 95E-09
-4. 3 8 62 80815:4L-09
-1.86351676467F 14
-4. 75176593840E-1:3
! 10970861369E-14
16-12-18
2.89680123538E 07
3.21583506379E 07
1.09510226695E 04
-9.67017939109E 01
-8.49817956709E 01
3.55094183510E-03
4.86099795138E-04
-5.45023624953E-04
1.96979502613E-10
-2.81552958256E--09
-3.97211398701E-09
1.00681516587E-14
-4.99483494754E-14
-7.7264024203^1-?*
16-13- 1.:
2.76916621439E 07
3.06109627486E 07
1.09541711784E 04
-7.89188133422E 01
-9.42084780179E 01
3.55102057777E-03
4.55642089419E-04
-6.53963727003E-04
3.04246767642E-09
1.69637589541E-09
-1.31737610363E-08
-9.74242336202E-13
-3.02382249221E-12
3.7475207261OE-12
17-12-17
2.89495325081E 07
3.21484618132E 07
1.09215332679E 04
-9.68116333072E 01
-8.45643740682E 01
3.52544585511E-03
4.80888418282E-04
-5.39728401486E-04
-5.37587993972E-09
-3.31442538068E-09
-6.66954150231E-09
1.91589731334E-12
3.20957621469 E -14
3.44234276459E-13
Table A9 Rotational Spectroscopic Constants (continued)
V L 1 3
B[001 
BE I 13
D1103
D E I 1
H0013
HE I I1
HE 113L0013LH[I3
LE[II]
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Table AIO Calculated Beat Frequencies
16-13-16 18-12-18
IR- 2
IR- 4
IR- 8
IR-10
1R-14
IR-16
IR-20
IR-22
IR-26
1R-28
1R-32
IR-34
IR-38
1R-40
IR-44
1R-46
IR-48
IR-50
IR-54
1R-56
IR-58
1R-60
2R-22
2R-26
2R-28
2R-32
2R-36
2R-40
2R-44
2R-48
2R-52
2R-56
2R-58
2R-60
2P-24
2P-26
2P-26
2P-28
2P-28
2P-30
2P-30
2P-32
2P-32
2P-34
2P-36
2P-38-
2P-40
2P-42
2P-44
2P-46
2P-48
2P-50
2P-52
2P-54
2P-56
2P-58
2P-60
Frequency (MHz)
27453013.47210
27498426.55600
27587486.03510
27631129.94820
27716638.80370
27758500.36900
27840428.18720
27880490.13730
27958798.16360
27997038.96510
28071679.68330
28108073.28900
28178989.84210
28213505.35890
28280630.79860
28313232.06660
28345186.23220
28376488.41100
28437116.07010
28466430.55650
28495071.04860
28523031.37900
30987471.96490
31059009.22600
31093488.45840
31159883.67480
31222884.94380
31282524.18230
31338837.09930
31391863.00760
31441644.62390
31488227.85850
31510335.25010
31531661.60020
29886344.53070
29828925.55000
29828925.55000
29770668.18480
29770668.18480
29711577.07330
29711577.07330
29651657.11190
29651657.11190
29590913.44920
29529351.48260
29466976.85050
29403795.42940
29339813.32610
29275036.87260
29209472.61980
29143127.33110
29076007.97620
29008121.72400
28939475.93600
28870078.16040
28799936.12380
28729057.72540
1P-58
1P-56
IP-54
1P-52
IP-58
1P-48
1P-46
IP-44
1P-42
1P-40
1P-38
IP-36
1P-34
1P-32
1P-30
IP-28
1P-28
IP-26
1P-24
1P-22
1P-22
1P-20
2P-60
2P-58
2P-56
2P-54
2P-52
2P-50
2P-48
2P-46
2P-44
2P-42
2P-42
2P-40
1R-60
1R-54
1R-56
1R-48
IR-50
1 R-42
1R-44
1R-38
1R-40
1R-34
IR-30
1R-26
1R-22
1 R - 1 3
1R-14
IR-10
IR- 6
iR- 4
iR- 0
1P- 2
iP- 6
iP- 8:
1P-12
Frequency (MHz)
27449958.79270
27514420.98350
27578044.11750
27640832.02090
27702788.33720
27763916.53000
27824219.88490
27883701.51160
27942364.34650,
28000211.15490
28057244.53180
28113466.90560
28168880.53830
28223487.52890
28277289.81380
28330289.16890
28330289.16890
28382487.21170
28433885.40180
28484485.04340
28484485.04340
28534287.28530
30991695.46640
31049479.89620
31106752.54080
31163509.49330
31219746.91520
31275461.04190
31330648.18640
31385304.74340
31439427.19360
31493012.10810
31493012.10810
31546056.15100
29875439.61430
29822756.78260
29841192.61690
29762259.68590
29783285.56320
29694074. 31740
29717649. 83610
29644401.94420
29669657.08640
29591392.29950
29535072.48870
29475467.03000
29412597.90400
29346484.59840
29277144.14590
29204591.15820
29128837.85260
29089764.24920
29009228. 18600
28946738.92180
28860640.35640
28816400.49790
28725539.89410
Beat (MHz)
3054.6794
-15994.4275
9441.9176
-9702.0727
13850.4665
-5416.1610
16208.3023
-3211.3743
16433.i8171
-3172.1898
14435.1515
-5393.6166
10109.3038
-9982.1700
3340.9848
-17057.1023
14897.0633
-5998.8007
3230. 6683
-18054.4869
10586.0052
-11255.9063
-4223.5015
9529.3298
-13264.0824
-3625.2185
3138.0286
7063.1404
8188.9129
6558.2642
2217.4303
-4784.2496
17323.1420
-14394.5508
10904.9164
6168.7674
-12267.0669
8408.4989
-12617.3784
17502.7559
-6072.7628
7255.1677
-17999.9745
-478.8503
-5721.0061
-8490.1795
-8802.4746
-6671.2723
-2107.2733
4881.4616
14289.4785
-13756.2730
-1106.4620
-7262.9858
9437.8040
-16464.3741
3517.8313
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1R-20
IR-24
1R-26
1R-30
1R-34
IR-36
1R-40
1R-44
1R-48
1R-52
1R-56
1R-60
IP- 2
iP- 2
IP- 4
iP- 6
IP- 6
IP- 8
ip-lo
IP-12
IP-14
IP-16
IP-16
IP-18
1P-20
IP-22
1P-22
1P-24
IP-26
1P-28
IP-30
1P-32
IP-34
1P-36
IP-38
IP-42
1P-44
IP-46
1P-48
1P-52
1P-54
1P-58
1P-60
2P- 6
2P- 6
2P- 8
2P- 8
2P-10
2P-10
2P-12
2P-12
2P-14
2P-14
2P-16
2P-18
2P-20
2P-22
2P-24
2P-26
2P-28
2P-30
2P-32
2P-34
2P-36
2P-38
2P-40
2P-42
2P-44
2P-46
2P-50
2P-54
2P-56
2P-60
18-13-1816-12-16
Frequency (MHz)
29257658.52990
29333861.15920
29370829.61990
29442483.32000
29511066.68320
29544196.33660
29608108.16120
29668855.85290
29726394.79400
29780676.06540
29831646.25670
29879247.26410
28761840.93830
28761840.93830
28714137.73010
28665704.61050
28665704.61050
28616541.77240
28566649.19820
28516026.66070
28464673.72070
28412589.72630
28412589.72630
28359773.81060
28306224.89070
28251941.66470
28251941.66470
28196922.61020
28141165.98100
28084669.80430
28027431.87840
27969'449.76820
27910720.80260
27851242.06990
27791010.41430
27668274.46310
27605762.59380
27542482.64400
27478430.16590
27347988.45570
27281588.93250
27146404.63510
27077607.79190
31746483.177240
31746483.77240
31697061.40880
31697061.40880
31646843.37160
31646:84.3. 37160
31595831.74030
31595831. 74'030
31544028.86790
31544028.36790
31491437. 37900
31438060.16840
31383900.39760
31328961.49370
31273247.14520
3 1216761. 29950
3115950e.15930
31101492.17870
31042718. 05940
30983190.74610
30922915.42240
30861897.50530
30800142.64080
30737656.69810
30674445.76350
30610516.13630
30480527.01970
30347743.73540
30280322. 09530
30143455.97710
2P-60
2P-58
2P-56
2P-54
2P-52
2P-50
2P-48
2P-46
2P-44
2P-42
2P-40
2P-38
1R-58
IR-60
IR-54
IR-48
IR-50
1R-46
1R-42
1R-38
1R-34
1R-30
1R-32
1R-28
IR-24
IR-20
1R-22
IR-18
IR-14
1R-12
iR- 8
IR- 6
IR- 2
IR- 0
IP- 2
iP- 8
'P-10
IP-14
IP-16
1P-22
1P-24
1P-30
1P-32
2R-58
2R-60
2R-54
2R-56
2R-50
2R-52
2R-46
2R-48
2R-42
2P-44
2R- 4 0
2.R-32
2 R- 28
2 R-26
2R-22
2R -18
2R- I16
2RP- 12
2R- 8
2R- 6
2R- 2
2R- 0
2P- 2
2P- 6
2P- 8
2P- 14
2P-20
2P-22
2P-28
Frequency (MHz)
29264508.38340
29323720.01050
29382386.96300
29440503.88350
29498065.52410
29555066.75200
29611502.55550
29667368.04960
29722658.48030
29777369.23060
29831495.82450
29885033.93.230
28759727.66920
28779899.81180
28717086.70000
28647468.43800
28671421.57830
28622775.01320
28571186.38790
28516691.86710
28459324.49430
28399114.28010
28429572.98300
28367951.67550
28303527.02370
28236321.77690
28270270.66260
28201682.,77320
28130343.18050
28093646.55040
28018208.25420
27979469.53800
27899959.09570
27859189.32240
27796768.57910
27667374.62740
27622895.05580
27531912.68330
27485409.01510
27341839.33470
27292626.45900
27140899.66160
27088955.59030
31733347.37080
31756153. 77870
316835990. 38300
31709960.95480
31636280.73000
31661431.61610
31584187.51130
31610533.92080
315.29681.84110
31557237.95470
31501515.90200
31443342.20660
31382693.71760
31319549.82410
31287036.38430
31220116.58630
31150661.72370
31114980.13260
31041703.22970
30965869.69660
30926993.03420
30847319.28710
30806522.53300
30744128.77050
30658703.58490
30615036.06980
30480230.43500
30339758.29130
30291685.25840
30143756.40690
Beat (MHz)
-6849.8535
10141.1487
-11557.3431
1979.4365
13001.1591
-10870.4154
-3394.3943
1487.8033
3736.3137
3306.8345
150.4322
-5786.6682
2113.2691
-18058.8735
-2948.9699
18236.1725
-5716.9678
-6233.2408
-4537.1897
-665.2064
5349.2264
13475.4462
-16983.2567
-8177.8649
2697.8670
15619.8878
-18328.9979
-4760.1630
10822.8005
-8976.7461
9223.6242
-10019.7698
10761.7069
-7947.2525
-5758.1648
899.8357
-17132.4620
10569.9607
-6978.8492
-6149.1210
-11037.5265
5504.9735
-11347.7984
13136.4016
-9670.0063
11071.0258
-12899.5460
10562.6416
-14588.2445
11644.2290
-14702.1805
14347.0268
-13209.0868
-10078.5230
-5282.0382
1206.6800
9411.6696
-13789.2391
-3355.2868
8846.4356
-13487.9539
1014.
17321.0495
-4077.6118
14578.2182
-6379.8922
-6472.0724
15742.1786
-4519.9335
296.584?
7985.4441
-11363.1631
-300.4298
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IR- 2
IR- 4
IR- 8
1R-14
1R-18
1R-20
-1R-24
1R-28
IR-32
1R-34
1R-36
1R-38
1R-40
1R-42
1R-44
1R-46
1R-48
iR-58
1R-52
IR-56
1R-60
1P-12
1P-14
1P-16
ip-le
iP-18
1P-20
1P-22
1P-24
1P-24
1P-26
1P-28
1P-30
1P-32
IP-34
1P-36
1P-38
1P-40
1P-42
1P-44
1P-46
IP-50
1P-52
IP-54
1P-58
IP-60
1P- 4
2P-14
2P-16
2P-18
2P-20
2P-20
2P-22
2P-22
2P-24
2P-26
2P-28
2P-30
2P-32
2P-34
2P-36
2P-38
2P-40
2P-42
2P-44
2P-46
2P-48
2P-52
2P-54
2P-56
2P-58
2P-60
Frequency (MHz)
28877902.45180
28923046.44420
29011133.01850
29137736.12160
29218430.69000
29257658.52990
29333861.15920
29407038.25060
29477160.86430
29511066.68320
29544196.33660
29576545.14020
29608108.16120
29638880.21350
29668855.85290
29698029.37160
29726394.79400
29753945.86890
29780676.06510
29831646.25670
29879247.26410
28516026.66070
28464673.72070
28412589.72630
28359773.81060
, 28359773.81060
28306224.89070
28251941.66470
28196922.61020
28196922.61020
28141165.98100
28084669.80430
28027431.87840
27969449.76820
27910720.80260
27851242.06990
27791010.41430
27730022.43140
27668274.46310
27605762.59380
27542482.64400
27413600.43720
27347988.45570
27281588.93250
27146404.63510
27077607.79190
28714137.73010
31544028.86790
31491437.37900
31438060.16840
31383900.39760
31383900.39760
31328961.49370
31328961.49370
31273247.14520
31216761.29950
31159508.15930
31101492.17870
31042718.05940
30983190.74610
30922915.42240
30861897.50530
30800142.64080
30737656.69810
30674445.76350
30610516.13630
30545874.32040
30414481.13060
30347743.73540
30280322.09530
30212223.64360
30143455.97710
2P-56
2P-54
2P-52
2P-48
2P-46
2P-44
2P-42
2P-40
2P-38
2P-36
2P-36
2P-34
2P-34
2P-32
2P-32
2P-30
2P-30
2P-28
2P-28
2P-26
2P-24
IR-60
1R-56
1R-52
1R-48
IR-50
1R-46
1R-42
1k-38
1R-40
IR-36
1R-32
1R-30
IR-26
1R-24
IR-20
1R-18
1R-14
1R-12
1R- 8
IR- 6
IR- 0
IP- 2
IP- 4
iP-10
1P-12
2P-60
2R-60
2R-56
2R-52
2R-46
2R-48
2R-42
2R-44
2R-40
2R-36
2R-32
2R-28
2R-26
2R-22
2R-18
2R-16
2R-12
2R-10
2R- 6
2R- 4
2R- 0
2P- 4
2P- 6
2P-10
2P-12
2P- 14
Frequency (MHz)
28870078.16040
28939475.93600
29008121.72400
29143127.33110
29209472.61980
29275036.87260
29339813.32610
29403795.42940
29466976.85050
29529351.48260
29529351.48260
29590913.44920
29590913.44920
29651657.11190
29651657.11190
29711577.07330
29711577.07330
29770668.18480
29770668.18480
29828925.55000
29886344.53070
28523031.37900
28466430.55650
28407133.48000
28345186.23220
28376488.41100
28313232.06660
28247387.08450
28178989.84210
28213505.35890
28143844.54790
28071679.68330
28034667.16050
27958798.16360
27919947.64730
27840428.18720
27799764.18770
27716638.80370
27674181.40860
27587486.03510
27543251.13280
27407012.90200
27336912.38330
27289446.60440
27143540.18440
27093735.73280
28729057.72540
31531661.60020
.31488227.85850
31441644.62390
31365758.33720
31391863.00760
31311094.05600
31338837.09930
31282524.18230
31222884.94380
31159883.67480
31093488.45840
31059009.22600
30987471.96490
30912478.65990
30873680.38800
30793471.81780
30752058.84870
30666611.00580
30622575.18230
30531879.53670
30413595.23070
30364755.63410
30264469.08490,
30213026.14200
:30160719.90730
16-12-16 16-13-16
Beat (MHz)
7824.2914
-16429.4918
3011.2945
-5391.2095
8958.0702
-17378.3427
-5952.1669
3242.8212
10184.0138
-18284.7994
14844.8540
-14368.3090
17194. 7120
-12776.8984
17198.7410
-13547.7017
14817.7207
-16722.3159
10007.8803
2720.7067
-7097.2666
-7004.7183
-1756.8358
5456.2463
14587.5784
-16714.6004
-7007.1759
4554.5802
17932.7681
-16582.7487
-2678.5669
12990.1210
-7235.2821
10651.6046
-9226.8447
10813.8827
-8753.7734
13383.6277
-5906.9455
18276.5587
-768.4888
6587.5352
11076.0724
-7857.6719
2864.4507
-16127.9409
-14919.9953
12367.2677
3209.5205
-3584.4555
18142.0604
-7962.6100
17867.4377
-9875.6056
-9277.0371
-6123.6443
-375.5155
8003.7203
-16291.1666
-4281.2188
10436.7625
-11782.8827
6670.8230
-14402.1506
7834.7577
-12059.0460
13994.7837
885.8999
-17011.8987
15853.0104
-802.4984
-17263.9302.
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IR- 8
IR-10
IR-12
IR-14
1R-16
IR-18
IR-20
IR-22
1R-24
1R-26
IR-28
1R-30
1R-32
1R-34
1R-36
IR-38
IR-38
IR-40
1R-40
IR-42
1R-44
1R-46
1R-48
1R-48
IR-50
IR-50
IR-52
IR-52
1R-54
1R-54
IR-56
1R-56
IR-58
1R-58
1R-60
IR- 0
IR- 2
IP- 2
IP- 4
iP- 6
iP- 8
1P-10
IP-12
2R-30
2R-32
2R-34
2R-36
2R-38
2R-40
2R-42
2R-44
2R-46
2R-48
2R-50
2R-52
2R-54
2R-56
2R-58
2R-60
2R-60
2R- 8
2R- 2
Frequency (MHz)
29011133.01850
29054072. 71290
29096274.40410
29137736.12160
29178455.68270
29218430.69080
29257658.52990
29296136.37060
29333861.15920
29370829.61990
29407038.25060
29442483.32000
29477160.86430
29511066.68320
29544196.33660
29576545.14020
29576545.14020
29608108.16120
29608108.16120
29638880.21350
29668855.85290
29698029.37160
29726394.79400
29726394.79400
29753945.86890
29753945.86890
29780676.06510
29780676.06510
29806578.56490
29806578.56490
29831646. 25670
29831646.25670
29855871.72960
29855871.72960
29879247.26410
28832026.23260
28877902.45180
28761840.93830
28714137.73010
28665704.61050
28616541.77240
28566649.19820
28516026.66070
32516543.62030
32550429.15530
32583536.62670
32615869.68910
32647432.23120
32678228.37060
32708262.44820
32737539.02260
32766062.86390
32793838.94850
32820872.45130
32847168.73990
:: 3.8727 .t , 3
32897572.06610
32921690. 73800
32945095.44940
32945095.44940
31913172. 55610
31953996. -
IR- 0
IR- 2
iR- 4
IR- 6
IR- 8
IR-10
IR-12
1R-16
IR-18
1R-20
1R-22
1R-24
IR-26
IR-28
IR-30
IR-32
1R-34
1R-34
IR-36
1R-38
1R-40
1R-42
1R-44
1R-46
IR-46
1R-48
IR-48
1R-50
1R-52
IR-54
1R-54
1R-56
1R-56
IR-58
IR-60
Ip- 8
iP- 6
1P-10
IP-12
IP-14
iP-16
iP-18
IP-20
2R- 0
2R- 2
.2 R- 4
2R- 6 %
2R- 6
2R- 8
2R- 10
2R-12
2R-14
2R-14
2R-16
2R-18
2R-20
2R-24
P-24
Frequency (MHz)
29009228.1'8600
29049894.07300
29089764.24920
29128837.85260
29167113.87450
29204591.15820
29241268.39950
29312216.79580
29346484.59840
29379945.65200
29412597.90400
29444439.14940
29475467.03000
29505679.03250
29535072.48870
29563644.57250
29591392.29950
29591392.29950
29618312.52550
29644401.94420
29669657.08640
29694074.31740
29717649.83610
29740379.67250
29740379.67250
29762259.68590
29762259.68590
29783285.56320
29803452.81700
29822756.78260
29822756.78260
29841192.61690
29841192.61690
29858755.29660
29875439.61430
28816400.49790
28860640.35640
28771367.04190
28725539.89410
28678918.81140
28631503.40170
28583293.12370
28534287.28530
32509824.05120
32550648.16440
32590887.74530
32630542.43580
32630542.43580
32669612.01860
32708096.41680
32745995.69230
32783310.04570
32783310.04570
32820039.81440
32856185.47210
32856185.47210
32891747.62640
32926727.01740
32926727.01740
32961124.51570
31901961.30230
31950570. 76818
16-12-16 18-12-18
Beat (MHz)
1904.8325
4178.6399
6510.1549
8898.2690
11341.8082
13839.5318
16390.1304
-16080.4252
-12623.4392
-9116.0321
-5559.6534
-1955.8294
1693.8343
5387.6507
9123.8479
12900.5677
-14847.1593
16715.8617
-10204.3643
-5521.7307
-801.2335
3955.0542
8744.9579
-13984.8785
13566.1964
-8313.8170
18416.3792
-2609.4981
3125.7479
-16178.2177
' 8889.4741
-9546.3602
14679.1127
-2883.5670
3807.6498
15625.7347
17262.0954
-9526.1036
-11402.1640
-13214.2009
-14961.6293
-16643.9255
-18260.6246
6719.5691
-219.0091
-7351.1186
-14672.7467
16889.7954
8616.3520
166.0314
-8456.6697
-17247.1818
10528.9028
832.6369
-9016.7322
16547.8956
5824.4397
-5036.-2794
18368. 4320
-16029.0663
11211.2538
8425.2822
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32004017.37210
32048236.24130
32091652.65500
32134266.88640
32176079.48360
32217091.26870
32257303.33550
32335334.03700
32373156.19950
32410185.69410
32446424.93840
31842934.53680
31795108.65790
31746483.77240
31697061.40880
31646843.37160
31595831.74030
31544028.86790
31491437.37900
31438060.16840
31383900.39760
31328961.49370
31273247.14520
31216761.29950
31159508.15930
31101492.17870
31042718.05940
30983190.'74610
2P-22
2P-20
2P-18
2P-16
2P-14
2P-12
2P-10
2P- 8
2P- 6
2P- 4
2P- 2
2P-28
2P-30
2P-32
2P-34
2P-36
2P-38
2P-40
2P-42
2P-44
2P-46
2P-48
2P-52
2P-52
2P-54
2P-56
2P-58
2P-60
31998614.15670
32046089.25980
32092993.99760
32139326.42040
32185084.71110
32230267.18700
32274872.30060
32318898.64200
32362344.93960
32405210.06080
32447493.01320
31852788.09330
31803053.59900
31752760.39740
31701911.18530
31650508.77340
31598556.08490
31546056.15100
31493012.10810
31439427.19360
31385304.74340
31330648.18640
31275461.04190
31219746.91520
31163509.49330
31106752.54080
31049479.89620
30991695.46640
2R- 4
2R- 6
2R- 8
2R-10
2R-12
2R-14
2R-16
2R-20
2R-22
2R-24
2R-26
2P- 2
2P- 4
2P- 6
2P- 8
2P-10
2P-12
2P-14
2P-16
2P-18
2P-20
2P-22
2P-24
2P-26
2P-28
2P-30
2P-32
2P-34
5403..2154
2146.9815
-1341.3426
-5059.5340
-9005.2275
-13175.9183
-17568.9651
16435.3950
18811.2599
4975.6333
-1068.0748
-9853.5565
-7944.9411
-6276.6250
-4849.7765
-3665.4018
-2724.3446
-2027.2831
-1574.7291
-1367.0252
-1404.3458
-1684.6927
-2213.8967
-2985.6157
-4001.3340
-5260.3621
-6761.8368
-8504.7203
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1R-28
1R-30
1R-32
1R-34
1R-36
I R-
1R-40
1R-42
1R-44
1R-46
1R-48
IR-50
IR-52
1R-54
1R-56
1R-58
1R-60
IR- 0
IR- 2
IR- 4
IR- 6
1R- 8
IR-10
1R-12
1R-14
IR-16
1R-18
IP- 2
IP- 4
1P- 6
IP- 8
iP-10
1P-12
1P-14
IP-16
1P-18
1P-20
1P-22
1P-38
1P-40
1P-42
2R-12
2R-14
2R-16
2R-18
2R-20
2R-22
2R-24
2R-26
2R-28
2R-30
2R-32
2R-34
2R-36
2R-38
2R-40
2R-42
2R-44
2R-46
2R- 0
2R- 2
2R- 4
2R- 6
2R- 8
2R-10
2P-14
2P-16
2P-18
2P-20
2P-22
2P-24
2P-26
2P-28
2P-30
2P-32
16-13-16
Frequency (MHz)
27997038.96510
28034667.16050
28071679.68330
28108073.28900
28143844.54790
28178989.84210
28213505.35890
28247387.08450
28280630.79860
28313232.06660
28345186.23220
28376488.41100
28407133.48000
28437116.07010
28466430.55650
28495071.04860
28523031.37900
27407012.90200
27453013.47210
27498426.55600
27543251.13280
27587486.03510
27631129.94820
27674181.40860
27716638.80370
27758500.36900
27799764.18770
27336912.38330
27289446.60440
27241395.76100
27192760.21600
27143540.18440
27093735.73280
27043346.77800
26992373.08530
26940814.26710
26888669.78000
26835938.92290
26392844.02100
26334776.60590
26276106.35460
30793471.81780
30834011.93310
30873680.38800
30912478.65990
30950408.50690
30987471.96490
31023671.34410
31059009.22600
31093488.45840
31127112.15180
31159883.67480
31191806.64900
31222884.94380
31253122.67170
31282524.18230
31311094.05600
31338837.09930
31365758.33720
30531879.53670
30577664.60830
30622575.18230
30666611.00580
30709772.11790
30752058.84870
30160719.90730
30107553.10420
30053528.73930
29998650.09970
29942920.75050.
29886344.53070
29828925.55000
29770668.18480
29711577.07330
29651657.11190
1R- 6
IR- 8
IR-10
1R-12
1R-14
1R-16
1R-18
IR-20
1R-22
1R-24
IR-26
1R-28
1R-30
1R-32
1R-34
IR-36
1R-38
1P-20
ip-le
1P-16
1P-14
IP-12
IP-10
iP- 8
IP- 6
IP- 4
IP- 2
1P-22
1P-24
IP-26
IP-28
1P-30
1P-32
1P-34
1P-36
1P-38
IP-40
1P-42
IP-56
iP-58
iP-60
2R- 0
2R- 2
2R- 4
2R- 6
2R- 8
2R-10
2R-12
2R-12
2R-14
2R-16
2R-18
2R-20
2R-22
2R-24
2R-26
2R-28
2R-30
2R-30
2P-. i
2P-10
2P- 8
2P- 6
2P- 4
2P- 2
2P-28
2P-30
2P-32
2P-34
2P-36
2P-38-
2P-40
2P-42
2P-44
2P-46
18-13-18
Frequency (MHz)
27979469.53800
28018208.25420
28056267.72210
28093646.55040
28130343.18050
28166355.88630
28201682.77320
28236321.77690
28270270.66260
28303527.02370
28336088.27970
28367951.67550
28399114.28010
28429572.98300
28459324.49430
28488365.34140
28516691.86710
27390373.28210
27438229.49990
27485409.01510
27531912.68330
27577741.19110
27622895.05580
27667374.62740
27711180.08870
27754311.45580
27796768.57910
27341839.33470
22292626.45900
27242733.28270
27192158.25820
27140899.66160
27088955.59030
27036323.96160
26983002.50970
26928988.78480
26874280.14950
26818873.77720
26411214.01430
26350100.30890
26288254.41640
30806522.53300
30847319.28710
30887476.20840
30926993.03420
30965869.69660
31004106.32180
31041703.22970
31041703.22970
31078660.93220
31114980.13260
31150661.72370
31185706.78610
31220116.58630
31253892.57510
31287036.38430
31319549.82410
31351434.88220
31351434.88220
30525797.87030
30570733.65550
30615036.06980
30658703.58490
30701734.86540
30744128.77050
30143756.40690
30093220.26360
30042076.32500
29990328.12770
29937979.37490
29885033.93230
29831495.82450
29777369.23060
29722658. 48030
29667368.04960
Beat (MHz)
17569.4271
16458.9063
15411.9612
14426.7386
13501.3674
12633.9558
11822.5857
11065.3076
10360.1360
9705.0429
9097.9525
8536.7355
8019.1999
7543.0871
7106.0622
6705.7072
6339.5119
16639.6199
14783.9722
13017.5409
11338.4495
9744.8440
8234.8924
6806.7812
5458.7150
4188.9132
2995.6086
-4926.9514
-3179.8546
-1337.5217
601.9578
2640.5228
4780.1425
7022.8164
9370.5756
11825.4823
14389.6305
17065.1457
-18369.9933
-15323.7030
-12148.0618
-13050.7152
-13307.3540
-13795.8204
-14514.3743
-15461'.1897
-16634.3569
-18031.8856
17305.9963
14827.5262
12132.0192
9221.9511
6099.8629
2768.3575
-769.9034
-4512.2020
-8455.7681
-12597.7829
14323.4550
6081.6664
6930.9528
7539.1125
7907.4209
8037.2525
7930.0782
169C3.5004
14332.8406
11452.4143
8321.9720
4941.3756
1310.5984
-2570.2745
-6701.0458
-110-! .4070
-15710.9377
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1R-14
1R-16
1R-20
IR-24
IR-28
1R-32
1R-36
1R-40
IR-44
IR-46
IR-48
IR-50
IR-54
1R-56
IR-60
IP-10
'p-bo
IP-12
1P-12
IP-14
1P-14
'P-14
IP-16
1P-18
1P-18
1P-20
1P-20
1P-22
IP-24
IP-26
IP-26
IP-28
IP-30
IP-32
IP-34
IP-36
IP-38
IP-40
IP-42
IP-44
IP-48
'p-50
1P-52
IP-54
'P-56
ip-58
1 208
2P-32
2P-34
2P-34
2P-36
2P-36
2P-38
2P-38
IP-40
2P-40
2P-42
2P-44
2P-46
2P-48
2P-593
2P-52
Frequency (MHz)
29277144.14590
29312216.79580
29379945.65200
29444439.14940
29505679.03250
29563644.57250
29618312.52550
29669657.08640
29717649.83610
29740379.67250
29762259.68590
29783285.56320
29822756.78260
29841192.61690
29875439.61430
28771367.04190
28771367.04190
28725539.89410
28725539.89410
28678918.81140
28678918.81140
28631503.40170
28631503.40170
28583293.12370
28583293.12370
28534287.28530
28534287.28530
28484485.04340
28433885.40180
28382487.21170
28382487.21170
28330289.16890
28277289.81380
28223487.52890
28168880.53830
28113466.90560
28057244.53180
28000211.15490
27942364.34650
27883701.51160
27763916.53000
27702788.33720
27640832.02090
27578044.11750
27514420.98350
27449958.79270
27384653.53450
31752760.39740
31701911.18530
31701911.18530
31650508.77340
31650508.77:340
31598556.08490
31598556.08490
31546056.15100
31546056.15100
31493012.10810
31439427.19360
31385304.74340
31330648.18640
31275461.04190
31219746.91520
2P-60
2P-58
2P-56
2P-54
2P-52
2P-50
2P-48
2P-46
2P-44
2P-44
2P-42
2P-42
2P-40
2P-40
2P-38
IR-58
1R-60
IR-54
1R-56
IR-50
1R-52
IR-46
IR-48
1R-42
1R-44
1R-38
1R-40
1R-34
1R-32
IR-28
1R-30
1R-26
1R-22
IR-20
IR-16
IR-14
IR-10
IR- 8
IR- 4
IR- 2
IP- 4
IP- 6
'P-10
1P-12
IP-14
'P-18
1P-20
2R-60
2R-54
2R-56
2R-50
2R-52
2R-46
2R-48
2R-42
2R- 44
2R-40
2R-36
2R-32
2R-28
2R-26
-2P 2
- 2 q
Frequency (MHz)
29264508.38340
29323720.01050
29382386.96300
29440503.88350
29498065.52410
29555066.75200
29611502.55550
29667368.04960
29722658.48030
29722658.48030
29777369.23060
29777369.23060
29831495.82450
29831495.82450
29885033.93230
28759727.66920
28779899.81180
28717086.70000
28738788.00610
28671421.57830
28694629.40960
28622775.01320
28647468.43800
28571186.38790
28597346.12350
28516691.86710
28544300.22720
28488365.34140
28429572.98300
28367951.67550
28399114.28010
28336088.27970
28270270.66260
28236321.77690
28166355.88630
28130343.18050
28056267.72210
28018208.25420
27940052.79880
27899959.09570
27754311.45580
27711180.08870
27622895.05580
27577741.19110
27531912.68330
27438229.49990
27390373.28210
31756153.77870
31685990.38300
31709960.95480
31636280.73000
31661431.61610
31584187.51130
31610533.92080
31529681.84110
31557237.95470
31501515.90200
31443342.20660
31382693.71760
31319549.82410
31287036.38430
31220116.58630
18-12-18 18-13-18
Beat (MHz)
12635.7625
-11503.2147
-2441.3110
3935.2659
7613.5084
8577.8205
6809.9700t
2289.0368
-5008.6442
17721.1922
-15109.5447
5916.3326
-8739.0419
9696.7924
-9594.3180
11639.3727
-8532.7699
8453.1941
-13248.1120
7497.2331
-15710.5982
8728.3885
-15965.0363
12106.7358
-14052.9998
17595.4182
-10012.9419
-3880.2980
4312.4188
14535.5362
-16627.0684
-5799.1108
7019.1512
-12834.2480
2524.6520
-16876.2749
976.8097
-17997.0993
2311.5477
-16257.5841
9605.0742.
-8391.7515
17936.9651
302.9264
-17491.6998
11729.2928
-5719.7476
-3393.3813
15920.8023
-8049.7695
14228.0434
-10922.8427
14368.5736
-11977.8359
16374.3099
-11181.8037
-8503.17939
-3915.0130
2611.0258
11098.3623
-11575.3424
-369.6711
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APPENDIX 6 COMPUTER PROGRAM
This appendix gives the computer listing of some of the
important programs utilized in this thesis. Most of the
data collection and analysis programs were written in HPL, a
Hewlett Packard BASIC language, on the HP9820 desktop
computer. The theoretical analysis was written in FORTRAN
for use on the IBM VM system. The main IBM program sets up
the shift expression to., be integrated using the various
integration routines. It calls FUNK which calculates the S2
and S1 expressions and returns the integrand to the main
program. FUNK calls up FAC and FOC which calculate the
quadrupole summation along with FE3 and FEI3 which
calculates the f3 (k) resonance functions.
The HPL programs include Start and Go which initializes
and takes the pressure shift data, and Sfine which controls
the phase and frequency locked linescan sweeps. Dipdi
analyzes the linescans obtained from Sfine while Qer does
the two power fit to the shift and background slope. Pltt
plots the pressure shift data and the resulting power slope
correction and then applies a least squares fit to the
appropriate points.
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Fortran Program to Calculate Shift
Integration f2ibdb
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER J2,JI,JF,MO
REAL*8 W(2400),OMEG
INTEGER IW(904)
COMMON /BL/JI,JF,J2
COMMON /US/VC,RS2I,RS2F,RS2M,S2II,S2IF,S1,SUN
COMMON /COM/MO
COMMON /LL/ U1,U2,Q1,Q2,A1,A2,H1,H2,B,HV,ALLL1,
qALLL2,APER1,APER2
COMMON /KK/ UAVG, C6,C12,AD,C8,C10,SIG,EP,Y12,PI
COMMON /JJ/VZ,VYDELQWGTBF,ROBI
EXTERNAL D01BAX,FUNK
PI=3.14159265358979
U1=0.0
U2=0.0
WRITE(6,30)
READ(5,10) WGT
10 FORMAT(F9.3)
WRITE(6,10) WGT
WRITE(6,31)
READ(5,12) BF
WRITE(6,12) BF
WRITE(6,32)
READ(5,12) DELQ
12 FORMAT(F11.6)
WRITE(6,12) DELQ
WRITE(6,37)
READ(5,12) VZ
WRITE(6,12) VZ
37 FORMAT(2X,'ENTER VZ')
WRITE(6,34)
READ(5,12) BI
WRITE(6,12) BI
WRITE(6,38)
READ(5,12) VY
WRITE(6,12) VY
WRITE(6,11)
READ(5,17) JI
WRITE(6,17) JI
WRITE(6,13)
READ(5,17) JF
WRITE(6,17) JF
11 FORMAT(2X,'ENTER JI')
13 FORMAT(2X,'ENTER JF')
34 FORMAT(2X,'ENTER BI')
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17 FORMAT(I3)
30 FORMAT(2X,'ENTER REDUCE MASS')
38 FORMAT(2X,'ENTER C6')
31 FORMAT(2X,'ENTER B COEF')
32 FORMAT(2X,'ENTER DELQ')
Q1=2.6767
Q2=2.6768
A1=16.0
A2=15.83
H1=.208
H2=.2421
HV=2.4546E-4*DSQRT(22./WGT)
ALLL1=0.0
ALLL2=0.0
APER1=0.0
APER2=0.0
UAVG=.5065
C6=8.07
C12=1.57D6
C8=1533.DO
C10=18135.DO
AD=11.3
EP=5.9518E-4
SIG= 6.57633DO
Y12=1.69
AN=0.0
18 FORMAT(2X,I3,2X,2D15.5,D15.5)
AM=0.0
RO=.968428*SIG*(Y12**(1./6.))
Y=1.595**2
J2=24
DO 27 JT=1,2,1
BI=BI+.5
XX=1.8758E-3*J2*(J2+1.)
PJ2=2.*(2.*J2+1.)*1.8758E-3*DEXP(-XX)
3'3 FORMAT(10D12.4)
19 FORMAT(2X,I4,6D19.8)
EPS=0.01
RER=1.OE-3
A=RO-0.0
B=120.0
INF=1
IF=1
OMEG=1.0+3.7E-2*(DELQ+VZ)/2.0
CALL DO1AJF(FUNK,A,B,EPS,RERANS,ABS,W,2400,IW,902,IF)
AN=PJ2*ANS+AN
ANT=PJ2*ANS
WRITE(6,19) J2,PJ2,BI,ANS,ANT
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27 CONTINUE
53 CONTINUE
STOP
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FUNK(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 S2,X,RC,RR,YSUN,S1
INTEGER L1,L2,NUM,JA,JI,JF,MO,K
COMMON /BL/JI,JF,J2
COMMON /US/VC,RS2I,RS2F,RS2M,S2II,S2IF,S1,SUN
COMMON /COM/MO
COMMON /LL/ UlU2,Q1,Q2,A1,A2,H1,H2,B,HVALLL1,
eALLL2, APER1 ,APER2
COMMON /KK/UAVG, C6,C12,AD,C8,C1O,SIG,EP,Y12,PI
COMMON /JJ/ VZ,VY,DELQ,WGT,BF,RO,BI
PI=3.14159265358979
RC=X
Y=1.595**2
RR=SIG/RC
V=1.53875E-4*DSQRT(22./WGT)*DSQRT(Y)
IF(RC.LT.RO) GO TO 45
31 FORMAT(9D12.4)
VC=V
VV=1.0
MO=0
RS21=16./25.*(Q1*Q2/VC)**2*(1./RC**8)*FAC(RC,VC,JI)
RS2F=16./25.*(Q1*Q2/VC)**2*(1./RC**8)*FAC(RC,VC,JF)
RS2M=16./25.*(Q1*Q2/VC)**2*(1./RC**8)*FOC(RC,VC)
MO=1
32 FORMAT(10D12.4)
S211=16./25.*(Q1*Q2/VC)**2*(1./RC**8)*FAC(RC,VC,JI)
S21F=16./25.*(Q1*Q2/VC)**2*(1./RC**8)*FAC(RC,VC,JF)
S1=9.7277D-4/VC*DELQ*RR**5*(21.*Y12/32.*RR**6-1.)
SUN=DEXP(-(RS2I+RS2F+RS2M))*DSIN(S1+S2IF-S2II)
FUNK=2.*PI*RC*SUN
27 FORMAT(10D12.4)
RETURN
45 FUNK=0.0
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FAC(RC,VC,JR)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 CONS(3),CON(3)
INTEGER JN,JM,KK,LL,K2,L2
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REAL*8 CL,E,EK,RC,VC,AB
INTEGER MO, JI,JF,JR,J2
COMMON /COM/ MO
COMMON /BL/ JI,JF,J2
COMMON /JJ/VZ,VY,DELQ,WGT,BF,RO,BI
CONS(2)=JR*(JR+1.)/((2.*JR+3.)*(2.*JR-1
CONS(1)=3.*JR*(JR-1.)/(2.*(2.*JR+1.)*(2
CONS(3)=3.*(JR+1.)*(JR+2.)/(2.*(2.*JR+3
CON(1)=3.*J2*(J2-1.)/(2.*(2.*J2+1.)*(2.
CON(2)=J2*(J2+1.)/((2.*J2+3.)*(2.*J2-1.
CON(3)=3.*(J2+1.)*(J2+2.)/(2.*(2.*J2+3)
CL=O.
12 FORMAT(10D12.4)
DO 55 LL=1,3
DO 55 KK=1,3
K2=2*KK
L2=2*LL
JN=JR*(JR+1)-(JR-4+K2)*(JR-4+K2+1)
JM=J2*(J2+1)-(J2-4+L2)*(J2-4+L2+1)
E=RC*4.5563E-6*BF*((JN)+(JM))/VC
EK=DABS(E)
IF(MO.EQ.0) AB=FE3(EK)
IF(MO.EQ.1) AB=FE3I(EK)
CL=CL+CONS(KK)*CON(LL)*AB
55 CONTINUE
33 FORMAT(4I4,6D14.4)
FAC=CL
RETURN
END
.*R-1.))
.)*(2.*JR+1.))
*J2-1.))
*(2.*J2+1.))
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FOC(RC,VC)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 CON(3),CONSI,CONSF
INTEGER JNJM,KK,LL,K2,L2
REAL*8 CL,E,EK,RC,VC,AB,DD,D
INTEGER MO, JI,JF,JR,J2
COMMON /COM/ MO
COMMON /BL/ JI,JF,J2
COMMON /JJ/ VZ,VY,DELQ,WGTBFROBI
CONSI=JI*(JI+1.)/((2.*JI+3.)*(2.*JI-1.))
CONSF=JF*(JF+1.)/((2.*JF+3.)*(2.*JF-1.))
CON(1)=3.*J2*(J2-1.)/(2.*(2.*J2+1.)*(2.*J2-1.))
CON(2)=J2*(J2+1.)/((2.*J2+3.)*(2.*J2-1.))
CON(3)=3.*(J2+1.)*(J2+2.)/(2.*(2.*J2+3)*(2.*J2+1.))
CL=O.
DO 60 LL=1,3
L2=2*LL
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JM=J2*(J2+1)-(J2-4+L2)*(J2-4+L2+1)
JN=
E=RC*4.5563E-6*BF*((JM))/VC
EK=DABS(E)
CL=CL+CON(LL)*FE3(EK)
60 CONTINUE
D=(-1)**(JI+JF)*2*DSQRT((2.*JI+1.)*(2.*JF+1.)
9*CONSI*CONSF)*DD(1)
FOC=D*CL
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DD (J)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
REAL *8 X,S,Y,P,AF,AI
INTEGER JI,JF,J
COMMON/BL/JI,JF,J2
COMMON /COM/MO
AI=JI
AF=JF
P=J
S=J+JI+JF
X=AI*(AI+1.)+AF*(AF+1.)-P*(P+1.)
IF(JI.LT.1) GO TO 11
IF(JF.LT.1) GO TO 11
DD=2.*(3.*X*(X-1.)-4.*AI*(AI+1.)*
4AF*(AF+1.))/DSQRT((2.*AI-1.)*2.*A
RI*(2.*AI+1.)*(2.*AI+2.)*(2.*AI+3.)*
4(2.*AF-1.)*2.*AF*(2.*JF+1.)*(2.
R*AF+2.)*(2.*AF+3.))
RETURN
11 DD=0.0
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FE3(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 FK,F
Y=DABS(X)
IF(Y.GT.80.0) GO TO 55
AO=0.999994
A1=2.00007
A2=2.05531
A3=1.44491
A4=0.787502
A5=0.362692
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A6=0.152717
A7=8.72664E-2
IF(Y.LT.8.0) GO TO 33
AO=0.997971
A1=2.00119
A2=2.05474
A3=1.44514
A4=0.787443
A5=0.362701
A6=0.152716
A7=8.72665E-2
33 CONTINUE
FK=(((((((A7*Y+A6)*Y+A5)*Y+A4)*Y+A3)*Y+A2)*Y+A1)*Y+AO)
F=DEXP(-2.*Y)*FK
FE3=F
RETURN
55 FE3=0.
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FE3I(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 FK,Y
Y=DABS(X)
AO=9.41518E-6
A1=-2.39063E-4
A2=2.38037E-3
A3=-1.26200E-2
A4=4.03733E-2
A5=-8.24909E-2
A6=1.06973E-1
A7=-6.58886E-2
A8=2.10596E-2
A9=-3.45731E-3
A10=2.32499E-4
IF(Y.LT.2.0) GO TO 33
AO=-2.09943
A1=5.15269
A2=-5.16147
A3=2.60896
A4=-6.41119E-1
A5=5.31282E-2
A6=9.87050E-3
A7=-3.14478E-3
A8=3.62788E-4
A9=-2.03940E-5
A10=4.65103E-7
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33 CONTINUE
FK=((((((((((A1O*Y+A9)*Y+A8)*Y+A7)*Y+A6)*Y+A5)
y*Y+A4)*Y+A3)*Y+A2)*YO+A1)*Y+A0)
FE3I=FK
IF(Y.GT.7.5)FE3I=FK3I(X)
RETURN
END
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6: "Go, Frequency Measurement Program":
I: files Const:0,Isot:0,Dat:I,Count1:0
2: dim IS[9],HSC12,OS10,93,K$C13,ASC9]
3: dim BS[153,CS[153,DSC353,E$[103,FSC103,G$C253,J$[353,ZSC3JYSC2JL5C22
4: dsp "enter Isotope I";ent "",IS
5: fat l,c14
6: wrt 706.1,"Isotope 1",I$
7: for S-1' to 16
8: rread 2,SO$CSJ
9: if IS=OSCS3;S)I
10: next S
11: fmt 7,2x,f4.1,2x,f20.5," MHz"
12: dsp "enter band 1 or 2";ent "",K
13: dsp "enter Transition R or P";ent "",HS
14: dsp "enter J number";ent "",M
15: fat 2,"Transition",f4.0,"-",c2,"C",f2.0,")"
16: dsp "enter cell pressure in mtorr";ent ",0
17: wrt 706.2,K,H$,M
IS: fat 4,fS.4," mtorr"
19: wrt 706.4,"Cell Pressure: ",0
20: if HS="R";cll 'Rnum'(I,K,M,1,R);R)F;gto "second"
21: if HS="P";cl1 'Pnum'(I,K,M,1,P);P)F;gto "second"
22: "second":
23: wrt 706.7,M,F
24: dsp "enter Isotope 2";ent "",AS -
25: wrt 706.1,"Isotope 2",A$
26: for S-i to 10
27: rread 2,S,0$CS3
28: if A$=0$CS2;S)C
29: next S
30: dsp "enter band I or 2";ent "",E
31: dsp "enter Transition R or P";ent "",KS
32: dsp "enter J number";ent "",N
33: wrt 706.2,E,K$,N
34: dsp "enter cell pressure in mtorr";ent "",A
35: wrt 706.4,"Cell Pressure: ",A
36: if K$="R";cll 'Rnum'(C,E,N,2,R);R)G;gto "beat"
37: if K$="P";cll 'Pnum'(C,E,N,2,P);P}G;gto "beat"
38: "beat":
39: wrt 706.7,N,G
40: F-G)B
41: fmt 3,f21.6," MHz"
42: wrt 706.3,"Beat Frequency (1-2):",B
43: abs(B))B
44: I)D
45: if B>=1.85e4 and B<=3.7e4;2)D
46: if B>=3.7e4 and B<=5.55e4;3>D
47: if B>7.4e4;wrt 706,"Beat is > 4th Harmonic"
48: if B>=5.55e4 and B<=7.4e4;4)D
49: fmt 8,1/,2x,f4.0,f20.5," MHz"
50: dsp "Enter offset Frq in Mhz";ent "",L
51: wrt 706.8,"The ",D,"th Harmonic Frequency is",B
52: (B-L)/D)B
53: fmt 5,2x,f20.8,2x,"MHz"
54: wrt 706.5,"The Mixer 8672 Frequency is ",B
55: wrt 706.5,"The Offset Mixed Freq",B*D
56: int(B))X
57: frc(B))Y
58: c1l 'freq'(X,Y)
59: if B<10000000;"Q"&BS&C$)DS
60: 1cl 719
61: dsp "Enter Guess Frequency";ent "",L
62: rem 719
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63: int(L))X
64: frc(L))Y
65: cl 'freq'CX,Y)
66: dsp "DifferentFreq?";ent "",Z$
67: if Z$="y";gto -6
68: fmt 6,e28.7," Hz"
69: Icl 719
70: rread 4,1,X,Y -
71: dsp "Is this a new set of runs?";ent "",Z$
72: if Z$"Y";Y+1)Y
73: rprt 4,1,X,Y
74: rprt 3,1,X,Y,I,K,H$,M,O,F,C,E,KS,H,A,G,L,D
75: wrt 706.5,"The Cuess Frequency is",L
76: getk "Four"
77: get "Star"
78: end
79: "Pnum":
80: if p4=2;gto +2
81: dim PC603,VC23,BC23,D[23,HC23,LC23,T$C83,RCO:603
82: rread 1,p1,T$,VC13,V[23,B,BC13,B[23,D,D[13,DC23,H,H
83: for J=2 to 60 by 2
84: if p3#100;p3)J
85: B~p23J^2-(2B-Bp23)J-Dp23CJ^4+J^2)+<2D-D~p23)2J^3>
86: V~p23-(2H-Hp23)(3J^5+J^3)-(2L-Lp23)(4J^7+4J^5)+P[
87: LIp23(J^8+6J^6+J^4)+HEp23(J^6+3J^4)+P[J3)P[J3)p5-
88: if p3#100;gto "out"
89: fmt 9,2x,f4.1,5x,f20.5," MHz"
90: wrt 706.9,J,PCJ3
91: next J
92: ret
93:
94: "out":
95: fmt 2x,*4.1,2x,e20.11
96: ret
97: "Rnum":
98: if p4=2;gto +2
99: dim RC0:603,V[23,BC23,DC23,H[23,L[23,T$S83,PC603
100: rread 1,pl,T$,VC13,V[23,B,B[13,B[23,D,D[13,DC23,H,
101: for J=0 to 60 by 2
102: if p3#100;p3)J
103: (2B-BCp23)(J+1)+Bp2(J+1)^2-Dtp23(CJ+1)J)^2-4D(J+
104: Hlp23(CJ+1)J)^3+HC6J^5+30J^4+62J^3+66J^2+36J+8)+R[
105: L(8J^7+56J^6+176J^5+320J^4+360J^3+248J^2+96J+16)+R
106: Llp23((J+1)J)^4+R[JJ)RCJ3)p5
107: if p3#100;gto "out"
108: fmt 9,2x,f4.1,5x,f20.5," MHz"
109: wrt 706.9,J,R[JJ
110: next J
111: ret
112:
113: "out":
114: fmt 2x,f4.1,5x,e20.11
115: ret
116:
117:
118: "freq":fmt "P",fz9.3,"Z9KOL3";wrt 719,int(pl)+.002
119: 1+<p1>=6200)+(pl>=12400)>p4
120: 10(int(.1pI)modp4)+10frc<.lint(p))+frc(p2)>p3
121: 30-p3/p4+I0int(.1p3/p4))pO
122: tmt "FUIFR",f13.9,"MHAMODB";wrt 717,pO;ret
*25174
C13,HC23,L,LC13,LC2]
PCJ3
J3)PCJ3
HC13,HC23,L,LC13,LC23
1)^3+VEp23)RCJ
JJ)R[J]
[JJ)R[J3
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0: "Start":
1: "Frequency Measurement Controller Program":
2: ftt 1,"Sigma y~tau) pgm (het) 05390-16002 rev B"
3:
4: files Dat:1,Data:1,Countl:8
5: dim ZC53;0)Z[3]
6: "bt":5)ZC4]
7: gto "init"
8: "pe":beep;fxd 8;dsp "PGM error",pl;stp
9: ret
"INITILIZATION
"INITILIZATION
770615.1330":
770615.1338":
"init":
"da":dev "prtr",786)r8,"cntr",718,"msd",712,"msp",713,"clk",714,"buS",?3 1
dim MS[SO,TIC183,N,BSC163,F,C,XC83,YC83,C33,Q, R
dim A1[203,YSE23,T[53,K$[13,HSC13,SIC1]
5)L
dim B,M,REL],MEO:L,SCO:L,LE[13,PSE1]
"83" )YIE1,2]
18)R[1J;10)N;"100khz")BI;3e7)F;\2)C
le-3)XC1];1e3)X[23;8.5)XC53;.6)XC63;.4)XC7]
le-14)Y[I];le-7)YC2];11)Y[53;1.25)YE63;1.25)Y[7]
120)CE13;46)C[23;43)CC3J
1)J
18)R
R)R[ 1]
"MEAS & REC. DATA 770615.1330":
N Mas":
dim ZI13,UC43,QS[1J
rread 3,1,X,Y
rread 1,1,X,Y,I,K,HI,T,Q,H,L,E,KI,Q,A,C,U,D
dsp "enter cell pressure";ent "",0
ent "enter Power",P
fmt 3,1/,f8.3
rprt 1,1,X,Y,I,K,HI,T,O,H,L,E,KI,Q,A,G,U,D,P
wait 400
wrt 706.3,"Power is",P
wait 1000
wrt 706.3,"Cell Pressure is",O
ent "ent number of avg",NI
tmt 9x,c
wait 200
wrt "prtr"," F R A C T I O N A L F R E Q U E N C Y
wait 700
c11 'rapt';A$}T*
cmd "cntr","12G5E1<E:ES11";fmt ;red "cntr",B;red 731,B
wait 300
ftt 3x,"number of samples averaged",f6.0;wrt "prtr",N
wait 600
fmt 4x,4"------------ ";wrt "prtr"
"Trial":1)W;0)V;0)H; OP;"N"H)QI
"start":0)M;0)H
"rpt":
cmd "cntr","12E;G5EI<ESI1"
cmd "msp","HGIG3G4F1"; rds ("msp") rI
tmt 9,3e20.11
D E V I A T 1 0 N"
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63: for J-1 to 1
64: fat 4x,f8.2,2x,z;wrt "prtr",RCJJ
65: if RCJJ<=.99/B;fmt "not measurable";0)S[JJ;gto "nt"
66: prnd(RCJJ*B,O)/B)M[JJ
67: if MEJJ=M[MJ;wrt "prtr","duplicate,not measured";gto "nt"
68: MCJJ)MCM+1)MJ
69: prnd(log(5e8*MCMJ),0)+1)D
70: fat "T",f.8,"N",f.0,"DO",z;wrt "msp",D,N+5
71: C.95/B+MMJ)*1e6-7-1.7*D)G
72: if G<100;fat "M",f.0,"EOKRI";wrt "bua",G;gto +2
73: fat "M",e.2,"KRI",z;wrt "bus",G*le-2
74: fat ;red "asd",T,E
75: 8)X;red "bus",T,E;E/T)Z
76: )F
77: red "bus",T,E;E/T)Y;Y+H)H
78: dsp F,(Y-Z)*5e8
79: (Z-Y)^2+X)X;Y)Z;l)F
80: for 1=2 to N
81: "read":
82: if F-I>3;gto "stop"
83: if F=N+3;gto "stop"
84: fat ;red "bus",T,E;E/T)Y;1+F)F
85: max<8*(X+.45*CY-Z)^2)/1,3.6e-13))C
86: dsp F,I,5e8*(Y-Z)
87: if CZ-Y)^2>C;dsp "Random Error",5eS(Z-Y),F,I;gto "read"
88: if F-I>3;gto "stop"
89: (Z-Y)^2+X)X;Y)Z;Y+H)H
90: next I
91: fat 6,f4.1
92: if F-N>0;wrt 706.6,"Exist Random Error Trials",F-N
93: gto "cont"
94: 0)S
95: if F<N+3;fmt ;red "bus",T,E;E/T)Y;1+F)F;1+S)S
96: dsp F,5e8*CY-Z)
97: Y)Z
98: if F<N+3;gto -3
99: if 3-S>0;wrt 706.6,"Exist Random Error Trials",3-S
100: rds('msp"))rl;if rl*96;cll 'pe'(5)
101: "cont":
102: \(X/(2*N))*5e8)SSMJ;H/N*5e8)H
103: "nt":next J
104: beep;beep;beep
105: H)TCW);S[MJ)U[WJ
106: rread 1,1,X,Y,I,K,H$,T,O,H,L,E,K$,Q,A,G,U,D,C
107: wrt 706.9,"Freq",TEWJ," Sigma",SEMJ
108: beep;beep;beep
109: fmt 8,3e15.8
110: gto +2
111: "stop":wrt 706, "Random Errors";"t"S$;gto +3
112: dsp "Test OK?";ent "",Ss
113: if S$#"N";gto +3
114: if S$="N";wrt 706,"VOID TRIAL";gto "start"
115: fmt 7,f7.2
116: W+1)W;if W<=3 and Q$#"Y";gto "start"
117: dsp "Another Trial?";ent "",Q$
118: if Q$="Y";dsp "Trial?";ent "",W
119: if W#1 or 2 or 3;dsp "Repeat W?";ent "",W
120: if QS="Y";wrt 706,"Replace Trial",W;gto "start"
121: for J=j to 3
122: T[J)+V)V;UCJJ+P}P
123: next J
124: V/3)V;P/3)P
125: fmt 1,f9.4
126: V)T[43;P)T[5J
127: wait 1330
128: wrt 706.9,"Count Average",V
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129: wait 400
130: wrt 706.9,"Sigma Average",P
131: wait 500
132: wet 706.9,"Laser Beat Freq ",(abs(H-G)-U)*1e6+V*D)S
133: fat 6,3f20.6
134: rread 3,1,X,Y
135: dsp "Accept Run?";ent "",Z
136s if Z$*"N";X+1)X
137: rprt 3,1,X,Y
138: wrt 706.6,"TEST Xa",X," Yu",Y,TC4]
139: if Z$u"N";gto +4
140: rprt 2,X,X,Y,I,K,HS,T,O,L,E,KS,Q,A,S,TC*3,C,TS
141: wait 800
142: wrt 706,"Run is saved"
143: if flg9;fmt c,z;wrt "prtr","END ";cll 'rapt'
144: end
145:
146: "rapt":
147: fat ;rod "clk";" ")AS
-148: wti 0,7;rdi 4)D;wait 100;if iof7;gto +2
149: cfg 9;ent "ent date/time MM,DD,hh:mm:ss",ASC3,163;gto +2
150: sfg 9;red "clk",A$
151: YS&ASC1,163)A$
152: fmt 3x,"DATE ",c2,"/",c2,"/",c2," TIME ",c
153: wait 300
154: wrt "prtr",AS[I,23,A$[5,63,AS[8,93,AS[11,13;ret
155:
156: "rpad":
157: ent "enter record file #",rl
158: if cf,(r1);gto -1
159: L)Q;rcf rl,M$,T$,N,BS,F,C,X[*3,YC*J,CC*3,Q,R
160: if 'cf'(rl+1);gto -3
161: rcf r1+1,B,M,R[*J-,M[*I,SC*3
162: gto "ex"
163:
164: "cf":
165: fdf p1
166: idf p2,p3,p4,p5,p6
167: if p4#0;fxd 0;dsp pl,"used.type",p3,"ok to destroy?";gto +2
168: ret 0
169: ent "",A$
170: if AS[1,2J="ye";ret 0
171: if A$C1,21="no";ret 1
172: cl 'pe'(8);gto -3
*16459
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0: "PItt":
1: "Plot Routine and Power Corrections":
2: files Isot:0,Const:0,Data:1,Countl:0
3: dim T[53,QC2003,P[2003,KSC13,HSC1,T$(183,0[18,93
4: dsp "enter first record";ent "",D
5: dsp "enter last record";ent "",G
6: dsp "Enter Test Run- # Y";ent "",Y
7: D)r0;G)rl;Y)r3
8: fat 3," Records",f4.0," To ",f4.0," Run ",f4.0
9: wrt 786.3,D,G,Y
10: Y)W;-1)U
11: for Z=D to G
12: rread 3,Z,X,Y,I,K,HS,M,O,C,E,KS,N,A,B,TC*3,V,T$
13: if Y=W;U+1)U;O)PC3*U+13)PC3*U+2 )PC3*U+33;X)F
14: if Y-W;TC13-3.2e8)Q[3*U+13;TC23-3.2e8)QC3*U+23;T[33-3.]2e)QC3*U+3
15: next Z
16: 3*U+3)U
17: dim BCU3,W[U3,AC4,53,K[II
18: for Z-1 to U
19: QCZ3/1000)WCZ3;PCZ3)BC23
20: next Z
21: rread 1,I,OSCI3;1)Q
22: rread 1,C,OS[C3.
23: fat 5," Isotope",clO,f2.0,c2,"-",f3.0
24: wrt 706.5,OSCI3,K,HS,M;K)Z;M)V
25: fat 6,"Fit from ",f7.2," To ",f7.2
26: wrt 706.6,PC13,PCU3
27: pclr
28: max(WC*3))R
29: min(B[*3))S
30: min(WL*3))O
31: max(BC*3)P
32: S-10)1
33: P+10)P
34: prnd(R,0)+1)R
35: fxd 0
36: prnd(0,0)-1)K
37: sc1 0,160,K,K+8
38: xax K,10,0,160,10
39: yax 0,1,K,K+8,6
40: 0)D)H)L)B)A)F)G)CE*I
41: pit 100,K+8,1
42: 4)N
43: lbi OSCQ3,Z,HS,V,"(X=",rO,rl,")"," Y=",r3
44: pit 100,K+7.6,1
45: lbl T$[1,23,"/",TS[5,63,"/",TS[8,93
46: fmt 1,"Test",9x,"Pressure",9x,"Frequency"
47: 0)K
48: for J1 to U
49: fmt 2,2x,f3.0,2x,2e20.11
50: cii 'move'CBCJJ,WCJI)
51: c1i 'plot'(B[J3,WCJ3)
52: next J
53: dsp "enter slope";ent "",r6
54: dsp "enter lock2";ent "",rlI
55: dsp "enter power";ent "",r15
56: 4.2e0)rl
57: 2.486e2^2)r16
58: 0)r14
59: r?*r6/rl1)K[1I
60: for J=1 to U
61: if B[J3#r14;dsp "ent lock";ent r7
62: BCJ3r14;r7*r6/rlI1IK[13
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:
101:
102:
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:
108:
109:
110:
111:
112:
113:
114:
115:
116:
117:
118:
119:
120:
121:
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
1271
128.
129:
130:
131:
132:
133:
134:
135:
136:
137:
138:
139:
140:
141:
142:
143:
144:
Page 406gsb "FUNC1"
-Z+WCJJ)WCJJ
next J
for J=1 to U
c11 'move'(BCJJ,WCJJ)
cl 'plot'CBJ],WCJJ)
next J
dsp "ent first record fit";ent "",E
dsp "ent last record fit";ent "",K
3*(E-rO)+1)r2
3*(K-rO)+3)r3
3*(K-E+1))U
for Jsr2 to r3
BCJJ^2+D)D
BCJJ+L)L
WJJ^2+B)B
WCJJ+H)H
B[JJ^3+F)F
DCJ3^4+G)G
BCJJ*WCJJ+A)A
next J
U*D-L^2)V
U*B-H^2)W
U*A-L*H)0
Q/V)M
H/U-M*L/U)O
abs(Q/\CV*W)))F
fut 9,2x,f20.11
wrt 70%.6,Br33,B~r23
wrt 706.9,"Correlation is ",F
pen
for X=B~r33 to BCr2J
pit X,M*X+O
next X
fut 3,2x,"Least Squares Fit ",flO'.4,
wrt 706.3,M,0
for Z=BCr23 to BCr3]
pit Z,M*Z+O
next Z
fut 4,2x,"Fit",e15.9," +"1,f15.9,"x
pen
end
+", fI5.9, "x2+", 15.9, "x3'
"move":
pen;plt pl,p2,1;ret
"plot":
cplt -.33,-.3
lb1 "+"
cplt -.67,.3;ip1t 0,0;ret
"SOLVE":cfg 4-;0)I
if CI+1)I)=N;gto +15
I-1)K;8)B
if (K+1)K)>N;gto +3
if Cabs(ACK,IJ))T)>B;T)B;K)R
gto -2
if B0;sfg 4;dsp "DET=0";ret
I)J;if I=R;gto +2
ACI,JJ)T;A[R,JJ)AC[I,J;T)RCR,JJ;jmp (J+1)J)>N+1
I+1)J;ACI,IJ)B
ACI,JJ/B)ACI,J3;jmp (J+1)J)>N+1
I)K
if (K+1)K)>N;gto -11
I+1)J
ACK,J3-ACK,I]ACI,JJ)ACK,JJ;jmp (J+1)J)>N+1
(to -3
if ACN,NJ=8;0)B;gto -10
dim XCNJ;ACN,N+13/ACH,,N)XCNJ;N)I
if (I-1)I)<1;ret
8)S;N)K
ACI,KXCK]+S)S;jmp (K-I)K)<=I
ACI,N+13-S)X[IJ;gto -3
"FUNC 1":
BCJJ)r4
r16*r15/(rI*r4)^2)r5
.5+.5*\<1+2*r5)+\(1+r5))r8
(rI*r4)A2*((4*r5^2-4(1+r5)(rS*rS)+r8^4)/(4*(1+r5)-rS*rS))}r9
(\(1+2r5)-1)/(2*N(1+r5)-\(1+2r5)-1))rIO
KC1J*r9*rlO/8)Z
ret
"x + ",e10.4
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0: "Qer, Fit Two Power Pressure Shifts to get":
1: "Linear Slope and Instrumental Error":
2: files Isot:0,Const:0,Data:1,CountI:0
3: dim X[2003,ZC2003,F[2003,0S10,93
4: dim T[53,Q[2003,WC2003,K$[13,HS[13,T$C183,SS[13,C$C12
5: "One":
61 dsp "enter first record";ent "",D
7: dsp "enter last record";ent "",G
8: dsp "Enter Test Run # Y";ent "",Y
9: fat 3," Records",f4.0," To ",4.0," Run ",f4.0
18: wrt 706.3,D,G,Y
11: Y)W;-1)U;1e9)R
12: for ZaD to G
13: rread 3,Z,X,Y,I,K,HS,M,O,C,E,KS,N,A,B,TC*3,P,TS
14* if YuW;U+1)U;O)WC3*U+13)WC3*U+23)WL3*U+33 -
15: if YaW;T[13-3.2e8)QC3*U+13;TC23-3.2e8)QC3*U+23;T[33-3.2e8)Q[3*U+33
16: if min(TC13,TC23,TC33)-3.2e8<=R;min(T[13,T[23,T[33)-3.2e8)R
17: next Z
18: R)r14
19: 3*U+3)U
20: fat 2,2x,f5.2
21: dsp "Enter Power";ent "",P
22: P)r15
23: wrt 706.2,"Power is",P
24: U)rl1
25: for Z=1 to U~
26: QZ23/1000)ZE23;W[23)([Z
27: next Z
28: "Two":
29: dsp "ent first rec";ent "",F
30: dsp "ent last rec";ent "",H
31: dsp "ent test no";ent "",L
32: wrt 706.3,F,H,L
33: L)W;-1)U;1e9)R
34: for Z=F to H
35: rread 3,Z,X,Y,I,K,HS,M,O,C,E,K$,N,A,B,TC*3,P,T$
36: if L=W;U+1)U;O)W[3*U+13)WC3*U+22)W[3*U+33
37: if L=W;T[13-3.2e8)QC3*U+13;T[23-3.2e8QC3*U+23;T[33-3.2eS)Q[3*U+33
38: if min(T13,TC23,T[33)-3.2e8<=R;min(TC11,TE23,Tt33)-3.2e8)R
39: next Z
40: dsp "Enter Power";ent "",P
41: P)r12
42: wrt 706.2,"Power is",P
43: 3*U+3)U)r13
44: min(R,rl4)>rI4
45: for Zul to U
46: QCZJ/1000)ZCr11+Z3;WCZJ)XCrl1+2]
47: next 2
48: rread 1,I,O$E1;I)Q
49: K)Z;M)V;N)F
50: fmt 6,"Fit from ",f7.2," To ",f7.2
51: wrt 706.6,X~r11+13,X~r13+rlI3
52: r14/1000)r14
53: wrt 706.6,X[13,Xtr113
54: fmt 1,2x,2f5.1
55: if Zr113>Z[13;max(Z*3))r14
56: "Begin":
57: rl1+r13>M}N
58: pclr
59: for J=1 to N
60: ZCJJ-r14)Z[J3
61: next J
62: max(Z[*J))R
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63: min(Z[*J))O
64: max(X*))Y
65: Y+10)Y
66: prnd(R,1)+10)R
67: prnd(O,1))K
68: sci 0,Y,K,R
69: xax K,10,0,Y,2
70: yax 0,5,K,R,2
71: pit .8*Y,.3*R,1
72: fxd 0
73: lbi "Test",0S[QJ,Z,H$,V
74: pit Y,0,1
75: pen
76: "+"'C$
77: for J-1 to r11
78: fat 2,2x,f3.0,2x,2e20.11
79: ci 'move'<XCJJ,ZJJ)
80: cl 'plot'(XCJZCJJ)
81: next J
82: pen
83: pit O,R,1
84: for J=rl11+ to rll+r13
85: c11 'movt'CXCJJ,ZJJ)
86: c11 'plot'CXCJJ,ZCJJ)
87: next J
88: pen
89: dim PC103,SC23
90: dim BC10,103,VC103,2C103,DC103,K[10],R[1O,10)
91: "Starr":
92: rread 1,Q,O$[Q3
93: rread 1,C,0SCCJ
94: fmt 2,"Isotope ",c14
95: wrt 706.2,OCQJ
96: fat 3,f4.0,"-",c2,"C",f2.0,")'
97: wrt 706.3,Z,H$,V
98: fat 4,f6.2
99: wrt 706.2,0S[CJ
100: wrt 706.3,E,KS,F
101: 3.95e-2)r0
102: 1.91)r19
103: .795)r18
104: 4.2e0)rl
105: rlI+r13)N)M
106: 2)Q
107: 508)A[1
108: 1)r3
109: 8e-6/7)AC2J
110: 2;468e2^2)rl6
111: .001)L
112: "Start":
113: gsb "SR2"
114: gsb "SR5"
115: for 1=1 to Q
116: A[IJ+VCI))ACIJ
117: next I
118: fmt 2,"Initial guesses are",6e20.11
119: wrt 706.2,A[13,A[2J
120: gsb "SR6"
121: S)Y
122: gsb "SR2"
123: gsb "SR5"
124: for Il1 to 0
125: ACI)K[I
126: ACIJ+V[IJ)A[IJ
127: next I
128: gsb "SRG"
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129: fat 7,3e15.6
130: wrt 706.7,Y,S,L
131: 1+r3)r3
132: if Y-S<8;10*L)L;gto "Add"
133: if Y-S>=6;.1*L)L;gto "Ad"
134: "Add":
135: for lo1 to 0
136: KCI3A[IJ;next I
137: "Ad":
138: if L<le-6 or r3>8;gto "Re"
139: gto "Start"
140: "Re":
- 141: fat 3,"Final Guesses are ",6e20.11
142: dsp "Plot last Fit";ent "",A
143: wrt 706.3,AC13,A[23
144: c1l 'RPLOTV'
145: fat 9,2f4.1
146: end
147:
148:
149: "SR2":
150: for Ju1 to 0
151: 8)PCJ]
152: for Ku1 to J
153: 0)RCJ,K3
154: next K
155: next J
156: for I=1 to N
157: gsb "FDER1"
158: gsb "FUNCi"
159: for Ju1 to 0
160: PCJ3+(ZCI3-Z)*DCJ3)PCJ3
161: for K=1 to J
162: R[J,K3+DCJ3*D[K3)RCJ,K .
163: next K
164: next J
165: next I
166: for Ju1 to Q
167: for K=1 to J
168: RCJ,K3)RK,J3
169: if J=K;R[J,K3+L)R[J,K3
170: next K
171: next J
172: ret
173:
174: "SR5":
175: for 1=1 to 0
176: for J=1 to 0
177: PCI3)BCI,Q+13
178: RCI,J3DB[I,J3
179: next J
180: next I
181: Q0)
182: gsb "SOLVE"
183: ret
184:
185:
186: "SR6":
187: 8)S
188: for 1=1 to 0
189: S+V[IJ^2)S
190: next I
191: gsb "CHISQ1"
192: L*S+C)S
193: ret
194:
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195:
196:
197:
198:
199:
200:
201:
202:
203:
204:
205:
206:
207:
208:
209:
210:
211:
212:
213:
214:
215:
216:
217:
218:
219:
220:
221:
222:
223:
224:
225:
226:
227:
228:
229:
230:
231:
232:
233:
234:
235:
236:
237:
238:
239:
240:
241:
242:
243:
244:
245:
246:
247:
248:
249:
250:
251:
252:
253:
254:
255:
256:
257:
258:
259:
260:
"SOLVE":cfg 4;0>I
ir (I+1>I)=0;gto +15
I-i)K;O>B
if (K+1)K)>0;gto +3
if (abs(B[K,I))T)>B;T)B;K)R
gto -2
if B8=0;sfg 4;dsp "DET=";ret
I)J;if IR;gto +2
BCI,J3>T;BCR,J3B[I,J3;T>BCR,J3;jmp (J+1)J)>0+1
I+1)J;B[I,13>B
BCI,J3/B)BCI,J3;jmp (J+1)J)>0+1
I)K
if (K+1)K)>0;gto -11
1+1)J
BCK,J3-BCK,I3BCI,J3)1K,J3;jmp (J+1)J)>0+1
gto -3
if B[0,03=0;0)B;gto -10
"FDERI":
if I<=N;r12)rl7
if I<=rll;rl5)rl7
X[IJ3 )D C13
350/X(I+r8*XCI3)r2
r2*r18*XCI3+r2*r2)r28
r19*(r2+.07*r18*XCI3)*X[IJ+.07*(1-.07)*(r18*XCI2)^2)r5
r16/(rl*XC13)*rl7/(r2+r19*XCI3+<1-.07)*r18*XCI))r4
.0785*r4/\C1+r4))r7
.0785*r4/C 1+2*r4))r6
r6/(1+r5/r28*r6))r8
r7/C1+r5/r28*r7))r9
(rl*XE3)^2*(r8/Cr9-r8))/8)DC23
ret
"FUNC1":
if I<=N;r12)rl7
if I<=rl;rl5)rl7
358/XCI3+r8*XCI2)r2
r2*r18*X[I2+r2*r2)r2O
r19*Cr2+.07*r18*XCI2)*X[IJ+.07*(1-.07)*(rlS*X[IJ)^2)r5
r16/r1*X[I2)*r17/(r2+r19*XCI3+<1-.07)*rlS*XCI3))r4
.07853*r4/C1+r4))r7
.07853*r4/\C1+2*r4))r6
r6/(1+r5*r6/r20))r8
r7/(1+r5*r7/r2))r9
AC13*XCI2+AC23*(rl*X[I)^2*(rS/(r9-r8))/8)Z
ret
"Der":
gsb "FUNC1"
AE22*r9*r18)r14
1.05*r5)r5
.5+.5+\C1+2r5)+\(1+r5) >r8
(rl*X[I3)^2((4*r5^2-4(1+r5)(rS*rS)+rS^4)/(4(1+r5)-r8^2)))r9
C\(1+2r5)-1)/(2\(1+r5)-\(1+2r5)-1) >rl
(A[23*r9*rlG/8-r14)/(.05*AC33))T
ret
"CHISQ1"-
8)C
for 1=1 to N
gsb "FUNC1"
C+(ZC13-Z)^2)C
ret
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261: BCO,0+13/BCO,03)VOJ;O)I
262: if CI-1)I)<1;ret
263: G)H;O)K
264: BCI,KJVCKJ+H)H;jmp (K-1)K)<=I
265: BCI,0+13-H)VCIJ;gto -3
266:
2671
268: "RPLOTI":
269: for 11 to N
270: gsb "FUNC1"
271: "*")CS
272: Z)F[IJ
273: cl1 'move'CX[IJ,FCIJ)
274: c1l 'plot'(XCIJ,F[IJ)
275: next I
276: pen
277: ret
278:
279: "move":
288: pen;plt pl,p2,-2;ret
281:
282: "plot":
283: cplt -.33,-.3
284: lb] "+"
285: cplt -.67,.3;iplt 0,0;ret
*12193
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0: "Sfine, Compputer Controlled Frequency Sweep":
1: "Frequency and Phased Locked Lineshape Sweep":
2: files Const:6,Isot:0,Dat:1,Count3:0
3: dim X,Y,I,K,H$[13,M,0,F,C,E,K$[13,N,A,G,B,D,Ms[163,XC2753,Z[2753
4: dim IS[93,OS[16,93,A$C93,L$C133
5: dim B*[153,CS[153,D$[353,E5C103,F$C103,GS[253,JsC353,ZSt3]
6: c1l 'rapt'
7: "front":
8: fat 3,"FUlFR",f5.0,"KHAM3VO"
9: wrt 717.3,8500
10: lcl 719
11: dsp "Push to cont";ent "",A
12: wrt 710,"12E8E9GOE:11"
13: wrt 710,"J1"
14: red 710,A;red 731,A
15: fat 4,1/,2x,f26.11,1/
16: 10500)W
17: fat 1,"FUIAM3VOST",C5.0,"KHSP",C5.0,"KHTI30SESSSS"
18: wrt 717.1,8500,10500
19: wait 32000
20: wait 12000
21: for Jul to 275
22: 3)T
23: if J>125;3)T
24: if J>135;.5)T
25: if J>165;3)T
26: if J>195;6.25)T
27: if J>215;12.5)T
28: if J>235;25)T
29: if J>255;50>T
30: if J<125;3)T
31: if J<80;6.25)T
32: if J<60;12.5)T
33: if J<40;25)T
34: if J<20;50)T
35: W)U
36: U-T)W
37: fat 2,"ST",C7.1,"KHSP",C7.1,"KHTI.1SESSSS"
-38: wrt 717.2,U,W;trg 723;red 723,V
39: if J>215;wait 1000
40: if J<60;wait 1000
41: wait 1300
42: wrt 710,"I2E8E9GOE:I1"
43: 0)P
44: wrt 710,"JI";for D=1 to 10
45: trg 723;red 723,V
46: V+P)P
47: next D
48: P/10)Z[J3
49: red 710,A;red 731,A
50: A)X(J3
51: next J
52: rread 4,1,X,Y
53: dsp "Is this new set of run";ent ""Z$
54: if ZS="Y";Y+1)Y
55: dsp "Accept this run";ent "",Z$
56: if Z$="Y";X+1)X
57: fmt 5,"X- ",f3.0,"Y= ",3.0
58: rprt 4,1,X,Y
59: wrt 706.5,X,Y
60: dsp "Which trk";ent "",J
61: trk J
62: rread 3,1,X,Y,I,KH$,M,OF,C.E,KS,tN,A,G,B,D
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63: rread 4,1,X,Y
64: rcf X,X,Y,I,K,H$,M,O,F,C,E,KS,N,A,G,B,D,MS,X[*J,Z[*J
65: fmt 6,2x,(3.8,2x,f26.2,3x,(26.7,2x,(26.7
66: dsp "Continue this run?";ent "",Z$
67: if ZS="N";gto "back"
68: dsp "enter new pressure";ent "",0
69: cl 'rapt'
70: wrt 706.4,"Cell Pressure ",0
71: rprt 3,1,X,Y,I,K,H$,M,O,F,C,E,K5,N,R,G,B,D
72: gto "front"
73: "back":
74: end
75: "Pnum":
76: if p4-2;gto +2
771 dim PC663,VC23,BC23,DC23,HC23,LC23,TSC83,R[O:603
78: rread 1,p1,T$,VC1J,V[23,B, B[13,B[23,D,DC13,D[23,H,H13,HC2JLLC13,LC2J
79: for J=2 to 60 by 2
86: if p3*100;p3)J
81: Bp23J^2-(2B-BCp23)J-D~p2J(J^4+J^2)+(2D-DCp2J)2J^3)PCJ3
82: V p23-(2H-H~p23)(3J^5+J^3)-(2L-L~p23)(4J^7+4J^5)+PCJJ)PCJJ
83: LCp23(J^8+6J^6+J^4)+Hlp23(J^6+3J^4)+PCJ)P[J3p5
84: if p3#100;gto "out"
85: fat 9,2x,f4.1,5x,f26.5," MHz"
86: wrt 706.9,J,PCJJ '
87: next J
88: ret
89:
90: "out":
91: ret
92: "Rnum":
93: if p4=2;gto +2
94: dim R[O:603,Vt23,B[23,D[23,H[23,L[23,T$[8J,PC603
95: rread 1,pl,T$,V[13,V[23,B,B[13,BC23,D,DC13,D[23,H,HC13,HC23,L,L[13,L[2J
96: for J=O to 60 by 2 -
97: if p3#100;p3)J
98: (2 B-Blp23)(J+1)+BCp23(J41)^2-Dlp23((J+1)J)^2-4DCJ+1)^3+VCp23)RCJ3
99: Hlp23((J+1)J)^3+H6J5+30J^4+62J^'3+66J^2+36J+8)+RCJ3)R[J3
100: L(SJ^7+56J6+176J^5+320J^4+360J^3+248J^2+96J+16)+R[J3)R[JJ
101: L~p23((J+1)J)^4+R[JJ)RCJ)p5
102: if p3#100;gto "out"
103: fmt 8,2x,f4.1,5x,f20.5," MHz"
104: wrt 706.8,J,R[JJ
105: next J
106: ret
107:
108: "out":
109: ret
110: "rapt":
111: fat ;red 714;" ">MS
112: red 714,Ms
113: wrt 706,M$
114: ret
*24270
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0: "Dipdi, LSF of Derivative Lineshape":
1: "Include Backgrnd Slope":
2: files Datiz:,Dattiz:,Count4:0,Isot:0
3m dim X,Y,I,K,HS[13,M,,F,C,E,KS[13,N,R,G,B,D,MS[163,XC2753,ZC2753,F[2753
4: dim GC1003,H[1003,CCI03,PC103,SC2]
5: dim BE1,163,V[103,AE103,D[103,T[103,RIO,103,Y$[253,CSE1]
6: dim J[83,RSE13,0$16,93
7: dsp "enter first file";ent "",SE13
8: dsp "enter last file ";ent "",SE2]
9: dsp "Which track?";ent "",J
10: trk J
11: "Starr":
12: ldf SE13,X,Y,I,K,HS,M,O,F,C,E,K$,N,A,G,B,D,M$,XC*3,ZE*]
13: rprt 1,1,X,Y,I,K,HS,M,O,F,C,E,KS,N,A,G,B,D,MS
14: fmt 1,1/,1x,4f4.1
15: wrt 706.1,"Run X= ",X," Y= ",Y," from tape ",SEIJ," on trk ",
16: rread 4,I,O$EI]
17: rread 4,C,0SC]
18: fmt 2,"Isotope ",c14
19: wrt 706.2,QSEIJ
20: fmt 3,f4.0,"-",c2,"(,f2.0,")"
21: wrt 706.3,K,HS,M
22: fmt 4,f6.2
23: wrt 706.4,"Cell Pressure ",0
24: wrt 706.2,0$[C3
25: wrt 706.3,E,K$,N
26: wrt 706.4,"Cell Pressure ",A
27: pclr
28: pen
29: 275)M
30: for J=1 to 137
31: XEJJ)X;ZEJD)Y;X[276-JJ)E;Z[276-JJ)R
32: X)X[276-J);E)XEJJ;Y>Z[276-JJ;A)ZEJ)
33: next J
34: max(ZE*3))Q;min(Z[*J )}P
35: for J=1 to 275
36: if ZCJJ=Q;J)L
37: if ZEJJ=P;J)S
38: next J
39: int(abs(L+S)/2))V
40: (XEL]+XESJ)/2)C
41: 275>M
42: fmt 9,"The Center Point",9.2," Is the Pair",f5.3,f15.5
43: for I=1 to M
44: XEI)-C)XEI)
45: next I
46: min(XE*3))E
47: 275)N
48: for J=1 to N
49: min(abs(E),abs(XEJ)))E
50: next J
51: V)T
52: for J=1 to N
53: if abs(XEJ)=E;J)T
54: next J
55: wrt 706.9,T,XET3,Z[T]
56: c1l 'PLOT'
57: fmt 1,"Compare ",1l5.5,"with ",f15.5," FHHM is ",f15.5
58: ?mt 3,"Compare ",e15.5,"with ",e15.5," FWHM is ",el.5
59: fmt 2,"Compare middle",f5.0,"with ".2f4.0,/
60: wrt 706.1,Z[LJ,Z[SJ,abs(Z[LJ-ZESJ)
61: wrt 706.3,X[L],X[SJ,abs(X[L)-X(S])*\3
62: wrt 706.2,V,L,S
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63: for J-1 to 8
64: ZCJJ)HCJJ
65: XCJJ)GCJJ
66: next J
67: for I=9 to 16
68: X[I+2593)GEIJ
69: ZCI+259)HCIJ
70: next I
71: 16)P
72: 6)A)B)C)D)E)FiG
73: for 11 to P
74: A+GCIJ)A
75: E+HCIJ)E
76: B+GCIJ^2)B
77: F+HCIJ*G[IJ)F
78: next I
79: P)B[1,1J;A)BC2,13
80: A)BC1,23;B)B[2,23
81: 2)0
82: E)BC1,33;F)B[2,33
83: gsb "SOLVE"
84: for J=1 to 2
85: VCJJ)ACJJ
86: next J
87: 275)N
88: fat 1,"The initial guesses are",3e20.11
89: wrt 706.1,AC13,AC2]
90: 1)r8
91: if AC2J>0;-1)r0
92: "begin":
93: fat 4,"The Center Shift is",e12.5
94: cli 'REPLOT1'
95: -A[13/A[23)G
96: wrt 706.4,G
97: for J*t to N
98: Z[JJ-AC13)ZEJJ
99: next J
100: c1l REPLOT'
101: 8)A[1]
102: 4)Q
103: abs((XELJ-X(SJ)*\3))A[4
104: (ZELJ+AC23*A[43/2/\3)*AC4J*4/9*\3)AC3J
105: 1)rl
106: .001)L
107: "Start":
108: gsb "SR2"
109: gsb "SR5"
110: for I=2 to 0
111: REIJ+V[I3)AEI3
112: next I
113: fmt 2,"Initial guesses are",6e20.11
114: wrt 706.2,A[13,A[23,A[33,A[43,A[5
115: gsb "SR6"
116: S)Y
117: gsb "SR2"
118: gsb "SR5"
119: A[13T[1J;A[23T[2]
120: for 1=2 to 0
121: A[IJ)T[IJ
122: A[IJ+VI)A[IJ
123: next I
124: gsb "SR6"
125: fat 7,3e15.6
126: wrt 706.7,Y,S,L
127: 1+r1)r1
128: if Y-S<0; 10*L>L;gto "Add"
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129: if Y--S>=O;.1*L)L;gto "Add"
130: "Add":
131: for 12 to 0
132: T[IJ)ACIJ;next I
133: "Ad":
134: if L<le-5 or rl>3;gto "Re"
135: gto "Start"
136: "Re".
137: fat 3,"Final Guesses are ",6e20.11
138: wrt 706.3,AC13,AC23,AC33,AC42
139: cl1 'RPLOT1'
140: fat 5,"The Doppler Width is",f20.6
141: for Ju1 to 4
142: ACJJ)JCJJ
143: next J
144: "Y")AS
145: if AS"N";gto +7
146: rread 1,1,X,Y,I,K,HS,M,O,F,C,E,K$,N,A,G,B,D,MS
147: rread 3,1,Z,W
148: rprt 2,Z,X,Y,I,K,HS,M,O,F,C,E,K$,N,A,G,B,D,M$,JC*]
149: rprt 3,1,Z+1,Y
150: fat 9,2f6.1
151: wrt 706.9,"Count Z ",Z,"Count Y= ",Y
152: SC13+1)S[13;if S[1)<=S[23;gto "Starr"
153: end
154:
155:
156: "SR2":
157: for Jul to Q
158: 0)PCJJ
159: for K=1 to J
160: 0)R[J,KJ
161: next K
162: next J
163: for I=1 to N
164: gsb "FDER1"
165: gsb "FUNC1"
166: for J=1 to 0
167: PCJJ+(Z[IJ-Z)*D[JJ)PCJJ
168: for Ku1 to J
169: RCJ,KJ+DCJI*DCKJ)R[J,K3
170: next K
171: next J
172: next I
173: for Jul to 0
174: for K=1 to J
175: RCJ,KJ)R[K,J2
176: if J=K;R[J,KI+L)RCJ,KJ
177: next K
178: next J
179: ret
180:
181:
182:
183: "SR5":
184: for I-i to 0
185: for J=1 to 0
186: PCI3B[I,Q+1
187: REI,JJ)B[I,J
188: next J
189: next 1
190: Q0)
191: gsb "SOLVE"
192: ret
193:
194:
195:
196:
197:
198:
199:
208:
201:
202:
203:
204:
205:
206:
207:
208:
209:
210:
211:
212:
213:
214:
215:
216:
217:
218:
219:
220:
221:
222:
223:
224:
225:
226:
227:
228:
229:
230:
231:
232:
233:
234:
235:
236:
237:
238:
239:
240:
241:
242:
243:
244:
245:
246:
247:
248:
249:
250:
251:
252:
253:
254:
255:
256:
257:
258:
259:
260: "INT":1}I
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"SR6" a
O)S
for I1 to Q
S+VCIJ2)S
next I
gsb "CHISQI"
L*S+C)S
ret
"FDER1":
XCIJ)r6
r6*2/AC43)r8
1)DC1J
r6)D[2J
1+r8^2)r7
rO*8*r6/<AC43*r7)^2)DC3J
-2*DC33*A[33/AC43+16*A[33*D[33*r6*r6/CAC43^3*r7))D[4
ret
NFUHC1":
XCIJ)r4
AC33/(1+4*r4^2/AC43^2)^2)r5
AC13+r4*A[2J+r8*r5*8*r4/A[4J^2)Z
ret
"CHISQ1":
0)C
for I-1 to H
gsb "FUNC1"
C+<z[13-Z)^2)C
ret
'FS 1":
XCIJ)r
AC1)+AC23*rI)W
ret
"SOLVE":cfg 4;0)1
if (I+1)I)=O;gto +15
I-i)K;0)B
if (K+1)K)>0;gto +3
if (abs(B[K,IJ))T)>B;T)B;K)R
gto -2
if B=0;sfg 4;dsp "DET=O";ret
I)J;if I=R;gto +2
BCI,JJ)T;B[R,JJ)BCI,JJ;T)BR,JJ;jp (J*1)J)>0+1
I+1)J;DCI, IDE
BCI,J/B)BCI,JJ;jmp (J+1)J)>0+1
I)K
if (K+1)K)>0;gto -11
I+1)J
BCK,JJ-BEK,IJBCI,J2)B[K,JJ;jmp (J+1)J)>0+1
gto -3
if B[0,03=0;8)B;gto -10
B[0,0+13/B[0,03)VC0;0)I
if (I-l)I)<1;ret
0)H;0)K
B[I,K]VCK)+H)H;jmp (K-i)K)<=I
B[I,0+13-H>VCIJ;gto -3
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261: if (I+1)I)>N-1;gto +3
262: S(XCI-X[I-13)X)/XCI+13-X[I-13)H))KCI
263: 2(((ZCI+13-Z[I2)/(XEI+13-XCIJ)-(Z[II-Z[I-13)/X)/H)T)>SCI;3T)F[IJ;gto -2
264: 8)SC13)S[N;8-4\3)W
265: 8)U;2)I
266: WC-SCI2-KCISCI-13-C.5-KIC1)SCI+13+F[I2))T
267: if (abs(T))H)>U;H)U
268: SC13+T)SCI3
269: if IN-~1;I+1)I;gto -3
270: if U>=E;gto -5
271:. 8)I)A
272: if (I+1)I)>N-1;ret
273: A+<.5(X[I+13-X[I2)H)(Z[I+ZCI+13)-(1/24)H^3(SCI+S[I+13)))A;gto -1
274:
275:
276: "PLOT":
277: max(ZC*2))H
278: max(X*))P
279: min(C*3))T
280: minCXC*2))U
281: sc1 prnd(U,5),prnd(P,5),T-1,H+1
282: xax T,1e6,prnd(U,5),prnd(P,5),3
283: yax prnd(U,5),1,T,H,1
284: "+")CS
285:
286: for J-1 to M
287: cil 'move'CXCJ2,ZCJ2)
288: cl1 'plot'(X[J2,2CJ)
289: next J
290: pen
291: ret
292: "REPLOTI":
293: for 1=1 to N
294: gsb "FS1"
295: W)FCI2
296: c11 'move'<XI2,F[12)
297: cl 'plot'<X[1 ,F[I )
298: next I
299: pen
300: ret
301:
302: "RPLOT1":
303: for Jul to N
304: gsb "FUNC1"
305: Z)FEI2
306: cl 'move'(X[IJ,F[IJ)
307: c1l 'plot'CXEI2,FEI2)
308: next I
309: pen
310: ret
311:
312: "REPLOT":
313: for J=1 to N
314: c1l 'move'(XCJ),Z[JJ)
315: cll 'plot'(X[J ,ZEJJ)
316: next J
317: pen
318: ret
319: "move":
320: pen;plt pI,p2,2;ret
321:
322: "plot"
323: cplt -.33,-.3
324: "+")CS
325: lbi CS
326: cplt -. 67, .3;ret
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APPENDIX 7 RESONANCE FUNCTIONS
This appendix calculates and tabulates the real and
imaginary parts of the resonance functions( 4 5 3 -605 ) normally
encountered in dealing with the electrostatic,dispersive,
and inductive forces in the familiar ATC theory. The
imaginary component was calculated by using the Hilbert
transform (NAG routine D01AQF). The Hilbert transform is
given as
f(k)= 1/vP.P.fdk'f(k')/(k-k')
where P.P. stands for the principle part of the integral
from the limits -w to o.
Since X=X'+ iX" ,the real and imaginary parts of the
dispersion can be related by the Kramers-Kronig
relationship:
X"= -1/rfdw' X'(w)/ (W'-w)
=-
2 w/ fdw' X'(w)/ (w' 2 -W 2 )
where the integration runs from 0 to e. The last form of
the integral was used in the NAG routine D01AJF to obtain
the imaginary part of the resonance function using the
Hilbert transform. Most of these imaginary functions have
not been tabulated in the previous literature but are needed
-in calculated certain forms of the dispersive, inductive and
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electrostatic contributions to the pressure shift. The
resonance functions are listed and plotted in this appendix.
Note that there exist a very good polynomial approximation
(484) to many of the resonance functions so that repeated
evaluations of the modified Bessel functions can be avoided.
The approximation for the f3(k) resoance function is given
in the FORTRAN listing FE3 and FEI3 in Appendix 6.
Table All is a list of the real parts of the f(k) and
g(k) resonance function as expressed in Leavitt( 60 5 ).
f1 (k) k' [1K2 (k)2 +4K,(k) 2 + 3K 0(k)
f2(k) =k' K3 kk) 2 +6K2(k) + 15K,(k)' + 10KO(k) 2]
f3 (k)= - k"(K4(k) 2 +8K 3 (k)2 +28K*k) 2 +56Ki(k) 2 +35K 0(k)2]
f 4 (k) =8-Ik '-(2(27k +27k + 14k 3 +5k')K 0 (k)
+3(45 - 45k +33k2 +18k3 +5k4) 1 1(k)+6(15k +15k2 +6k3 +k4)K,(k)+(105 +105k +45k + 1043 +kI)K(k)
AM~k =50-4 kIe-*([(27 + 27k +39kz +30k' -,35k 4) Ko (k) + 8(9k + 9k2 + 10k 3 +7k 4)K1 1(k)
-4 (15 +15k +27k 2 + 22k 3 +7k) Kz(k) -8 (15k + 15k2 +6k3 +k')A(k) + (105 +10 5k +45k - 10 +k')K(k
g 6(k) = e~'(63 + 126k +126,' +84k 3 +39k' +12k + 2k
6 ),
(k) = r -c'k (5031 +10 062k + 10 296k2 +7176k 3 +3876k4 +1740k5 +668k6 + 216k 7 + 54k)
3( =&(225 + 450k + 414k 2 +228k 3 + 81k+4 4 18k + 2k),
g4= - (3825 +7650k --7848k2 +5496k 3 + 2892k + 1176kb + 364k + 80k"+10i ),
gs (k) = -"(900+1800k+1818k2+±1236k+627k 4 + 246/0 + 74k' +16k 7 + 2k8)
g6 (k) = I~ e-( 3 2 1 975 + -643 950k +654 642k2 4 450 684k +236 988k'
+ 102 024k5 + 37656k 6 + 12 264k +3558k, -900k/1+180k' 0 )
gC,() ,n e-= 1 75 +3150k +3060k2 +1920k 3 4870! ,3( /3 +80k +16k7 +2k8)
T ablJ.e A-ll Real and Imag inary Resonance Fnions
REAL F(K) RESONANCE VALUES
F1(K) F2(K) F3(K) F4(K)
0.10052E+01
0.10447E+01
0.11023E+01
0.1148iE+01
0.11624E+01
0.11386E+01
0.10798E+01
0.99424E+00
0.89176E+00
0.78168E+00
0.67157E+00
0.56691E+00
0.47123E+00
0.38638E+00
0.31300E+00
0.25082E+00
0.19906E+00
0.15661E+00
0.12224E+00
0.94731E-01
0.72933E-01
0.55816E-01
0.42482E-01
0.32169E-01
0.24246E-01
0.18195E-01
0.13599E-01
0.10126E-01
0.75129E-02
0.55561E-02
0.10048E-02
0.38084E-04
0.12525E-05
0.37440E-07
0.10448E-08
0.27682E-10
0.70439E-12
0.17351E-13
0.41615E-15
0.97619E-17
0.10013E+01
0.10120E+01
0.10359E+01
0.10738E+01
0.11222E+01
0.11736E+01
0.12187E+0i
0.12491E+01
0.12587E+01
0.12446E+01
0.12070E+01
0.11484E+01
0.10728E+01
0.98515E+00
0.89028E+00
0.79271E+00
0.69624E+00
0.60383E+00
0.51763E+00
0.43899E+00
0.36862E+00
0.30669E+00
0.25301E+00
0.20707E+00
0.16823E+00
0.13574E+00
0.10883E+00
0.86726E-01
0.68725E-01
0.54174E-01
0.13490E-01
0.82503E-03
0.39963E-04
0.16530E-05
0.61012E-07
0.20663E-08
0.65432E-10
0.19631E-1i
0.56343E-13
0.15584E-14
0.10006E+01
0.10051E+01
0.10146E+01
0.10303E+01
0.10533E+01
0.10845E+01
0.11237E+01
0.11686E+01
0.12159E+0l
0.12608E+01
0.12985E+01
0.13244E+01
0.13351E+01
0.13286E+01
0.13042E+01
0.12627E+01
0.12058E+01
0.11362E+01
0.10569E+01
0.97113E+00
0.88192E+00
0.79209E+00
0.70399E+00
0.-61954E+00
0.54016E+00
0.46683E+00
0.40012E+00
0.34027E+00
0.28725E+00
0.24080E+00
0.81849E-01
0.80167E-02
0.56996E-03
0.32564E-04
0.15880E-05
0.68699E-07
0.27060E-08
0.98847E-i0
0.33941E-11
0.11067E-12
0.10018E+01
0.10155E+01
0.10407E+01
0.10738E+01
0.11099E+01
0.11442E+01
0.11716E+01
0.I1880E+01
0.11905E+01
.0.11774E+01
0.11484E+01
0.11046E+01
0.10477E+01
0.98055E+00
0.90583E+00
0.82650E+00
0.74529E+00
0.66462E+00
0.58648E+00
0.51243E+00
0.44356E+00
0.38059E+00
0.32386E+00
0.27344E+00
0.22918E+00
0.19075E+00
0.15773E+00
0.1296iE+00
0.10589E+00
0.86023E-0l
0.25135E-01
0.19983E-02
0.12166E-03
0.61510E-05
0.27135E-06
0.10786E-07
0.39488E-09
0.13527E-10
0.43861E-12
0.13582E-13
0.10002E+01
0.10018E+01
0.10051E+01
0.IO100E+01
0.10169E+01
0.10258E+01
0.10370E+01
0.10511E+01
0.10685E+01
0.10897E+01
0.11152E+01
0.11451E+01
0.11795E+01
0.12176E+01
0.12584E+01
0.13002E+01
0.13411E+01
0.13788E+01
0.14110E+01
0.14356E+01
0.14507E+01
0.14549E+01
0.14471E+01
0.14272E+01
0.13952E+01
0.13518E+01
0.12983E+01
0.12359E+01
0.11664E+01
0.10916E+01
0.65875E+00
0.15925E+00
0.24011E-01
0.25970E-02
0.22012E-03
0.15495E-04
0.94266E-06
0.50986E-07
0.25035E-08
0.11338E-09
F5(K)
0.1000
0.3000
0.5000
0.7000
0.9000
1.1000
1.3000
1.5000
1.7000
1.9000
2.1000
2.3000
2.5000
2.7000
2.9000
3.1000
3.3000
3.5000
3.7000
3.9000
4.1000
4.3000
4.5000
4.7000
4.9000
5.1000
5.3000
5.5000
5.7000
5.9000
7.0000
9.0000
11.0000
13.0000
15.0000
17.0000
19.0000
21.0000
23.0000
25.0000
IMAGINARY F(K) RESONANCE VALUES
F1(K)
0.43792E-03
0.16558E-01
0.72721E-01
0.17030E+00
0.29446E+00
0.42619E+00
0.54927E+00
0.65289E+00
0.73171E+00
0.78466E+00
0.81360E+00
0.82199E+00
0.81397E+00
0.79365E+00
0.76478E+00
0.73050E+00
0.69333E+00
0.65520E+00
0.61749E+00
0.58115E+00
0.54676E+00
0.51467E+00
0.48502E+00
0.45781E+00
0.43295E+00
0.41031E+00
0.38972E+00
0.37100E+00
0.35395E+00
0.33842E+00
0.27345E+00
0.20508E+00
0.16517E+00
0.13860E+00
0.11952E+00
0.10511E+00
0.93834E-01
0.84759E-01
0.77294E-01
0.71045E-01
F2(K)
0.89647E-06
0.30040E-03
0.36083E-02
0.16287E-01
0.45712E-01
0.96873E-01
0.17057E+00
0.26347E+00
0.36925E+00
0.48028E+00
0.58899E+00
0.68894E+00
0.77539E+00
0.84541E+00
0.89777E+00
0.93268E+00
0.95137E+00
0.95573E+00
0.94804E+00
0.93066E+00
0.90590E+00
0.87583E+00
0.84227E+00
0.80674E+00
0.77047E+00
0.73439E+00
0.69920E+00
0.66539E+00
0.63329E+00
0.60307E+00
0.47113E+00
0.33692E+00
0.26584E+00
0.22093E+00
0.18947E+00
0.16606E+00
0.14790E+00
0.13338E+00
0.12148E+00
0.11156E+00
F3(K)
0.86333E-09
0.25821IE-05
0.85445E-04
0.74936E-03
0.34442E-02
0.10794E-01
0.26254E-01
0.53347E-01
0.94791E-01
0.15184E+00
0.22397E+00
0.30899E+00
0.40336E+00
0.50275E+00
0.60254E+00
0.69840E+00
0.78657E+00
0.86413E+00
0.92913E+00
0.98050E+00
0.10180E+01
0.10422E+01
0.10540E+01
0.10547E+01
0.10459E+01
0.10293E+01
0.10063E+01
0.97867E+00
0.94762E+00
0.91436E+00
0.72859E+00
0.49689E+00
0.37851E+00
0.30948E+00
0.26320E+00
0.22952E+00
0.20374E+00
0.18330E+00
0.16667E+00
0.15286E+00
F4(K)
0.12679E-03
0.32789E-02
0.14463E-01
0.37553E-01
0.74904E-01
0.12716E+00
0.19327E+00
0.27069E+00
0.35579E+00
0.44439E+00
0.53222E+00
0.61537E+00
0.69062E+00
0.75553E+00
0.80862E+00
0.84919E+00
0.87732E+00
0.89366E+00
0.89928E+00
0.89553E+00
0.88389E+00
0.86587E+00
0.84292E+00
0.81637E+00
0.78740E+00
0.75700E+00
0.72602E+00
0.69512E+00
0.66482E+00
0.63549E+00
0.49938E+00
0.35281E+00
0.27604E+00
0.22854E+00
0.19564E+00
0.17127E+00
0.15243E+00
0.13739E+00
0.12509E+00
0.11484E+00
F5(K)
-0.72534E-15
0.42338E-10
0.10718E-07
0.35793E-06
0.44535E-05
0.30835E-04
0.14477E-03
0.51551E-03
0.14929E-02
0.36830E-02
0.79943E-02
0.15632E-01
0.28024E-01
0.46694E-01
0.73085E-01
0.10837E+00
0.15332E+00
0.20812E+00
0.27237E+00
0.34508E+00
0.42469E+00
0.50925E+00
0.59651E+00
0.68410E+00
0.76969E+00
0.85110E+00
0.92642E+00
0.99411E+00
0.10530E+01
0.11023E+01
0.12023E+01
0.95094E+00
0.67944E+00
0.52205E+00
0.42956E+00
0.36801E+00
0.32317E+00
0.28866E+00
0.26113E+00
0.23858E+00
0.1000
0.3000
0.5000
0.7000
0.9000
1. 1000
1.3000
1.5000
1.7000
1.9000
2.1000
2.3000
2.5000
2.7000
2.9000
3.1000
3.3000
3.5000
3.7000
3.9000
4.1000
4.3000
4.5000
4.7000
4.9000
5.1000
5.3000
5.5000
5.7000
5.9000
7.0000
9.0000
1i 1.0000
13.0000
15.0000
17. 0000
19.0000
21.0000
23.0000
25.0000
IMAGINARY G(K) RESONANCE VALUES
K
0.1000
0.3000
0.5000
0.7000
0.9000
1.1000
1.3000
1.5000
1.7000
1.9000
2.1000
2.3000
2.5000
2.7000
2.9000
3.1000
3.3000
3.5000
3.7000
3.9000
4.1000
4.3000
4.5000
4.7000
4.9000
5.1000
5.3000
5.5000
5.7000
5.9000
7.0000
9.0000
11.0000
13.0000
15.0000
17.0000
19.0000
21.0000
23.0000
25.0000
G1(K)
0.26576
0.80854
0.13802
0.19877
0.26264
0.32817
0.39326
0.45556
0.51280
0.56308
0.60501
0.63779
0.66121
0.67552
0.68139
0.67975
0.67169
0.65836
0.64091
0.62041
0.59781
0.57396
0.54954
0.52512
0.50113
0.47790
0.45565
0.43453
0.41463
0.39598
0.31436
0.22877
0. 18181
0. 15162
0.13031
0. 11436
0.10195
0.91994
0.83831
0.77009
G2(K)
0.38313
0.11676
0.20197
0.30186
0.42828
0.59695
0.82586
0.11323
0.15294
0.20234
0.26117
0.32827
0.40170
0.47895
0.55722
0.63366
0.70565
0.77095
0.82783
0.87514
0.91224
0.93905
0.95590
0.96344
0.96261
0.95446
0.94014
0.92080
0.89754
0.87138
0.71038
0.48690
0.36847
0.30015
0.25483
0.22201
0.19697
0.17714
0. 16103
0.14765
G3(K)
0.44514
0.13236
0.21672
0.29546
0.36676
0.42917
0.48174
0.52400
0.55595
0.57798
0.59086
0.59554
0.59315
0.58488
0.57188
0.55526
0.53604
0.51508
0.49315
0.47085
0.44868
0.42700
0.40609
0.38615
0.36729
0.34956
0.33300
0.31758
0.30328
0.29002
0.23300
0.17266
0.13834
0.11583
0.99759
0.87670
0.78225
0.70636
0.64399
0.59181
G4(K)
0.11834
0.36402
0.63603
0.94953
0.13160
0.17419
0.22278
0.27679
0.33510
0.39612
0.45797
0.51867
0.57632
0.62918
0.67587
0.71536
0.74703
0.77065
O.78633
0.79445
0.79564
0.79067
0.78040
0.76572
0.74750
0.72660
0.70376
0.67967
0.65492
0.62998
0.50337
0.35265
0.27290
0.22477
0. 19191
0.16776
0. 14916
0.13435
0.12227
0.11221
G5(K)
0.16736
0.50796
0.86571
0.12503
0.16687
0.21244
0.26162
0.31387
0.36823
0.42340
0.47790
0.53020
0.57884
0.62253
0.66027
0.69134
0.71538
0.73232
0.74235
0.74591
0.74360
0.73612
0.72425
0.70878
0.69047
0.67004
0.64815
0.62536
0.60217
0.57899
0.46282
0.32565
0.25272
0.20842
0.17809
0.15575
0.13852
0.12480
0. 11359
0.10425
G6(K)
0.65616
0.20236
0.35794
0.55303
0.82153
0.12168
0. 18164
0.27235
0.40627
0.59693
0.85741
0.11985
0.16273
0.21454
0.27488
0.34274
0.41659
0.49451
0.57431
0.65369
0.73044
0.80252
0.86821
0.92612
0.97531
0.10152
0.10456
0.10668
0.10790
0.10830
0.99803
0.70978
0.51640
0.40904
0.34241
0.29603
0.26137
0.23430
0.21249
0.19450
G7(K)
0.28641
0.85752
0.14235
0. 19807
0.25254
0.30532
0.35596
0.40393
0.44868
0.48965
0.52631
0.55821
0.58498
0.60639
0.62239
0.63302
0.63852
0.63922
0.63555
0.62803
0.61720
0.60364
0.58790
0.57051
0.55196
0.53269
0.51308
0.49346
0.47407
0.45514
0.36432
0.26009
0.20370
0.16874
0.14452
0. 12657
0.11268
0.10158
0.92507
0.84936
REAL G(K) RESONANCE VALUES
K
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.5000
0.6000
0.7000
0.8000
0.9000
- 0000
1.1000
1.2000
1.3000
1.4000
1.5000
1.6000
1.7000
1.8000
1.9000
2.0000
2. 1000
2.2000
2.3000
2.4000
2.5000
2.6000
2.7000
2.8000
2.9000
3.0000
3.1000
3.2000
3.3000
3.4000
3.5000
3.6000
3.7000
3.8000
3.9000
4.0000
4.1000
4.2000
4.3000
4.4000
4.5000
G1(K)
1.00000
0.99993
0.99966
0.99898
0.99762
0.99530
0.99174
0.98666
0.97981
0.97098
0.96000
0.94677
0.93123
0.91338
0.89328
0.87102
0.84674
0.82063
0.79288
0.76373
0.73342
0.70220
0.67031
0.63800
0.60552
0.57307
0.54087
0.50912
0.47797
0.44759
0.41810
0.38961
0.36220
0.33595
0.31092
0.28712
0.26459
0.24334
0.22334
0.20459
0.18707
0.17074
0.15556
0.14148
0.12846
G2(K)
1.00047
1.00187
1.00425
1.00764
1.01208
1.01761
1.02429
1.03214
1.04116
1.05134
1.06261
1.07487
1.08797
1. 10170
1.11582
1.13005
1.14408
1. 15755
1.17011
1.18141
1.19111
1. 19888
1.20440
1.20744
1.20776
1.20519
1.19961
1.19096
1.17921
1.16440
1.14659
1.12592
1.10254
1.07664
1.04843
1.01815
0.98606
0.95242
0.91748
0.88153
0.84482
0.80760
0.77012
0.73262
0.69529
G3(K)
0.99840
0.99362
0.98571
0.97474
0.96083
0.94411
0.92476
0.90297
0.87894
0.85291
0.82513
0.79585
0.76532
0.73380
0.70156
0.66884
0.63587
0.60288
0.57009
0.53767
0.50580
0.47464
0.44431
0.41494
0.38661
0.35941
0.33339
0.30859
0.28504
0.26275
0.24172
0.22196
0.20342
0.18610
0.16994
0.15493
0. 14100
0.12811
0.11622
0.10526
0.09520
0.08597
0.07752
0.06981
0.06277
G4 (K)
1.00052
1.00205
1.00454
1.00792
1.01206
1.01682
1.02202
1.02745
1.03291
1.03814
1.04290
1.04694
1.05002
1.05189
1.05233
1.05114
1.04814
1.04320
1.03619
1.02704
1.01570
1.00217
0.98648
0.96867
0.94885
0.92711
0.90361
0.87850
0.85195
0.82414
0.79527
0.76552
0.73511
0. 70421
0.67302
0.64171
0.61047
0.57944
0.54878
0.51862
0.48907
0.46026
0.43226
0.40516
0.37902
G5 (K)
1.00020
1.00078
1.00172
1.00294
1.00438
1.00591
1.00743
1.00878
1.00981
1.01035
1.01023
1.00928
1.00731
1.00417
0.99971
0.99379
0.98630
0. 977 15
0.96628
0.95363
0.93922
0.92304
0.90515
0.88561
0.86451
0.84196
0.81808
0.79301
0.76691
0.73993
0.71224
0.68399
0.65535
0.62649
0.59756
0.56869
0.54005
0.51174
0.48389
0.45661
0.42999
0.40411
0.37905
0.35486
0.33158
G6(K)
1.00033
1.00133
1.00301
1.00539
1.00849
1.01233
1.01697
1.02244
1.02878
1.03603
1.04425
1.05345
1.06368
1.07493
1.08721
1. 10048
1.11468
1. 12975
1.14555
1. 16195
1. 17878
1. 19584
1.21291
1.22973
1.24606
1.26162
1.27614
1.28935
1.30098
1.31078
1.31852
1.32399
1.32702
1.32745
1.32517
1.32010
1.31219
1.30143
1.28785
1.27150
1.25247
1.23088
1 .20686
1.18059
1. 15223
G7(K)
0.99943
0.99771
0.99486
0.99086
0.98571
0.97943
0.97200
0.96343
0.95372
0.94288
0.93090
0.91781
0.90360
0.88830
0.87193
0.85453
0.83612
0.81675
0.79648
0.77536
0.75347
0.73087
0.70765
0.68390
0.65970
0.63515
0.61035
0.58540
0.56039
0.53542
0.51059
0.48597
0.46167
0.43775
0.41429
0.39136
0.36903
0.34733
0.32632
0.30603
0.28651
0.26777
0.24982
0.23269
0.21638
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Figure A6 Resonance Functions
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